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Sammanfattning 

Bakgrund: Den idag viktigaste resursen för företag är människor. Detta har 
lett till en omfattande litteratur inom ämnet Human Resource Ma-
nagement, och inom det återfinns ämnena motivation och karriär 
management. Givet betydelsen av teknologi intensiva företag och 
det faktum att missnöjet bland ingenjörer ökar samt att de är er-
kända som svåra att hantera har en del av litteraturen inom detta 
ämne fokuserat på hur man leder ingenjörer. Inom denna är det 
vida erkänt att ingenjörer behöver specialhantering, ändock är litte-
raturen inte fullständig och ett ämne, vilken det fram tills nu det 
givits lite uppmärksamhet åt, är karriärsrörlighet.   

Syfte: Syftet med denna uppsats är att identifiera hinder och incitament 
till ingenjörers karriärsrörlighet. 

Referensram:  Den första delen av det teoretiska ramverket hanterar motivation, 
inom vilken författarna fokuserar på McClellands behovsteori, gi-
vet dess nära koppling till behovet av presentation, en central 
aspekt inom karriärs rörlighet. Den andra delen handlar om tidiga-
re forskning vad gäller management av ingenjörer. Baserat på Refe-
rensramen skapar författarna Karriär Rörlighets Modellen vilken 
fungerar som en bas för kommande struktur och analys. 

Metod: För att fullgöra syftet med uppsatsen valde författarna en kvalitativ 
undersökningsmetod, och genomförde tolv semistrukturerade in-
tervjuer. Resultatet analyserade sen i ljuset av det teoretiska ram-
verket.  

Resultat: De empiriska resultaten består av intervjuerna gjorda med ingenjö-
rer i olika åldrar, med olika anställningslängd och i olika stadier av 
sin karriär. Intervju resultaten är organiserade baserat på det teore-
tiska ramverket för att underlätta inför den kommande analysen.  

Analys: I analysen applicerar författarna den empiriska undersökningen på 
Karriär Rörlighets Modellen, vilket betyder att de analyserar hinder 
och incitament för karriärsrörlighet. Författarnas analys visar att 
det finns ett klart överskott av hinder jämfört med främjande fak-
torer på företaget i studien.  

Slutsats: Genom att skapa en utmanande arbetssituation och erbjuda kon-
stant utbildning kan företag skapa en bra bas för karriärsrörlighet. 



 

 

Likväl, utan ett övergripande program för karriärplanering kombi-
nerat med synliga karriärvägar och etablerade kommunikationska-
naler kommer företag att sakna kritiska aspekter som främjar karri-
ärsrörlighet. Dessutom måste tekniska företag komma ihåg att den 
bästa specialisten inte alltid är den bästa ledaren, givet de många 
hinder en specialist fokuserad ledare kan skapa.   
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Abstract 

Background: The most important resource of today’s companies is human re-
sources. This has lead to a vast literature in the field of Human Re-
source Management, and within that are the fields of motivation 
and career management. Given the importance of technology in-
tensive companies’ and the fact that engineers are increasingly dis-
satisfied and recognized as being difficult to manage a part of the 
literature have focused upon management of engineers. In this it is 
widely accepted that engineers need special treatment, however, 
literature is not complete and a part which, up until now, has 
gained little attention is the one concerning career mobility.  

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to identify the inducements and ob-
stacles to the career mobility of engineers. 

Frame of Reference: The first part of the theoretical framework covers motivation, in 
which the authors focus on McClelland’s Content Theory of Moti-
vation, given its close connection to need for achievement, a cen-
tral aspect in career mobility. The second part deals with previous 
research on management of engineers. Based on the Frame of 
Reference the authors construct the Career Mobility Model, which 
serve as a foundation for subsequent structure and interpretation. 

Method: In order to fulfill the purpose of the thesis the authors chose a 
qualitative research method, and conducted twelve semis struc-
tured interviews. The results were then analyzed in the light of the 
theoretical framework.  

Empirical Findings: The empirical findings consist of interviews with engineers of dif-
ferent ages, employment time and stages of their career. The inter-
view results are organized based on the theoretical framework to 
aid forthcoming interpretation.  

Analysis: In the analysis the authors apply the empirical findings on the Ca-
reer Mobility Model, thus interpret the different obstacles and in-
ducements to career mobility. The authors’ interpretations reveal a 
clear excess of obstacles compared to inducements at the company 
participating in the study.  

Conclusions: By creating a challenging work situation and offering continuous 
education companies can create a good foundation for career mo-



 

 

bility. However, without a uniform career management program 
combined with visible career routes and established communica-
tion channels a company will lack critical aspects of inducements 
to career mobility. Moreover, technical companies need to re-
member that the best specialist may not always be the best man-
ager, given the many obstacles a specialist focused manager can in-
duce. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to introduce the reader to the subject of the thesis. It commences by stressing the need of 
talented human resources and the concept of Human Resource Management which relates to Human Re-
source Development and career management. The background directs the problem discussion which deals 
with engineers and their career growth. With regards to that the authors formulate the purpose of the study.   

1.1 Background 

“In the new economy, competition is global, capital is abundant, ideas are developed 
quickly and cheaply, and people are willing to change jobs often. In that kind of environ-
ment all that matters is talent. Talent wins” (Fishman, 1998, p. 104)  

The quotation summarizes the vibrant surrounding in which most companies find them-
selves today. In this new economy, or knowledge economy, there have been some drastic 
changes for organizations. Amongst them: Revolutionized organisational structures, fre-
quent occurrence of mergers and downsizing and an increasing need of flexible organisa-
tions (Harrison & Kessels, 2004; Brewster & Larsen, 2000). O’Reilly and Pfeffer1 (2000) 
state that organizations have had to alter their operations from working in a traditional 
economy where value was added by maximizing the potential of tangible resources, such as 
labor, capital and material, towards a knowledge based economy where focus is set on in-
tangible knowledge based assets. Harrison and Kessels2 (2004) contend in this by stating 
that this development has lead to the recognition of human resources as being a company’s 
most important asset. This in its turn has resulted in an increased emphasis on how em-
ployees are to be managed. Brewster and Larsen3 (2000) continue the discussion by arguing 
that given this development, human resource management (HRM) has become a frequently 
debated subject of various approaches. Gupta and Singhal4 (1993) conclude the importance 
of HRM by stating that companies can generate competitive advantage through creative-
ness and innovation which is accomplished by the utilization of successful HRM strategies. 

These strategies cover four dimensions: Human resource planning, reward systems, per-
formance appraisal and career management (Ashok & Singhal, 1993). In other words the 
function of HRM is referred to as the function of selecting, recruiting and retaining the 
people which create the conditions that enable a company to reach sustaining competitive 
advantage and to face the demands of its surroundings (O’Reilly & Pfeffer, 2000). In re-
ward systems and performance appraisal, and often in HRM in general, the most significant 
aspect could be argued to be motivation, which according to Ahltorp5 (2001) is considered 
crucial not only as to encourage people to evolve in their career and develop new skills, it is 
also of great importance since it makes employees put in extra efforts. Even though the 
concept of motivational variables has been acknowledged there still does not exist any uni-

                                                 

1 Professors of Human Resources and Organizational Behavior, at the Graduate School of Business at Stan-
ford University. 

2 Chief examiner, Learning and Development at the UK’s Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, 
and professor of Human Resource Development respectively. 

3 Director of the Centre for International Human Resource Management at Cranfield School of Management, 
UK, and Associate Dean at the Institute of Organization and Industrial Sociology at Copenhagen Business 
School respectively.  

4 Professor of marketing and assistant professor, School of Interpersonal Communication, both at Ohio Uni-
versity. 

5 Renowned doctor of psychology with specialisation in work psychology. 
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fied theoretical frame (Quigley & Tymon, 2006). According to Ahltorp (2001) the factors 
that could have an impact on an employee’s motivation are amongst others: Personality of 
the employee, family and friends, corporate culture and leadership. Lindmark and Önnevik6 
(2006) argue that career management is another important aspect in HRM. Given the revo-
lutionized organizational context many organizations today face a flattened hierarchy which 
not only eliminates a number of managerial positions, it also alters the pre-defined status 
structures socialized with traditional vertical upward career routes. In other words, the flat-
tened hierarchy has broken down the framework for external career routes and thereby in-
creased the need of appropriate career management tools (Brewster & Larsen, 2000).  

Petroni7 (1999) states that using the correct HRM tools is imperative when dealing with sci-
entist and engineers, as they are recognized to be difficult to retain and to have problems 
when shifting into management (Petroni, 1999; 2000; Roberts & Biddle, 1994). According 
to Debackere, Buyens and Vandenbossche8 (1997) many organisations actually face the 
problem of having to force their engineers into administrative roles. Bigliardi, Petroni and 
Dormio9 (2005) opine that the difficulties in managing engineers have resulted in a mount-
ing dissatisfaction amongst this group which has created awareness for more suitable 
managerial systems. The importance of understanding technical professional is stressed by 
Aryee and Leong10 (1991). They believe that the competitive global market place and the 
need to achieve technological leadership have highlighted the need to understand the work 
attitudes of technical professionals. 

1.2 Problem Discussion 

Given the background one recognizes the radical changes in the environment of organiza-
tions which has increased the awareness of human resources being a vital asset and thereby 
emphasized the need for proper execution of HRM strategies. This is especially true for 
technologically driven organizations due to the problems associated in managing techni-
cians. Up until recently the research has been centred on the management level employees 
and rarely reflected middle and lower levels (Brewster & Larsen, 2000). Nevertheless, 
Petroni (1999) states that the fact that engineers and researchers, at all levels, are in need 
off special management, is an emerging subject in literature.  

Among others Debackere et al. (1997), Allen and Katz11 (1992), Petroni (1999; 2000) and 
Farris and Cordero12 (2002) clarify the existing research regarding managerial systems of 
engineers. Their research points at the fact that specific reward systems in combination 
with proper career management and performance appraisal can have a substantial effect on 
                                                 

6 Social Work Graduate and Economics Graduate respectively, both lecturers at Malmö University. 
7 Assistant professor in the Department of Industrial Engineering at University of Parma, Italy.  
8 Debackere from the Department of Applied Economics and Buyens and Vandenbossche both from the 
Business School of the University if Gent, Belgium. 

9 Bigliardi and Petroni from the Department of Industrial Engineering at University of Parma, Italy, and 
Dormio from the Department of Economy and Technology at University of San Marina, the Republic of 
San Marino.  

10 Lecturer and senior tutor at the Department of Organizational Behaviour of Business Administration at 
National University of Singapore. 

11 Allen is professor of Management in the Management of Technological Innovation Group and Katz a pro-
fessor of RD&E management in the Management of Technology Department, both at Sloan School of 
Management, MIT.  

12 Farris is a professor of Management and Director of the Technology Management Research Center at the 
Graduate School of Management Rutgers University. Cordero is an associate professor of Management in 
the School of Management at the New Jersey Institute of Technology in Newark.  
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a technical employee’s work satisfaction. Nevertheless, these prominent researchers in the 
area stress the fact that the research is yet to be completed. The authors believe that the 
continued relevance of studying the management of engineers is represented by several fac-
tors, one being that technologically driven organizations are referred to as the factor which 
will drive future growth (Aryee & Leong, 1991). Another factor is that today’s engineering 
departments require continuous development of skills and competencies, a result of the 
engineering sector’s evolution regarding three aspects. The first being the computer in-
duced revolution, where techniques such as rapid prototyping have speeded up the product 
development. Secondly, there is an increased involvement of engineers in the product de-
velopment from the start, which results from the understanding of an augmented require-
ment in communication between the design and marketing departments in order to in-
crease their understanding of the end user. Finally the need for improved product func-
tionality has resulted in a distortion of differences between special and standard products, 
meanwhile the assembly cost and design time have shrunk (Petroni, 1999).  

Given the importance of technologically driven organizations combined with the develop-
ment in the engineering department and the fact that this group of employees have been 
showed to need special treatment the authors stress the continued relevance of examining 
and thereby enhancing the understanding of properly managing engineers. The authors be-
lieve that to accomplish this, one not only has to apply the HRM aspects and existing re-
search in management of engineers, they also argue the need to clarify the obstacles and in-
ducements to the career mobility of engineers. The authors believe that the lack of under-
standing of these factors becomes evident, not only in research, however also in reality as 
one can notice in some large manufacturing companies with engineering intense depart-
ments, such as Husqvarna AB, where they experiences a lack of internal mobility amongst 
their engineers (T. Lindahl, deputy manager of Humans Resources as Husqvarna AB, per-
sonal communication, 2006-10-05). 

Husqvarna AB is a well known Swedish company with a world leading production in park-, 
gardening- and foresting products. The company is one of Sweden’s oldest both in general 
and in the manufacturing industry. It started in 1698 with a production of muskets, which 
in peaceful times gave way to other products such as sewing machines and household 
products. Since then the assortment has widened from a variety of consumer products to 
professional machines. Today the majority of the products are still produced in Sweden 
and from that production 95% is exported to any of their 20 000 retailers situated in over 
100 countries (Husqvarna AB, 2006).  

Husqvarna AB Sweden has approximately 2 300 employees of which 700 are white-collar 
workers. Out of these employees around 1 800 are situated at the company’s main office in 
Husqvarna AB and of these more than 200 are engineers. At present the structure of the 
development departments and the company in general, is project based, where employees 
are appointed positions as project members and project leaders based on knowledge and 
experience (T. Lindahl, personal communication, 2006-10-05; Husqvarna AB, 2006). Since 
its foundation the company has aimed towards being in the frontier of technology and 
function and has in many cases succeeded in being the first to present products of their 
kind. Behind this strives an extensive and innovative research and development function 
(Husqvarna AB, 2006). Hence, even though the old manufacturing company is production 
driven it relies on its development department to maintain the leading position on the mar-
ket (T. Lindahl, personal communication, 2006-10-05). Consequently the company has re-
alized a need to understand the factors behind the presumable lack of mobility of their en-
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gineers, where a vast majority is situated at the development department (T. Lindahl, per-
sonal communication, 2006-10-05; Husqvarna AB, 2006).  

The effects of intraorganizational mobility are clarified by what Anderson, Milkovich and 
Tsui13 (1981) state. They believe that mobility is of great importance both for the organiza-
tion and the individual. This, since the control of intraorganizational mobility leads to di-
rect influence on behavior and attitude of employees, given promotions and transfers, as 
well as consequences for the organization, due to allocation of human resources. Hall and 
Lois14 (1988) state another important aspect with regards to mobility. They, as the authors, 
believe that working on the same position for long periods of time leads to a decrease in 
stimulation and, thus reduce the possibility for technicians to stay innovative and hinders 
the continuous development critical for companies. Connected to this Franco and Filson15 
(2000) argue that employee mobility is a critical aspect to knowledge diffusion in organiza-
tions. All these aspects strengthen the relevance of the subject of mobility. However, up 
until today the particular subject of mobility of engineers has gained very little attention. 
Therefore, based on the above discussion the authors put forward a study focusing on the 
factors that could induce or hinder the career mobility of engineers, thereby proposing the 
following research questions: 

I. What factors could induce career mobility? 

II. What factors could impede career mobility? 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to identify the inducements and obstacles to the career mobil-
ity of engineers. 

1.4 Perspective 

In this thesis the authors aim to study the inducements and obstacles to career mobility 
from the employee’s point of view, as opposed to the management’s perspective.  

1.5 Delimitation 

After deciding to focus on career mobility the authors contacted Thomas Müllern, profes-
sor at JIBS, for a discussion regarding this subject. He provided an excellent opportunity 
for exploring this topic, as he previously had been in contact with representatives at 
Husqvarna AB regarding a thesis concerning the presumable lack of internal mobility at the 
company. Seeing the opportunity to further investigate the area of career mobility in a real 
life example the authors thereby contacted representatives at Husqvarna AB, in form of 
Thomas Lindahl and Gunnar Göransson, Deputy Manager Human Resources and Deputy 
Manager of Real Estate respectively, at Husqvarna AB. After discussions a mutual founda-

                                                 

13 Associate Professor in the Graduate School of Behaviour, Colombia University, Professor in the New York 
State School of Industrial and Labour Relations, Cornell University and Assistant Professor in the Graduate 
School of Business, Duke University.  

14 Professor and Assistant Professor of Organizational Behaviour at Boston University’s School of Manage-
ment.   

15 Franco from University of Iowa and Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and Filson from Claremont 
Graduate University.  
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tion for this thesis was established, namely to investigate the inducements and obstacles in 
an employees career mobility, thereby fulfilling both the need of Husqvarna AB and the au-
thors by enabling an exploration of their subject of interest.   

Moreover the authors considered Husqvarna AB an appropriate choice of organization as 
the company is important for the regional economy and therefore provides an interesting 
research base. In addition to this the authors in agreement with Husqvarna AB chose to 
delimit the thesis to employees with an academic background in engineering. This restric-
tion was not only made as a logical step given the fact that the sample frame at Husqvarna 
sustains of a majority of engineers, however also given the increased managerial emphasis 
on the retention on engineers, combined with the specific problems related to managing 
their careers (Petroni, 1999; 2000; Allen & Katz, 1992). In addition to this the authors be-
lieve that there might be a variation in the obstacles and inducements to career mobility be-
tween employees of different academic backgrounds, meaning that a study including other 
backgrounds, in example Economics Graduates, could have rendered a different result.  

1.6 Definitions 

1.6.1 Career Concepts 

This study examines the factors that affect the career mobility of employees with a techni-
cal background. In order to clarify career mobility the authors believe that one first needs 
to define a career: 

“Career is the overall pattern of a continuous development process, by which an individ-
ual, via an interactive and interdependent relationship with an organisational environ-
ment, experience and makes sense of a sequence of critical events, activities and situations, 
through which competence is acquired, meaning is created, and projection for the future 
made” (Brewster & Larsen, 2000, p. 104).  

By this meaning that a career is not the promotional milestones which often are regarded a 
career success in a traditional vertical career, however rather an ongoing process where the 
central point is the individual and its relationship with an organisation. Furthermore, this 
definition includes all employees in an organisation and not just the managerial layer as of-
ten is the case in the traditional career context (Brewster & Larsen, 2000).  

One also has to classify the possible career routes that could entail mobility. The authors 
employ the, in research prominent, framework of Petroni (1999; 2000) regarding career 
routes. These include: managerial career route (which gradually shifts an engineer away 
from technical tasks), technical career route (where the employee stay involved in technical 
work as progressing in the career), the horizontal route (movements to other departments), 
and the recently added project route (where the technician favour working with challenging 
engineering tasks irrespective of promotion). More information on the subject can be 
found in chapter 2.4.2 Career Route Preferences of Engineers. 

Keeping the definitions of a career and the stated career routes in mind the authors believe 
that one can define career development and career mobility as following: 

“Career development is an ongoing process of planning and direction action toward per-
sonal work and life goals. Development means growth, continuous acquisition and appli-
cation of one’s skills. Career mobility is the outcome of the individual’s career planning 
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and the organization’s provision of support and opportunities, ideally a collaborative proc-
ess” (Simonsen, 1997, p. 6-7). 

This definition is connected to the former as it stresses the fact that career is an ongoing 
process. It further shows that career mobility can be affected both by the individuals own 
attitude of career planning and the support of the organisation. Thereby career mobility in 
this thesis includes all previously mentioned career routes and both an organisational and 
an individual aspect. For a more thorough discussion regarding the career concepts see 
chapter 2.3 Career Management. 

1.6.2 Engineer 

As the study focuses on engineers the authors argue a requirement to define this group. 
The following definition of engineers is utilized throughout the thesis: “persons employed in 
technical work for which the normal qualification is a degree in science or engineering” (Ismail, 2003, p. 
60). Meaning that when referring to engineers the authors implicitly mean that the person 
in question has some form of degree in science or engineering. Moreover the words techni-
cian and engineer are used interchangeably.  

1.6.3 Motivation 

As Ahltorp (2001) argues that motivation is considered crucial for people to develop in 
their career and to acquire new skills the authors realise a need to focus on this subject in 
researching the factors that could affect an engineer’s career mobility. There exists no sin-
gle definition on what motivation really is. Kreitner (1995) defined motivation as a psycho-
logical process that gives peoples behaviour a purpose and direction. Buford, Bedeian and 
Lindner (1995) stated that motivation concerns peoples’ needs and wants and how to be-
have to achieve these, which was supported by Higgins (1994) definition, which said that 
motivation was an internal drive to satisfy unfulfilled needs. Bedeian’s (1993) definition 
concluded that motivation simply was a will to achieve something. Britannica (2006a) in-
cludes animals in their definition of motivation, stating that motivation is “factors within a 
human being or animal that arouse and direct goal-oriented behaviour”. Today, when referring to mo-
tivation, it is used as a collection of concepts that in turn consist of several phenomenon 
that together constitute the motivation itself (Golembiewski, 2001). It forces acting either 
on or within a person to initiate certain behaviour (Britannica, 2006b). The authors use the 
term motivation to describe the driving force a person has from within to perform and that 
encourages certain behaviour. The internal biological, psychological and physiological 
processes will not be discussed in the thesis; the focus will be on the external stimuli that 
affect a person’s motivation to perform. 

1.6.4 Corporate Culture 

Since Ahltorp (2001) states that corporate culture could have an impact on employee’s mo-
tivation this section provides the chosen definition of the concept. Corporate culture has 
been discussed for decades, already in 1951 a Canadian-born psychologist and social ana-
lyst, Eliott Jaques (1951, cited in Makin & Cox, 2004, p. 129), wrote a definition which 
stated that corporate culture was: 

“The customary or traditional way of doing things, which are shared to a greater or lesser 
extent by all members of the organisation and which new members must learn and at least 
partially accept in order to be accepted into the service of the firm”. 
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Schien (1984, cited in Makin & Cox, 2004, p. 129) later on developed this definition to also 
include the assumption that the “way of doing things”, which Jaques discussed, where in-
vented, discovered or developed as a way to deal with internal and external changes: 

“Organizational culture is the pattern of basic assumptions that a given group has in-
vented, discovered or developed in learning to cope with its problems of external adaptation 
and internal integration, and that have worked well enough to be considered valid, and 
therefore to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel in rela-
tion to these problems”. 

When discussing corporate culture in this thesis the authors have decided to use the defini-
tion: “The informal and unwritten rules by which people in an organization know how to behave and react 
and what makes such behaviour in one organization different from that in another” (Makin & Cox, 
2004, p. 129).  Since it offers a straight forward and easy definition which captures the es-
sential parts of what the authors see as the core of corporate culture. 

1.7 Outline of the Thesis 

Here the authors provide the disposition of the research in order to enable an enhanced 
understanding of the study by guiding the reader through the thesis. 

Chapter 1 The Introduction chapter contains the background of the subject, the prob-
lem discussion, the purpose of the study, the delimitation, definitions and 
the outline of the thesis.  

Chapter 2  The Frame of Reference sustains of theories and previous research within 
the subject area and serves to provide the reader with improved understand-
ing of the factors that could affect career growth.  

Chapter 3  In the Research Method chapter the authors present the chosen research 
approach and method. It furthermore contains the method discussion. 

Chapter 4  The Empirical Findings present the result of the interviews of the chosen 
sample in the selected organization.  

Chapter 5  The Analysis contains the interpretation of the empirical study which is 
based on the theories in the Frame of Reference.  

Chapter 6  In the subsequent chapter the authors continue by presenting the Conclu-
sions which answer to the purpose of the study. 

Chapter 7 In the Final Discussion the authors conclude the discussion by presenting 
recommendations and suggestions for further studies of the area. 
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2 Frame of Reference 

This section of the thesis provides the theoretical framework, meaning that the authors present the theories 
that highlight the research and provide the foundation for the Empirical Research. The Frame of Reference 
sustains of previous research and literature which is clarified and discussed.  

2.1 Human Resource Management 

“Human resource management is defined as a strategic and coherent approach to the 
management of an organization’s most valued assets – the people working there who indi-
vidually and collectively contribute to the achievement of its objectives” (Armstrong, 
2006, p. 3).  

 
In other words HRM refers to building competitive advantage through managing and de-
veloping what is today recognized as the most vital component of an organisation: Human 
resources. Before describing actual HRM practices one should first clarify that there are 
two normative models within HRM, referred to as the “hard” and the “soft” model (Lind-
mark & Önnevik, 2006). Storey (1995)16 states that while both models stress the impor-
tance of close integration of human resource policies and systems with business strategies, 
they differ in their perception of human resources. From the “hard” perspective, the hu-
man resources are largely seen as an economic factor of production, such as land and capi-
tal, meaning that its focus is on the “resource management” part of HRM. The “hard” 
model further assumes human resources to be reactive and a cost of doing business, and 
should therefore be managed in a rational way. The “soft” model, on the other hand, rec-
ognizes the employee as a proactive input to production and assesses the human resources 
as a valued asset and a source of competitive advantage. This model underlines the signifi-
cance of creating commitment through communication, motivation and leadership, mean-
ing that its focus is on creating resourceful humans, making the core of the model the 
“human resource” part of HRM (Lindmark & Önnevik, 2006; Storey, 1995). 
 
The actual term HRM did not appear until the 1980’s. The phrase emerged as a result of 
the growing importance of Human Relations due to the changes in society towards a pro-
gressively more knowledge based way of working combined with an awareness of employ-
ees as being an essential source of competitive advantage. The emerging knowledge regard-
ing the fact that one could influence co-workers behaviour in their work through topics 
such as motivation, group norms and leadership led to the evolvement of multiple theories 
regarding human resources as an important factor of competitive advantage (Lindmark & 
Önnevik, 2006). In present research HRM strategies cover four dimensions: Human re-
source planning, reward systems, performance appraisal and career management (Ashok & 
Singhal, 1993). Motivation has been a central element in the emergence HRM and these 
strategies with its main representatives being Maslow, Herzberg and McClelland (Lindmark 
& Önnevik, 2006; Herzberg, 2003, McClelland & Winter, 1969). 

                                                 

16 Professor at University of Loughborough.  
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2.2 Work Motivation 

“Motivation is the art of getting people to do what you want them to do because they want 
to do it.” Dwight D Eisenhower (1890-1969).17 

Motivation has fascinated people for centuries; already the old Greeks had thoughts con-
cerning it. The philosopher Epicurus believed that man had an aspiration to avoid pain and 
unpleasantness and therefore spent efforts on finding pleasure (Franken, 1994). This can 
be seen as an early form of motivational theory. Since then several theories concerning mo-
tivation has been created, however, it was not until Harvard University Professor Elton 
Mayo, with associates, conducted a study in the early 20th century that the view of the em-
ployees as solely another input into the production of goods and services was changed.  
During the industrial evolution, where large-scale production had become more and more 
popular, the leading managerial theories were the classical, scientific and organizational ap-
proach. Employees were seen as rational beings, of which the primary concern was to earn 
money, thus the creation of the well-known concept of “the economic man”. As a conse-
quence of this managers were convinced that by compensating the employees for their 
work productivity could be maximized (Taylor, 1947).  

The studies that would change this are referred to as the Hawthorne Work Studies. They 
were conducted over a period of more than ten years at the Western Electric Company and 
the aim of the study was to find a correlation between the physical working environment 
and the work output of employees working under dissimilar conditions. By staging differ-
ent circumstances with differentiations in lighting, temperature, frequency of breaks, etcet-
era, Mayo (1949) expected workers performing under poor conditions to perform bad 
whilst workers performing under good circumstances would perform better. In much to 
his surprise the assumptions did not hold true. Instead the results showed that there existed 
almost no relationship between the factors contributing to fatigue and the productivity of 
the employees. What had increased the motivation had been the increase in concern to-
wards the employees showed by the company. This is usually one of the most common ob-
stacles when creating motivation otherwise. The employees feel that the company does not 
care for them and therefore they do not consent with the company’s wishes, consequently 
perform poorer (Nicholson, 2003). The results of the Hawthorne Studies showed that peo-
ple were not only motivated by money and that the behaviour of the employees was 
strongly connected to their attitudes. The outcome of the studies was the creation of the 
human relations approach, which was the foundation of what today is referred to as HRM, 
where the needs and motivation of employees became the primary focus of managers 
(Lindner, 1998; Lindmark & Önnevik, 2006). Nowadays it is widely accepted that work 
motivation creates efficiency and a positive environment. Where employees are motivated 
there is often a dynamic atmosphere (Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003).  

Today, one of the major challenges for mangers is to realize that they cannot motivate 
people that do not want to be motivated; however, it is important to know that without be-
ing stimulated in the workplace the employees that are motivated to perform will not have 
the incentives to do so. The managers’ work is to create circumstances in which the em-
ployees’ natural drive and commitments are feed and channelled toward attainable goals 
(Nicholson, 2003). One of the most common problems in organizations is that a manager 
has low expectations of his or her employees. In these situations employees most likely will 
respond with poor performance (Livingstone, 1969). Instead of pushing solutions on the 

                                                 

17 Quotation retrieved from http://www.livet.se/ord/kategori/Motivation/30 
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employees the managers should be pulling the solutions out of them (Nicholson, 2003). 
Franken (2002) state that setting up goals is the first step in a process where an individual 
gets motivated to perform all types of actions. This is especially true if the goal is clear, 
specific as well as possible to reach and it must be possible for the individual to be involved 
in the entire process (Franken, 2002).  

According to Nicholson (2003) a common mistake managers do when trying to motivate 
their employees is too look at them as a problem they need to solve instead of as a person 
that need to be understood. When a manager considers an employee to have low motiva-
tion they often try to discuss with them, giving them a “sales pitch”. This is often not pro-
ductive since all people have a unique profile of motivational drivers, values and biases and 
therefore have different ideas about what is reasonable. Since people do not have the same 
thought process one cannot always see the good sense in what has been said and therefore 
those discussions are not motivational to everyone. The manager needs to find out what 
type of incentives and rewards that is motivating for different individuals to be able to rea-
son with and motivate them (Broedling, 1977). If they do not succeed with this the innova-
tive and/or productive level of the organization might be left suffering. 

2.2.1 Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation 

“Tom said to himself that it was not such a hollow world, after all. He had discovered a 
great law of human action, without knowing it—namely, that in order to make a man or 
a boy covet a thing, it is only necessary to make the thing difficult to attain. If he had been 
a great and wise philosopher, like the writer of this book, he would now have compre-
hended that Work consists of whatever a body is obliged to do, and that Play consists of 
whatever a body is not obliged to do.” From The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
(Mark Twain, 1876, p. 24). 

According to Mark Twain “Work” and “Play” are two separate things. Present researchers 
believe that these two functions need to be combined to be able to motivate employees to 
perform their best while working. Work should not only be something one has to do, it 
should also be something that one wants to do because it provides rewards, e.g. monetary 
rewards and psychological rewards. The type of reward a person seeks is dependent on 
what motivates them. Motivation can be divided into two categories; extrinsic and intrinsic. 
These categories describe, according to Broedling (1977), an individual’s orientation to-
wards their work. Extrinsic motivation deals with the instrumental needs of an individual, 
more specifically the economical aspect where monetary rewards and commands are used 
to motivate people (Frey, 1997). These types of motivators are more focused on satisfying 
non-work related needs, for instance increased life standard and wealth (Frey & Osterloh, 
2002). This kind of motivation can be controlled by the managers through wages, bonuses 
and result sharing (Frey, 1997). There have been many discussions on the importance of 
extrinsic motivators; Kreps (1997) even asks why an employee would expend any effort 
without receiving extrinsic incentives.   

Intrinsic motivation, on the other hand, is more of a psychological approach where inner 
feelings of contentment and interest in what one is doing are what encourage motivation 
(Frey, 1997). Satisfaction can be reached only by attaining work and/or undertake work 
tasks (Frey & Osterloh, 2002). Independence in the work situation is seen as essential ac-
cording to Broedling (1977) in order to receive intrinsic rewards. Resent research has lead 
to the creation of a comprehensive model of intrinsic motivation which has four vital parts, 
or task assessments (Thomas & Tymon, 1997): 
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Feeling of meaningfulness – The individuals are sensing that they are progressing 
on a path that is worth their time and energy. They have a purpose or objective that 
has meaning to them (Quigley & Tymon, 2006). 
Feeling of progress – The individuals are feeling that the task they perform is 
moving forward and that their activity is really accomplishing something (Quigley & 
Tymon, 2006).   
Feeling of choice – The individuals are free to choose those activities that make 
sense to them and can perform them in whatever manor he/she sees fit (Quigley & 
Tymon, 2006). 
Feeling of competence – The individuals feels skilful when performing the tasks 
and activities they have chosen (Quigley & Tymon, 2006).     

 
Extrinsic and intrinsic motivation should not be seen as separate concepts and dealt with 
individually, instead one should use them in combination according to the individual needs 
since everyone react differently to motivational factors (Kressler, 2003). Looking back most 
well-known researchers within the field of motivation has discussed the importance of both 
extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Maslow’s pyramid of needs demonstrated a notion that 
humans are driven by a hierarchy of needs where the basic psychological needs, such as 
food, warmth and shelter, had to be fulfilled to move on to more complex needs, such as 
knowledge, belonging, esteem, and so forth. If all steps in the pyramid where fulfilled one 
would reach self actualization (Maslow, 1943, in Stephens, 2000). As one can notice, both 
extrinsic as well as intrinsic rewards are needed to fulfil the pyramid (Stephens, 2000).  
 
Herzberg interpreted Maslow’s theory to better fit with the professional life (Samulesson, 
2001). He stated that for an individual there exist two types of motivation; hygiene factors 
and motivation factors. Hygiene factors consist of the most basic needs that have to be ful-
filled by an organisation to reduce an individual’s dissatisfaction (Gordon, 2001). Merely 
hygiene factors do not lead to increased motivation (Pinder, 1998). Extrinsic rewards are 
often those who provide and fulfil the basic needs of humans, such as wages (Stephens, 
2000). Motivation factors, on the other hand, focus on the features that increase the indi-
vidual’s work performance and moral. This could be, for example, a meaningful and chal-
lenging work, responsibility and feedback (Herzberg, 1959, in Gordon, 1993). Both these 
researchers state the importance of satisfying employees’ basic needs so that they can focus 
on their higher needs (Kreps, 1997). Kinni (1998) even suggests that without extrinsic re-
wards the employee will not be motivated by intrinsic factors.  
 
Still, several researchers today say that extrinsic incentives many times act as a de-motivator 
(Kohn, 1993a). For example, an engineer working in a production industry might focus 
plenty of effort in improving and creating products and helping other engineers in their 
work. This creates value for the company. If the manager then starts giving out bonuses to 
those who produces the most products the engineer will no longer be motivated to help 
others which leads to a decrease in motivation. Kohn (1993b) even states that any ap-
proach that offers a reward to induce better performance will inevitably be ineffective. Ac-
cording to Herzberg (2003) monetary rewards is a sign of motivation in the manager, not in 
the employee, the employee only perform what the manager wants him/her to do. It is 
only when an individual generates motivation from within that real motivation can be seen 
according to Herzberg (2003). Those internal drives have been widely researched by 
McClelland, who came up with three need-groups which he means decides in what way in-
dividuals behave when performing tasks and socialising with each other (Ahltorp, 2001).    
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2.2.2 McClelland’s Content Theory of Motivation 

Several behavioural scientists have observed that certain people posses a powerful need to 
achieve whilst the majority does not seem to be as anxious about achievement. This occur-
rence fascinated David C. McClelland, a professor of psychology at Harvard University, 
who set out to study this urge to achieve (Accel-Team, 2006). Based on Henry Murray’s 
theory of personality McClelland created the content theory of motivation (Wikipedia, 
2006). The theory starts from the assumption that people have a behaviour that has been 
formed since their childhood trough learning, experiences, rewards and punishments. Since 
some behaviour has induced a superior response than others the individual will continue to 
search for the behaviour that provides the largest reward (Kressler, 2003). McClelland state 
that there exist three types of needs that can motivate and improve employee performance, 
if managed correctly (Gordon, 2001):  

Need to Achieve – the individual’s desire to show competence and to accomplish 
goals by performing better than others (Robbins, 2000). 
Need for Power – the individual’s desire to be influential and in control (Robbins, 
2000). 
Need for Affiliation – the individual’s aspiration to be accepted, liked and to feel a 
social belongingness (Robbins, 2000).  

According to Kressler (2003) the need to achieve is the most prominent need in referring 
to work motivation in general; however, the need for power and affiliation is still very im-
portant regarding establishing whom is motivated to perform.   
 

2.2.2.1 Need for Achievement 

Lennéer-Axelson and Thylefors (2003) state that work should not be a necessary part of 
ones life; it should, and ought to, have a value in itself and act as a key to self achievement 
and fulfilment in ones life. The private-self will experience a positive change when the 
work-self grows. If the occupational role does not require, though instead prevents, per-
sonal development it can lead to personal stagnation (Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). 
Most leaders have a tendency to believe that if they increase the number of opportunities it 
will evoke an increase in response from their employees. This assumption only holds true if 
the employees have a minimum level of need to achieve present. A person that has a high 
need to achieve is often more self-confident, enjoys taking cautiously considered risks, take 
an active part in researching his/her own environment and shows to a great extent interest 
in how well their performance is rated compared to individuals with a low need to achieve 
(McClelland, 1998). Therefore for managers to get their employees to take the opportunity 
offered they need to motivate them (McClelland & Winter, 1969).   

By setting up goals for their employees organizations can often enhance work motivation. 
The process that starts when an individual put up a specific goal is an important first step 
when it comes to being motivated to all kind of actions. For this to take place the goals 
need to be clear, specific and reachable. The individuals that are meant to work towards the 
goal should also have the possibility to be a part of the process. To work satisfactory both 
long-term and short-term goals are needed, long-term goals to keep the individual “on 
track” and short-term goals to encourage the individual to act (Franken, 2002). As stated 
previously, one of the manager’s tasks is to motivate the employee and eliminate blocks 
that can hinder the employee from feeling motivation. If the manager does this poorly the 
risk is that the employees do not reach his/her full potential (McClelland & Winter, 1969).  
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Figure 2-1 The Organization of Subcategories in the Achievement Scoring System. Source: McClelland, 1969, 
in McClelland & Winter, 1969, p. 46.  

An important stimulator to encourage and develop growth in the work-self is by receiving 
continuous courses and further education (Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). Efforts 
like these do not only increase the competence and self-confidence of the employees, they 
also improve their work motivation (Hopkins, 1995). Unfortunately it is often those who 
are already highly educated and work in a management position that are best provided with 
the type of new knowledge that is needed in the continuous work life (Lennéer-Axelson & 
Thylefors, 2003). Another way of motivating and developing employees is to introduce ca-
reer mobility, where the organization helps their employees to identify opportunities to ad-
vance, facilitate work satisfaction and thereby improve productivity (Downey, Duckett, 
Kirk & Woody, 2000). 

Another important area when discussing ways to encourage people with a high need for 
achievement is the communication skills of the manager. Without feedback and recognition 
for the work one performs the work motivation will decrease (Wiley, 1997). Hugerth (1994) 
actually states that the entire purpose of internal communication is to create motivation 
and commitment amongst employees. If employees experience cultural, social or physical 
distance to the source of the information the interest for what is communicated reduces 
(Högström, Bark, Bernstrup, Heide & Skoog, 1999). 

2.2.2.2 Need for Power 

“Power consists in one's capacity to link his will with the purpose of others, to lead by 
reason and a gift of cooperation” Robert F. Kennedy (1964)18. 
 

To be successful as a manger in a larger company one needs to have a great deal of need 
for power according to McClelland and Burnham (1976). When an individual have a high 
need for power the primary concerns will be on gaining power over others and he/she em-
phasize status and prestige (Robbins, 2000). Therefore, this need have to be disciplined and 
controlled so that it is focused on the benefit of the organization as a whole and not on the 
manager’s personal motives (McClelland & Burnham, 1976).  

                                                 

18 Quotation retrieved from http://www.quotationspage.com/subjects/power/ 
 

Need or desire  

Anticipation or feelings 
of success or failure 

In the world 
or in the per-
son himself 

To do some-
thing better 

Act un-
successful 

Act successful 

Help 
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A manager that scores high in need for power is called an institutional manager and is char-
acterized by a strong willingness to work, a readiness to sacrifice self-interests for the wel-
fare of the organization, an organizational mind and a devoted sense of justice. To score 
high in the need for achievement and/or affiliation can actually be counterproductive for 
managers since it can lead to unwillingness to delegate and the undermining of morale 
(McClelland & Burnham, 1976). 

2.2.2.3 Need for Affiliation    

“In a way are groups for organisations what fire was for our forefathers: If it is under-
stood and used in a correct way it constitutes remarkably powerful and flexible tools; if it 
is misunderstood or used in an incorrect way it creates destructive forces. Like the fire, 
groups can be created or arise spontaneously and, like the fire, it is most dangerous when 
it is ignored” (Jewell & Reits, 1981, cited in Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 
2003, p. 35).19 

With this metaphor Jewell and Reits (1981 in Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003) wanted 
to make managers aware of the influence group members have on each other and how dan-
gerous they can become if they are poorly managed or, even worse, ignored. Corporate cul-
ture is the thoughts and actions performed by the people in an organization. The way peo-
ple greet each other, how they act during meetings, how the company represent itself to 
surrounding environments and how individuals make a career within the company are a 
few examples on how the corporate culture can express itself (Kleppestö, 1997). What oth-
ers at the work place consider as success is very important to the individual that is high in 
need for affiliation and the need to belong to a group and have meaningful relationships is 
an important driving force (Kressler, 2003). Therefore it is very important to create a cor-
porate culture that motivates and encourages people to progress in their careers.  

If an organization does not have a supportive culture it might have to introduce one. This 
can not be done easily since the culture is not preserved in the formal rules of the company 
and therefore can not simply be changed by changing the rules (Makin & Cox, 2004). The 
managers need to make sure that there exists susceptibility in the whole organization for 
new ideas, values and perceptions (Schien, 1992). The process of change then need to be 
done in a series of small stages where the organization clearly define what present behav-
iour that need to change, what new behaviour they want to create, how this can be rein-
forced, where to start and how to involve employees in the change. Through this process 
the managers need to be aware that the project can evolve and change as time goes by 
(Makin & Cox, 2004).   

Stress, worries and sometimes changes in ones personality affects the private surrounding. 
To have the same occupational role for decades most definitely affect ones personality, 
even though it sometimes only reinforce already existing tendencies (Ahltorp, 2001). If the 
work situation creates stagnation it can result in psychological damages in ones private life 
(Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). Affiliation with family is one of the most important 
needs affecting an employee’s motivation according to Ahltorp (2001). Stresses at home 
can result in a blocking of a persons natural motivation. Finding time for family, work, rela-
tionships and time alone is one of the largest sources of stress today (Nicholson, 2003). 

                                                 

19 ”På sätt och vis är grupper för organisationen vad elden var för våra förfäder: Om de förstås och används rätt, utgör de an-
märkningsvärt kraftfulla och flexibla verktyg; om de missförstås eller används felaktigt blir de destruktiva krafter. Likt elden 
kan grupper skapas eller uppstå spontant och i likhet med elden, är de farligast när de ignoreras.” (Jewell & Reits, 1981, 
cited in Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003, p. 35) 
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Arhén (2005) states that it is not enough to work hard in order to make a career, as the 
higher up in the hierarchy one reaches, the tougher the competition becomes amongst col-
leagues aiming for the same position. Therefore Bengtson (1989) stresses the importance 
of understanding that it sometimes can be very difficult to combine family and hobbies 
with the choice of having a top position within a company.  
 
Some individuals’ lifestyles and family situation put such demands on them that they are 
difficult to combine with a demanding position (Ahltorp, 2001). In the human capital the-
ory there is a focus on the chosen preference made by individuals in how much personal 
investment, as time and effort, which should be allocated to work and family roles. Since 
housework and childcare are more effort-intense than leisure activities, individuals with 
household responsibilities will try to decrease the effort spent at work by seeking relatively 
undemanding employment (Lobel & St. Claire, 1992). Managers need to both look at indi-
viduals’ work situation, as well as life situation, when creating the frames that are needed to 
encourage employees to develop in a constructive way (Ahltorp, 2001). When a change oc-
curs our basic need for security and balance is affected which creates increased tension and 
anxiety. This in turn will lead to a feeling of increased workload and can be seen as a threat 
to individuals’ perceived work identity (Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). 
 

 “Change has a considerable psychological impact on the human mind. To the fearful it is 
threatening because it means that things may get worse. To the hopeful it is encouraging 
because things may get better. To the confident it is inspiring because the challenge exists 
to make things better” King Whitney Jr. (1967)20. 

 

2.3 Career Management 

“Traditional career theory perceives a career  as a coherent pattern and a series of major 
milestones in the work lifecycle of employees, who either possess managerial positions or are 
believed to have the potential to perform in such positions” (Brewster & Larsen, 2000, 
p. 90).  

This form of career implies career mobility based on vertical upward movements on a 
managerial ladder. The structure of traditional career mobility focuses its resources on the 
present and potential managers whilst employees such as specialists are given inferior prior-
ity. This belief is validated by a survey, from the Cranfield Network on European Human 
Resource Management (Cranet-E)21. In this research the percentage of appraisal systems 
for technicians and professional staff was confirmed to be far lower than then the ones for 
managerial staff. This was found evident in Sweden and the United Kingdom (Brewster & 
Larsen, 2000). Today there is severe criticism toward the traditional career concept as they 
are insufficient when combined with present contextual conditions.  

The problem is that the complexity of the context of organisations has increased due to 
large changes in organisational structure, the frequent occurrence of mergers and downsiz-
ing and the need for flexible organisations (Harrison & Kessels, 2004; Brewster & Larsen, 
2000). Given these changes there have been widespread alterations in the concept of hier-
archy. Hierarchy is of crucial importance in the way one perceives organisational careers as 

                                                 

20 Quotation retrieved from http://www.bartleby.com/63/49/2249.html 
21 An international research network of 21 European and five non-European countries (Brewster & Larsen, 
2000). 
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it represents the “graded status structures which have defined routes to extrinsic rewards, security, and 
development in one’s external career as well as subjective indicators of success for ones internal career” 
(Prince 1994, cited in Brewster & Larsen, 2000, p. 96). Meaning that in the past the vertical 
upward career provided a framework for the external career direction. However, as a result 
of the flattening hierarchies, people today are compelled to rely on their internal career 
guides, such as learning and growth (Brewster & Larsen, 2000). The lack of fit between the 
traditional career concept and the present organisational surroundings lead to a new defini-
tion of career stated in the introduction chapter.  

The central aspects of the new career concept constitutes of a continuous growth process 
instead of the promotional milestones one would find in a traditional vertical career. 
Hence, the focus is no longer merely on the organisation but the individual and it’s interac-
tive and interdependent relation within an organisational environment. Therefore the actual 
career is not merely an individual’s passage but the interaction between the organisation 
and the individual. Furthermore the modern career concept differs from the traditional in 
the sense of including all employees of an organisation and not only the managerial layer as 
typically in the traditional context (Brewster & Larsen, 2000). Lindmark and Önnevik 
(2006) further state that a career should aid in strengthening the private economy, offer in-
creasingly challenging work tasks, improve life opportunities and develop the organisation. 
To emerge in ones career could involve gaining more responsibilities, new work tasks, a 
vertical technical career or becoming a manager (Lindmark & Önnevik, 2006). The main 
goal of career management from the organisational perspective is to enable the replacement 
of staff when needed and maintaining the pace of knowledge development. Petroni (1999) 
adds that career management also includes maximizing the contribution of the employees 
towards the organisation. From an individual’s perspective career management should en-
hance the individual career growth (Petroni, 1999).  

Lindmark and Önnevik (2006) state that career growth could be accomplished by providing 
individual employees with a career plan based on talent, ambition and needs. This should 
be developed in collaboration with the employee’s closest manager and be kept updated. 
The plan should furthermore be combined with the individual development opportunities 
in the specific organisation. In theory it is important that all employees should have some 
form of a documented career plan. In reality, however, it is common that the career plan 
exist as a silent knowledge amongst the members of an organisation instead of a document 
(Lindmark & Önnevik, 2006). According to Lindmark and Önnevik (2006) using career 
plans is important for several reasons, one being to ensure that the organisation has suffi-
cient managers, another to guarantee that knowledge does not leave the company, and fi-
nally to ensure the development of knowledge.  

2.3.1 Career Self-Management 

Shifts in ones career are not always freely chosen, they can also be induced by the organiza-
tion who wants certain individuals at certain positions. Even voluntary shifts within an or-
ganization have been seen as something that should be induced by the manager by offering 
in example courses and career progression ladders. Still, there is a shift towards organiza-
tions that encourage their employees to actively manage their own careers (Quigley & Ty-
mon, 2006). The concept of career self-management is an area of growing importance; its 
focus is the individual’s responsibility for gathering information and plan for career prob-
lem solving and decision making. By managing one’s career carefully career success can be 
reached (Kossek, Roberts, Fischer & Demarr, 1998). 
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“When viewed from inside the skin of the person pursuing the career, success, by definition, has to be defined 
by how it looks through that person’s eyes” (Hall & Chandler, 2005, p. 157). As the quotation im-
plies one can look at career success both from an objective as well as a subjective point of 
view. The objective career success includes visible signs of career advancement and is what 
the organization and society in general would call career success. This type of success is 
also known as extrinsic career success. Subjective career success (or intrinsic career suc-
cess), on the other hand, is the quality of the career in the eyes of the employee (Quigley & 
Tymon, 2006). 

Schien (1978) performed a research which concluded that the more experience and time 
one spends in the workforce, the more one becomes aware of one’s abilities, drives and 
needs as well as attitudes and values. This knowledge creates the boundaries within which 
future career decisions are made. These boundaries Schien (1978) labelled the career an-
chors and are defined as “a pattern of self-perceived talents, motives and values that serve to guide, con-
strain, stabilize and integrate individual careers” (Yarnall, 1998, p. 56). Both Quigley and Tymon 
(2005), and Yarnall (1998) states several important concepts included in the anchors that 
can affect the career mobility of employees: 
Technical function – Many engineers focus their efforts on seeking opportunities to ap-
ply their skills in a functional or technical area as well as continuing to expand their skills to 
even higher stages (Yarnall, 1998). 
Managerial competence – Criticism has been directed towards the narrow education en-
gineers receive, which focus too much on the technical disciplines. Engineers are often 
only educated within the technical area they need to fulfil their work task (Johnson & 
Sargeant, 1998). This in turn have lead to a lack in administrative understanding, which is 
often seen as vital knowledge for a manager (Rao Vallabhaneni, 2002). 
Security/stability – Change affects our basic needs of balance and security. The tendency 
and capacity to change varies both amongst people and groups. Individuals with many 
years in the workforce usually have less inclination to change. Security and old habits are 
valued higher and the illusions about what a change will bring are fewer (Lennéer-Axelson 
& Thylefors, 2003). To learn new ways of thinking and acting is also very tiresome. People 
save energy by creating habits and rituals. All changes within an individual or group means 
increased pressure and concern which results in a perception of increased workload, both 
physically and mentally. The change is easily seen as a threat towards the individuals experi-
enced work identity and confidence since one feel ignorant and unsuccessful during the 
learning period (Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). 
Lifestyle – There often exist a need to find a situation that allows a combination of per-
sonal needs, family needs and work demands (Yarnall, 1998). Managing this integration is, 
according to Nicholson (2003), one of the biggest causes of stress today and it is important 
for individuals to realist that some lifestyles and family situations are so demanding that it 
can be almost impossible to combine them with a demanding work situation (Ahltorp, 
2001). 

2.4 Previous Research on Managing Engineers 

The fact that research has shown that the dissatisfaction amongst engineers is increasing, 
compared to other white collar workers, has focused the attention on identifying more 
suitable systems to manage this group of employees (Allen & Katz, 1992; Debackere et al., 
1997; Petroni, 2000; Farris & Cordero, 2002; Bigliardi et al., 2005). According to Petroni 
(2000) the present lack of appropriate managerial systems of technicians has resulted in a 
turnover rate that is higher amongst engineers than non-professionals on comparable or-
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ganisational levels. This is the result of several factors, one being the fact that management 
has failed to understand that engineers are intrinsically creative and therefore should not be 
suppressed by rigid authority systems or closely monitored. Another aspect has to do with 
an inappropriate utilization of knowledge of engineers, where 30 percent of their time deals 
with tasks that a high school graduate could accomplish (Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi et al., 
2005). These factors have lead to the fact that engineers transition into management has 
been clarified as problematic both for the engineer’s which advance and for the ones that 
do not (Petroni, 1999; 2000; Allen & Katz, 1992, Bigliardi et al., 2005; Roberts & Biddle, 
1994).  

2.4.1 Misconceptions in Managing Engineers  

Changing the situation of unmotivated and dissatisfied engineers requires a new approach 
to managerial practises. In doing this one has to create a profile of the work expectations of 
engineers. In his study on misconceptions in the management of engineers Petroni (2000) 
formulated a conceptual model which represents “the motivational factors relating to the manage-
rial practises which have an impact in engineers’ satisfaction” (Petroni, 2000, p. 16). Petroni pro-
poses three motivational categories related to managerial practises that explicitly affect an 
engineer’s work satisfaction. These categories contain in total of five factors cited in de-
creasing order of importance: Inadequate reward systems, inadequate understanding of en-
gineers’ expectations, failure to differentiate between professionals and other workers, lack 
of task-intrinsic motivation and inadequate managerial competence and knowledge. 

Looking at the first category, managerial policies and supervisory criteria, it entails inade-
quate reward systems and inadequate understanding of the expectations of engineers. One 
difficulty in this area is that many organisations lack and/or use the wrong criteria for ca-
reer advancement. Another difficulty is the mismatch between technical employees’ career 
orientations and available career opportunities (Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi et. al, 2005). Studies 
have shown that work satisfaction is strongly correlated to the perceived fit between career 
path opportunities and career path preferences. Hence, an employee that perceives that the 
career preferences do not match the existing career paths feels less satisfied (Hesketh, 
Gardner & Lissner, 1992). Meaning that a company with few perceived career opportuni-
ties may experience lower work satisfaction amongst their employees than a company with 
many career opportunities where more employees may feel satisfied and motivated 
(Petroni, 2000).  

With reward systems, the problem is usually that the managerial and technical careers have 
unequally attractive rewards. The managerial career path is still generally considered the 
major opportunity to promotion irrespective of the fact that there is a strong acknowledg-
ment of technical qualities in organisations. This could be improved by enhanced work 
evaluation systems, incentive payment, better work design and use of skills and talents 
(Petroni, 2000; Hesketh et al., 1992). Another problem of reward systems is that engineers 
sense a deficit of status rewards, as many appear to believe that engineering departments 
often are not as prestigious as manufacturing and commercial departments. Regarding un-
derstanding engineers expectations one problem is when superior workers are non-
knowledge workers, another the mentioned vague or non-existent criterions for career ad-
vancement and thirdly, the difficulties in assessing individual achievement, which could be 
aided by a shift from productivity evaluation towards effectiveness appraisal (Petroni, 2000; 
Bigliardi et al., 2005).  
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The second category, perception of engineers’ status and role, entails failure to differentiate 
between non-knowledge workers and knowledge workers and inadequate managerial com-
petence and knowledge. The managerial mistakes have to do with misutilization of tradi-
tional authority systems and bureaucratic control, making the engineers feel less profes-
sional in their role. This area also entails the subject of engineers’ problematic transition 
into management as the perception of technicians as managers will be affected by the man-
ner in which a company illustrates the occupation in its requirements and boundaries be-
tween other technical employees (Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi et al., 2005). To ease the transi-
tion into management research has shown that an engineer needs to possess the following: 
Administrative skills, interpersonal skills, intellectual ability and motivation for advance-
ment, where motivation for advancement is the most significant determinant to whether or 
not a person wants to accomplish something (Petroni, 2000). Munson and Posner (1979) 
further state that when one wishes to differentiate between managing engineers and non 
managing engineers personal values have significant prediction power. Meaning that if an 
organisation has information about its technicians’ personal values the information can be 
used in designing motivational systems for engineers. 

In differentiating between professionals and non-knowledge workers management often 
fails due to the use of outdated management practises originally developed for shop floor 
workers. Moreover not having at least a small difference in salary between engineers and 
non-knowledge workers, or those not perceived as specialist, creates dissatisfaction. An-
other aspect of the factor inadequate managerial competence and knowledge is that engi-
neers seem to dislike being managed by people without a technical background similar to 
their own. Nonetheless there is much verification that most engineers are not equipped for 
managerial career. Therefore there is a clash between what engineers want, having technical 
managers, and what they need, having good managers which are not necessarily engineers 
themselves. The problem of management here sustains of meagre work devoted to recog-
nising engineers with managerial potential and a lack of managerial training for engineers 
(Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi et al., 2005). In another piece of research Smith (2002), an engi-
neering management consultant, adds the importance of feedback as a managerial tool in 
motivating engineers. Regarding the third category, work-related motivation factors, pres-
ently many organisations fail to employ this opportunity as research shows that engineers’ 
dissatisfaction is related to misutilization of their skills and competencies which are under-
exploited. Concerning this factor, task-intrinsic motivation, alterations need to be made 
through providing elements of challenge, flexibility and ingenuity (Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi 
et al., 2005). 

2.4.2 Career Route Preferences of Engineers  

Petroni (1999) and Bigliardi et al. (2005) state that engineers and researchers needs special 
handling irrespective of traditional management. Besides the focus on managerial practises 
affecting work satisfaction, studies has emphasized the need to develop alternative career 
plans for engineers and researchers which enable the fulfilment of their career route prefer-
ences. Allen and Katz (1992), both renowned authors and researchers in the area of man-
agement of engineers, makes an important distinction between two classes of engineers in 
referring to career orientation and career preferences; cosmopolitan and local. The former 
are the professionals that are firmly oriented towards their profession and committed to the 
development of specialised skills whilst locals are more inclined to work with the technol-
ogy that reach the goals of the company. Meaning that locals “as a result are more involved than 
their cosmopolitan counterparts in establishing organizational identities and careers through the successful 
commercialization of technological accomplishments” (Allen & Katz, 1992, p. 237). Therefore a 
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managerial or an administrative career path is less attractive for a cosmopolitan than for a 
local as the freedom to pursue technical interest may decrease with such a career (Allen & 
Katz, 1992). In order to accommodate these two groups of engineers alternative plans are 
frequently debated in academic and industrial circles and it has resulted in alternative career 
route models where the most famous, and criticized, is referred to as the dual ladder system 
(Debackere et al., 1997; Petroni, 1999; Bigliardi et al., 2005; Allen & Katz, 1992).  

Dual career ladders means having both a technical and a managerial career ladder where 
engineers are given the opportunity to progress in their respective field of interest, whether 
being management or engineering (Ismail, 2003; Johnson & Sergeant, 1998). Hence a 
managerial career gradually shifts a person away from technical tasks, whilst in employing a 
technical career, the employee stays involved in technical work progressing in their career 
(Ismail, 2003). Ismail (2003) found that the managerial path is regarded as the most attrac-
tive as it is perceived as giving higher prestige and providing an engineer with a real pros-
pect of influencing the technician development of his/her organization. Nevertheless, re-
search has shown that some engineers and scientist find the dual ladder an interesting op-
tion, the majority being highly educated, often cosmopolitans, with a strong technical suc-
cess orientation (Debackere et al., 1997; Allen & Katz, 1992).  

Allen and Katz (1992) clarify that there are some major shortcomings with the dual ladder 
system. One being that cultural factors, such as society who, as a whole, appear to assign 
higher prestige to a managerial career than a technical, leading to the fact that organisa-
tional members perceive managerial careers as more attractive than technical. This is clari-
fied by the fact that there has been a shift from a technical to a managerial line in the tradi-
tional career route preference amongst engineers (Allen & Katz, 1992; Petroni, 1999). An-
other critique of the dual ladder is that even though the two career ladders are put on the 
same level regarding salary, status and prestige the technical often lacks real power. Finally, 
research has shown that instead of becoming true career advancement the technical pro-
motions have a tendency to become a form of loyalty prize or even a burial ground for 
technical managers which have failed (Allen & Katz, 1992; Debackere et al., 1997). Regard-
less of the problems with the system there are some cases, in example the innovative com-
pany 3M, which have successfully implemented it. Nonetheless this is regarded an excep-
tion and not a rule (Gupta & Singhal, 1993). Even so, up to date research on career man-
agement of engineers appears to conclude that using formalized career ladder systems, as 
the dual ladder system, in managing the career of technical professionals provides a limited 
and to narrow approach (Allen & Katz, 1992). 

Recent studies on career route preferences clarify that there is another preferred career 
route of engineers, exceeding both the managerial and technical career, and therefore out-
doing the dual career system. The option in career route is to work with interesting projects 
irrespective of promotion (Farris & Cordero, 2002; Petroni, 1999; 2000). It means that a 
majority of research and design engineers prefers the prospect of working with challenging 
engineering tasks over promotion, thereby laying the foundation for a future hybrid career 
system. Petroni (1999) states that to support companies to understand the preferred career 
systems of their engineers they have to investigate their work expectation, or so called ca-
reer values, as these play an important role in career route preferences. This is supported by 
his research which presents a strong correlation between preferred career route and what 
the individual expects from ones work.  
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2.5 The Career Mobility Model 

This chapter has presented theories regarding work motivation, career management and 
previous research on management of engineers. Given this theoretical framework the au-
thors conclude that there are factors that could take the form of either inducements or ob-
stacles depending on the circumstances. An example could be an individual lacking career 
self-management, which then can pose as an obstacle to career mobility while a person ac-
tively managing his/her career may create a foundation for an inducement to career mobil-
ity. On the other hand an organisation failing to motivate their engineers by inadequate 
managerial practice poses an obstacle to career mobility, as opposed to an organisation us-
ing proper managerial practises towards their engineers hence creating motivation and an 
inducement to career mobility. The effect of both organisation and individual is in line with 
the definition used for career mobility: 

Career mobility is the outcome of the individual’s career planning and the organization’s 
provision of support and opportunities, ideally a collaborative process” (Simonsen, 
1997, p. 6-7). 

By this the authors conclude that inducements and obstacles can be divided into two di-
mensions; organisational and individual. However, as this thesis is from the perspective of 
the employees the authors want to clarify that the organisational aspect is dealt with from 
the employee’s point if view. Meaning that in the model the organizational inducements 
and obstacles are affected by the actions of the organisation. However, in the end it is the 
individual’s personality and feelings that determines the level of motivation. Based on this 
understanding the authors have created the Career Mobility Model: 

 

Figure 2-2 The Career Mobility Model 

The centre of the model represents the career mobility of engineers which can be affected 
either positively or negatively by the inducements and obstacles, respectively. The authors, 
as mentioned, believe that these can be parted into organizational and individual. The 
model serves as a foundation for the structure of the Analysis chapter. To fulfil the pur-
pose of this study the Analysis aims to establish the content of the four parts of the model 
by interpreting the Empirical Findings on the foundation of the Frame of Reference. Look-
ing at the content of the four factors, using the Frame of Reference, the authors conclude 
that the individual aspects are: Intrinsic work motivation, the three parts of McClelland’s 
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Content Theory of Motivation, the individual’s attitude towards career self-management, 
and finally the individual’s career preferences. From the organisational perspective the au-
thors believe the possible affecters to be extrinsic work motivation and managerial practises 
in motivating engineers. All acting as either obstacles or inducement depending on their 
character.  

Given the widespread nature of these theories and the previous research there is some 
overlapping within the four parts of the model. Nonetheless, up until the Conclusions the 
authors have chosen to deal with the theories, as well as the parts of the model, in separa-
tion leading to minor duplications in the Empirical Findings and the Analysis. These repeti-
tions are dealt with by providing text referrals to sections where more information can be 
found in the matter. This system is used to make the text easier to read and it explains the 
findings for the reader as well as clarifies each step undertaken in the research. However, to 
get an overall view of the results, the different theories and factors of the model are all 
blended in the Conclusions. The way of investigating the four parts of the model is ex-
plained in the following chapter, Research Method.  
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3 Research Method 

The authors believe that in order to know the direction you need to identify the destination, and then decide 
on how to get there. As a result this continuing chapter describes the methods used to fulfill the purpose of 
the thesis. It enables this by presenting the research process of the thesis. 

3.1 Research Process 

“-Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?  
-That depends a good deal on where you want to get to, said the Cat.  
-I don't much care where, said Alice.  
-Then it doesn't matter which way you go, said the Cat.”  
From Alice in Wonderland (Caroll, 1949, p. 60). 

 
This dialogue from Alice in Wonderland reflects how many people act in their everyday life 
when not knowing where to go or what to do, they simply continue without reflecting on 
the destination. While the problem of Alice may be common in real life events a thesis 
needs to contain a predetermined method of how to fulfil the purpose regardless of the 
fact that the result of the study is unknown. Stebbins (2001) actually says that the deter-
mined process of writing a thesis starts before anything is put on paper. As when formulat-
ing a research problem you first need to ensure that the subject is possible to examine 
which entails the availability of: Time, financial means, experience and technical resources 
needed in order to investigate the subject of interest (Andersson, 1992). In writing this the-
sis the authors have limited amounts of all these resources hence need to focus the atten-
tion on specific areas of interest, in this case inducements and obstacles to career mobility.  

After discussions with Karl Erik Gustafsson and Tomas Müllern, both professors at 
Jönköping International Business School (JIBS), and company representatives of 
Husqvarna AB, Gunnar Göransson and Thomas Lindahl, the authors decided to narrow 
the study to focus on the factors that could affect the career mobility of technical employ-
ees. This delimitation was made for several reasons, one being the fact that engineers are 
associated with specific problem areas in career management, another the revolution within 
the engineering department during the last decade, thereby making it an interesting area of 
focus. Moreover the authors believe that the inducements and obstacles could differ de-
pending on academic backgrounds, meaning that including other backgrounds could pre-
sent a different result and would mean extending the study outside of the purpose.  

The delimitation process of this study can be compared to what Andersson (1992) states 
regarding concept development. He believes that in the process of formulating a problem 
and gathering theoretical information around the problem one develops a set of concepts 
and a theory regarding how the area one is investigating is connected. After deciding on the 
topic the authors initiated the information gathering, which was conducted mainly at Hög-
skolebiblioteket in Jönköping combined with utilization of search engines, in example 
Google Scholar and Metalib. The information gathering led to a concept development 
which revealed that some concept appeared to be more important than others in investigat-
ing inducements and obstacles to career mobility, namely work motivation and career man-
agement. In aiding the establishment of the inducements and obstacles the authors created 
the Career mobility Model presented under heading 2.5. In order to realize the purpose of 
this thesis the authors need to establish the content of these four factors in the model, by 
comparing the theoretical framework to the empirical findings of which the structure is 
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created by formulating questions based on the Frame of Reference and using an appropri-
ate research approach.  

3.1.1 Research Approach 

The most widespread classification of research methods are the qualitative and quantitative. 
Trost (1993) argues that the purpose of the study should determine which of these meth-
ods to use. The purpose of this thesis is “to identify the inducements and obstacles in the career mo-
bility of engineers”. This indicates that the study is concerned with establishing the factors 
leading to the occurrence or non occurrence of career mobility. The authors therefore real-
ize the need to establish patterns in how technical employees develop in their career, con-
sequently making this an explanatory research (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). According to litera-
ture qualitative methods play a recognized role in seeking and providing explanation to this 
form of research (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; Marshall & Rossman, 1999). From the theoretical 
framework the authors have derived possible factors that could affect an engineer’s motiva-
tion to career progression. The focus of study on motivational factors implies an in-depth 
and interpreted understanding of the Respondents’ experiences and perspectives, in com-
bination with the need to understand, separate and discard how people reason and react. 
Therefore according to Trost (1993) and Ritchie and Lewis (2003) making a qualitative re-
search method appropriate, hence the authors’ conclude that using a qualitative method 
provide the most efficient research approach.   

3.2 Empirical Design 

Ritchie and Lewis (2003) stress that when using a qualitative method there are in basic two 
empirical collecting approaches; naturally occurring data and generated data. Naturally oc-
curring data sustains of conversations and documents that are analyzed and observed in 
their natural surrounding thereby providing an outlook of certain behaviour in its own so-
cial setting. Andersson (1992) calls this objective data, which represents the reality. Gener-
ated data on the other hand sustains of a reconstruction, which includes phenomena such 
as retelling experience, thoughts, or anything mentally reprocessed and told by the partici-
pants. Andersson (1992) refers to this as subjective data, which shows how someone per-
ceives the reality. This method provides insight into participants’ perspectives and enables 
interpretation and understanding of the meaning of behaviours and beliefs (Ritchie & 
Lewis, 2003). In choosing between these two one should start from the problem formula-
tion and based on that reflect over the areas one wishes to illuminate (Andersson, 1992).  

Given the explanatory purpose of this thesis the authors believe the latter to be an appro-
priate approach as the study involves collecting and understanding employees’ values and 
interpretations hence implicitly gathering subjective information. This is supported by the 
fact that this method is considered to be the only way to understand psychological aspects, 
such as motivation, which is imperative in this study (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). In gathering 
subjective or generated data Andersson (1992) argues that there are two methods; oral and 
written. Examples of oral methods are individual and group interviews, and written meth-
ods; individual and group surveys. As the authors aim to establish a good contact with the 
Respondents and create a conversation-like atmosphere; they suggest an oral method as an 
appropriate approach in this study. In conducting individual interviews the authors get the 
opportunity to interpret the body language of the Respondents and are able to explain 
questions the interviewed may find difficult or unclear (Andersson, 1992).  
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3.2.1 Structuring the Interview 

In referring to interviews one often encounters the expressions standardisation and struc-
ture. Standardisation refers to the degree which the questions and the situations are the 
same for all interviewed (Trost, 1993). Structure and unstructured respectively has to do 
with to which extent a researcher either follows an in advance, pre-determined plan 
(Andersson, 1992) with prearranged answers to questions (Trost, 1993), or let the conver-
sation move on its own (Andersson, 1992) and allow individual answers (Trost, 1993). The 
most common procedure is using a semi-structured method where the interviewer in ad-
vance decides the topics to discuss, given the information sought after, and based on that 
formulate the questions. In this method the questions do not have the exact same formula-
tion from time to time and their order does not have to be pre-determined (Andersson, 
1992). The questions can also be more or less structured, with the purpose of guiding or 
not guiding the interviewed (Trost, 1993; Andersson, 1992).   

Given the topic and qualitative research method the interviews in this thesis are fairly un-
standardized since the authors believe that the interviewed are more honest and give more 
accurate answers if being free to reply with their own words. Therefore a semi-structured 
method is used when formulating the questions. This as the authors have a clear idea about 
what type of information to seek and can decide the topics to discuss, moreover, the au-
thors are able to adapt the order and probes in order to make the interview flow more 
freely and create a comfortable situation for the interviewed. However, as Andersson 
(1992) argues, the authors will ask the Respondents the same questions in order to provide 
a comparable result. 

3.2.2 Creating the Interview Questions 

In creating an interview questions can either be open, meaning that they have no pre-set 
answers, or closed, where each question has a set of answer alternatives the interviewed can 
choose from (Andersson, 1992). Given the nature of this thesis purpose and the semi-
structured approach the authors use open questions. In this research the Frame of Refer-
ence was used as a foundation when formulating the questions while the purpose and 
problem discussion influenced the structure of the interview and the questions. According 
to Andersson (1992) one should consider several aspects during the creation of a question 
guide: 

Are the words in the question simple, direct and easy to understand?  
Is the question as specific as possible?  
Does the question hold more than one aspect?  
Is the question leading or emotionally charged?  
Is the question applicable to everyone that is interviewed?  
Can the answer be affected by a certain answering style?  
Can the question be made shorter without the meaning being lost?  
Does the question sound good? 

By reflecting upon theories both in the Frame of Reference and this chapter the authors 
created a first set of interview questions. These were tested on two fellow students in a first 
step towards the fulfilment of above mentioned criterions. The next measure in enhancing 
the interview guide was taken in cooperation with Husqvarna AB. In a meeting with repre-
sentatives of the company the questions were thoroughly discussed and then revised by the 
authors. The belief of the authors is that this process has created an interview guide that is 
relevant for the purpose of the thesis and fulfils the aspects brought up by Andersson 
(1992).  As Andersson (1992), further argues, upon writing the question guide the authors 
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aimed to start with questions of general characteristics, in example background variables 
such as age and position, and then continued with more specific questions followed by 
probes, in order to support and encourage the interviewed to give full answers and to 
complement or clarify what has been said. The purpose of probes is not to trick or ma-
nipulate the Respondent; they are used rather to help the interviewed to leave an as correct 
and complete answer as possible. Examples of probes could be: a pause – which gives the 
interviewed time to consider his answer, encouragement – by which showing the inter-
viewed understanding and interest one can encourage him to give a more complete answer 
and development and by placing neutral comments or questions the answer may be devel-
oped. The authors do not consider the affect certain answering styles may have on the re-
sult to be significant since the aim is to promote thorough answers and therefore use 
probes and follow-up questions to increase the richness of the answers and thereby en-
hance the result. 

3.2.3 Conducting the Interview 

According to Trost (1993) before conducting the interview it is important to consider the 
number of interviewers. Two interviewers are usually able to collect a larger amount of in-
formation and gain understanding that merely one would not have achieved. However, 
when two persons perform an interview it is important that they are coordinated in order 
not to confuse the Respondent as a risk is that the Respondent may feel inferior (Trost, 
1993). The authors decided to conduct the interviews together as this lead to greater insight 
and ability to collect more information. To decrease the risk of the Respondent feeling in-
ferior one of the authors asked the questions while the other took key notes to ease the 
analysis of the information and asked follow-up questions when necessary. Besides notes 
the authors chose to use a tape recorder to support the memory of the interviews. In addi-
tion to the support of the memory Andersson (1992) believe that by using a tape recorder 
the interviewer can focus on the interview, and not just on the writing. The negative aspect 
is that a tape recorder can act inhibitory when the interviewed know that they are being re-
corded. Nevertheless, the authors believe that the positive effects more than outdo the 
negative of using a tape recorder. 

Before starting the interview it is important to give an opening instruction that explains 
clearly and legibly the purpose of the research (Andersson, 2001; Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). In 
this case briefly explaining the background of the authors as students at JIBS, and then ex-
plaining that the research is used as an empirical base for a Masters Thesis in Businesses 
Administration focusing on Human Resources. According to Andersson (1992) and Ritchie 
& Lewis (2003) a brief presentation of the study follows, however, stating the research as 
one that investigates factors the affect the career mobility of engineers could have negative 
impact on the participant as this is a rather charged subject, therefore the authors present 
the study as one that examines the internal mobility of the company, which indeed is true, 
however, put in less emotionally charged word. Moreover the authors explain that all in-
cluded in the research are anonymous in order to ease the comfort of the Respondents 
(Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Finally, before starting the interview the authors ask the Respon-
dents whether or not they agree to the use of a tape recorder. Upon opening the interview 
question of general character are asked to make the Respondent feel as a part of an inter-
view, and not a cross-examination. Subsequently, the authors after the presentation initiate 
the interview by asking general questions regarding age, position and number of years being 
an employee at the company, and then continue with question of more specific nature 
which can be found in the Interview Guides in Appendix 1 and 2 (Andersson, 2001). 
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3.2.4 Sample and Sample Frame 

When conducting a qualitative study it is crucial that the sample is purposeful. In reality 
however, it is common that the undesirable method of convenience sample is used, where 
the sampling lacks any clear strategy (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). In order to avoid this, the aim 
of this thesis is to select participants that relate to the research questions which imply a 
clear purposive criterion in the selection. By doing so the authors employ a criterion based 
purposive sampling where units are chosen due to particular features that enable the re-
searcher to investigate the central themes of interest in the study (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). 
In doing this the authors have two aims, the first to make certain that the relevant popula-
tion of the topic is covered, in this case individuals with an academic background in engi-
neering. The second is to make sure that a certain degree of diversity is contained within 
each of the central criterion, enabling the exploration of the characteristics concerned. The 
diversity is ensured by including engineers at different stages of their career, e.g. design en-
gineers, project participants, project leaders, group managers and mangers. The aim with 
this is to include individuals that have made a career within a company and not been exter-
nally recruited. Moreover the sample is drawn from different age groups as well as different 
employment time at the same company, ranging from three to fifteen years. Thus, in focus-
ing on engineers, the individuals in the sample belong to a somewhat similar culture and to 
a certain degree share the same characteristics, making this a rather homogenous sample. 
This enables the identification of essential aspects that can be observed for an array of in-
dividuals (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003).  

In deciding the size of this sample Ritchie and Lewis (2003) argue that in qualitative re-
search the sample should be kept small due to three main reasons. The first being that if 
the information gathered is correctly interpreted one will soon reach a position where fur-
ther interviews will provide little new information. Secondly, frequency is not a goal in 
qualitative research meaning that one does not have to ensure a sufficient number of ob-
servations in order to provide statistical estimates, as opposed to survey samples. The third 
aspect sustains of the fact that qualitative studies yield information which contains many 
features and details, meaning that in order to enable an efficient interpretation the informa-
tion the size of the sample needs to be kept small. Based on this the authors decided that a 
sample of twelve interviews would be appropriate; consisting of three managers, two mid-
dle managers, four project leaders and three design engineers. 

After investigating the population of the study and deciding on the sample size one has to 
consider from where to select the sample. Sample generation can be accomplished in sev-
eral ways. When searching for an organization where the authors believed to be able to find 
a representative sample Thomas Müllern, professor at JIBS, provided an excellent oppor-
tunity, as mentioned in the Delimitations in chapter 1. He had been in contact with 
Husqvarna AB, which had perceived a lack of internal mobility at the company. The au-
thors thereby contacted representatives at Husqvarna AB and after discussions decided to 
use the company’s engineers as a sample frame whish was considered an excellent oppor-
tunity as they have more than 200 engineers at different stages of their career. In coopera-
tion with Husqvarna AB the authors then selected the twelve Respondents. 

3.3 Analysis of the Collected Data 

The most extensive element in analyzing the results of a qualitative study is structuring and 
interpreting the collected data (Smith, 2003). After performing the interviews the authors 
first transcribed all of them. Given the length of the transcripts these needed to be trans-
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formed into understandable and relevant texts, by decreasing the amount of data which 
Ryen (2004) argues is the first step in analyzing in qualitative data. This was accomplished 
by comparing the transcripts to the field notes made during the interviews. This compari-
son provided an overlook of the most relevant information and enabled the authors to 
shorten the text and organize it accordingly to each question, of which the result can be 
found in Appendix 3. However, this text is very extensive and if presented in that way in 
the empirical findings it would be difficult for a reader to obtain an overlook. As the au-
thors’ ambition, in accordance to Ödman (1979, in Nordqvist, 2005), is to enhance the 
readers’ understanding by a clear presentation, this text was then somewhat shortened and 
structured based on to the theoretical framework. In doing this the authors conduct what 
Ryen (2004) refers to as the seconds step in the data analysis process; demonstration of the 
data. Thereby the authors highlight the part of the interview results they find critical to the 
study. By structuring the empirical findings in the light of the Frame of Reference the au-
thors believe to have eased the reading experience, as well as the final step in the process 
which is analyzing the qualitative data and extracting the conclusions on the study (Ryen, 
2004).  

3.4 Quality of the Research Method 

This research is based on a qualitative method, which the authors consider the best ap-
proach in fulfilling the purpose of the study as the aim is to understand the complex phe-
nomenon of inducements and obstacles to an engineer’s career mobility. However, even 
when as in this case the choice of method has been determined accordingly with the pur-
pose it will contain advantages as well as disadvantages. The qualitative method has been 
widely criticized by several scientists who consider it too subjective (Bryman, 2001; Ritchie 
& Lewis, 2003). As this thesis builds upon the authors’ perceptions regarding which parts 
of the examined area that are important and the relationships that exist between these this 
could be argued as a valid critique. To diminish this problem that authors during the thesis 
work continuously questioned themselves on several aspects, one being whether or not the 
theories in the Frame of Reference were relevant for the subject and illustrates the problem 
in an objective way (Bryman, 2001; Patel & Tebelius, 1987). By making choices based on 
the aspects which renowned authors consider important and in constant discussions be-
tween each other the authors feel confident that the theories used and the questions in the 
interview guide are relevant to the thesis and the fulfillment of the purpose.  

3.4.1 Reliability and Validity 

In evaluating qualitative research, the concepts of validity and reliability, which originally 
were developed in natural science for the quantitative view, have been debated as whether 
having any significance in verifying the quality of qualitative data (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; 
Bryman & Bell, 2003). Nevertheless, several researchers argue that applying these concepts 
could be accomplished, although not mathematically as in natural science but rather in a 
broader sense adapted to the characteristics of qualitative research (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; 
Jacobsen, 2002; Bryman & Bell, 2003).  
 
The first aspect is external reliability which regards the replicability of the study (Bryman & 
Bell, 2003; Jacobsen, 2002; Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Given the nature of qualitative research, 
where one deals with a subjective reality which often involves a complex phenomenon in a 
dynamic surrounding which all is interpreted by a researcher often in an unstructured man-
ner, the extent to which replicability is possible has been heatedly debated (Ritchie & 
Lewis, 2003; Bryman, 2001). As the authors conduct a research of a complex social phe-
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nomenon using individual interviews it is hard, if not impossible, to get the same result if 
duplicating the interviews. Nevertheless, by carefully having presented each step of the re-
search in this chapter, combined with motivating the decisions made and explaining the 
approach to the research problems and how to solve it the authors feel confident that their 
thoughts become evident to the reader, thereby easing a possible replication of the study. 
Nonetheless, the inexperience of the authors as interviewers may have affected the re-
sponses of the interviewed, as the limited experience might have affected the use of probes 
and follow-up questions (Andersson, 1992). The second aspect is internal reliability which 
concerns whether the members of a research team agree in what they observe (Bryman & 
Bell, 2003). In this research one of the authors made transcripts of the recorded interviews 
and the other took key notes during the interviews, these were later discussed, compared 
and blended into a combined result found in Appendix 3. In using this method the authors 
aim was to increase the internal reliability, which they believe succeeded as the authors are 
in agreement of the results.  
 
Validity is usually referred to as the correctness of the interpretation of a research and sus-
tains of two dimensions (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; Jacobsen, 2002). The first being internal 
validity, which concerns whether or not the researchers observations match the theoretical 
ideas they develop. The major aspect of internal validity takes place in interpreting the in-
terviews. The process of interpreting and deriving conclusions from interviews is a com-
plex task; nevertheless it can be aided by choosing the correct research method, as an ap-
propriate method reduces the choices a researcher has to make in his/her interpretations 
(Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). The authors believe that by structuring the empirical findings 
based on the theoretical framework and then applying these on the Career Mobility Model, 
which was constructed based of the Frame of Reference, there is a significant match be-
tween the observation and the conclusions derived, thereby ensuring a high internal valid-
ity, which is regarded a major strength in qualitative research (Bryman & Bell, 2003).  
 
The final aspect, external validity, concerns to which degree the research findings can be 
generalized over similar social settings (Bryman & Bell, 2003). Given the nature of this re-
search, and most other qualitative studies, using semi-structured individual interviews with 
a fairly small sample, the authors realize the difficulty to generalize the results across social 
settings (Bryman, 2003). As Bryman (2001) argues a qualitative research can never be pre-
cisely reproduced as the authors perceptions are affected to different degrees by other re-
searchers’ previous experiences, values and beliefs. As a result, some qualitative studies may 
not be valid in other situations than the investigated thus not suited for generalization 
(Bryman, 2001). However, Bryman (2001) argues that it is the quality of the theoretical 
conclusions, supported on the qualitative information, which is important when determin-
ing if the results can be used to make generalizations. In this case the authors are confident 
that the quality of the theoretical conclusions is high. This as the authors derived the ques-
tions based on the theoretical framework, discussed them with representatives of the com-
pany, and then organized the empirical findings once again using the theoretical frame-
work, as well as discussing the findings with company representatives. It is the authors’ be-
lief that all these aspects improve the quality of the conclusions, thus increase the possibil-
ity that the results can be generalized to similar social settings (Bryman, 2001; Smith, 2003), 
in this case engineering intense companies and/or departments. Consequently, the authors 
do not believe the findings applicable to companies and/or departments high in econo-
mists or other employee concentration than engineers. Mainly due to the fact that the theo-
retical framework is partly focused upon engineers, given the recognition of this group as 
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needing special management, hence making the findings specific for this group of employ-
ees.  

3.5 Quality of the Thesis 

Even though the authors are confident that the results they present in the thesis are of high 
quality, given the above argued high reliability and validity, there are always some aspects of 
the thesis that could have been improved. For some parts of the thesis the internet has 
been used as a source of information. The internet has many advantages, as the easiness to 
access information and simplicity to find up-to-date information. However, it is difficult to 
determine the accuracy and sources of some of the information since the internet is open 
to anyone who whishes to publish information. Therefore the authors have made an effort 
to choose information from reliable pages, e.g. academic journals, and search engines, e.g. 
Google Scholar, as well as giving references in footnotes to clarify from where information 
has been taken.  

The authors have also focused efforts on using authors that are well-known and have au-
thority within the subject they are writing, which also is presented in footnotes. Neverthe-
less, a non-academic page as Wikipedia.com was used for background information in one 
case where no other sources were available. However, the information gathered from this 
web-page is of general character and no theory is based on this information. The reason 
why this page was used at all is to create an interesting introduction to one of the research-
ers mentioned in the thesis, of which authors’ intention is to make the reading experience 
more interesting for the reader.  

Another negative aspect of the thesis concerns that there has not been any deeper investi-
gation on how low immobility affects an organization, besides as stated in the introduction: 
A lack of mobility leads to a stagnation in the innovation crucial for technical companies 
(Hall & Lois, 1988). Instead focus has been on how different factors could impede and in-
duce an employees’ career mobility. The authors believe that through the theories brought 
up and the Empirical Findings the negative effects of low mobility are made clear. More-
over, their conviction is that the Analysis and Conclusion provides the reader with a clear 
picture of the inducements and obstacles that exists concerning an engineer’s career mobil-
ity.  
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4 Empirical Findings 

This chapter commences by presenting the Respondents of the research and the background variables related 
to them. It continues by stating the results from the empirical study which is composed by twelve semi struc-
tured interviews with engineers at different stages of their career at Husqvarna AB. 

4.1 Background Variables of the Respondents 

To ease the interpretation of the Empirical Findings, for the readers as well for the authors, 
the Respondents are summarized in the table below based on profession, age and number 
of years employed at the company.  

 
Profession Term Age Group Number of Years 

employed 
Design Engineer DE1 <30 years <5 years 
Design Engineer  DE2 30-40 years <5 years 
Design Engineer  DE3 30-40 years 5-10 years 
Project Leader  PL1 30-40 years 5-10 years 
Project Leader  PL2 30-40 years <5 years 
Project Leader  PL3 <30 years 5-10 years 
Project Leader  PL 4 <30 years <5 years 
Group Manager  GM1 >40 years >10 years 
Group Manager GM2 >40 years >10 years 
Manager  M1 30-40 years >10 years 
Manager  M2 30-40 years >10 years 
Manager  M3 >40 years 5-10 years 
 
The abbreviations of the profession of the Respondents are used as without them the text 
would become extensive and more difficult to grasp. These are used throughout the em-
pirical findings as well as in the Swedish version of the interview findings found in Appen-
dix 3.  

4.2 Interview Results 

The interview results sustain of semi-structured interviews with twelve Respondents at 
Husqvarna AB, all at different stages of their career and with an educational background in 
engineering. As previously mentioned the choice of this company as a research frame de-
pends largely on the author’s interests in studying career mobility. In a discussion with 
Thomas Müllern, professor at JIBS, regarding this subject, the authors got an opportunity 
to explore this topic in a real life setting at Husqvarna AB. Thomas Müllern had been in 
contact with representatives at the company which had mentioned the possibility of stu-
dents writing a thesis investigating a presumed lack of internal mobility at the company. 
Hence the authors contacted representatives at the company and in cooperation with them 
decided to conduct a research investigating inducements and obstacles to career mobility. 
Besides the presumable lack of internal mobility the authors considered the company as an 
interesting research base given its importance for the regional economy.  

After deciding the focus of the study the authors determined the sample frame and in co-
operation with Husqvarna AB chose the Respondents of the research. More information 
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on these matters can be found under headings 1.5 Delimitations and 3.2.4 Sample and 
Sample Frame. The results of the Empirical Findings are presented accordingly with the 
structure of the Frame of Reference. This is done to ease the reading experience and to 
improve the interpretation of the findings by providing a structured approach towards 
connecting the findings with the theoretical framework, which is accomplished in the sub-
sequent chapter, Analysis. Hence, this process enables the establishment of the different 
inducement and obstacles in the Career Mobility Model, which are summarized in the 
chapter referred to as Conclusions and thereby facilitating the fulfillment of the purpose of 
the study. This is discussed in the final chapter.  

4.2.1 Work Motivation 

In looking at motivation and mobility at Husqvarna AB a majority of the Respondents are 
not aware of formal career routes or criteria for mobility. Moreover, several Respondents 
agree upon that there is no encouragement to apply for positions posted at the intranet. 
The lack of encouragement combined with a deficit of younger role models, leads younger 
employees to doubt the existence of career opportunities:    

“There are no other young persons who have succeeded in their career…instead all have 
worked at the same position for years” Respondent PL422. 

Some of the Respondents point at the fact that the risk of lacking encouragement and non-
existent career systems is that employees who are interested in moving internally and/or 
developing eventually move to other companies. A majority of the Respondents agreed 
that there are actions the company could take, to make employees more satisfied and in-
crease the internal mobility. Another factor that is discussed in depth is what the Respon-
dents refer to as poor feedback and lack of individual goals.  

4.2.1.1 Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation 

The Respondents are in general pleased and satisfied with their work tasks and feel that 
they can influence their work activities. Nonetheless, several state that they lack feedback 
on their performance. 

“I think that the feedback is poor, actually terribly poor, in especial the positive feedback” 
Respondent DE123. 

Respondents DE1, DE2, DE3 and PL3 all state that Husqvarna AB has a very poor feed-
back function, and further argue that when they get feedback it is in majority negative. The 
matter of feedback is more thoroughly discussed in the sections concerning Need for 
Achievement (4.2.1.2) and Inadequate Managerial Competencies (4.2.4). 

Feeling of Meaningfulness 

Of the Respondents a minority, M1, GM2, GM1, PL3, DE2 believes that there exist career 
routes at Husqvarna AB that matches their needs and requirements for future position de-
sires. Several of these, as well as the remaining Respondents that see problems with the fit, 
have thoughts regarding this at Husqvarna BA, which are discussed in depth under Inade-

                                                 

22 “Det är ju ingen annan ung person som lyckats karriärmässigt…utan alla har jobbat på samma position jät-
telänge” Respondent PL4 

23 “Jag tycker att feedbacken är dålig, rent av fruktansvärt dålig, framförallt då positive feedback.” Respondent 
DE1 
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quate Understanding of Expectations (4.2.4). Some Respondents stress that where one is 
positioned in the company influences ones possibilities for career mobility. Respondent 
DE1 considers the department the Respondent works in to be a place where it is difficult 
to change positions. Some of the Respondents express a feeling of despair regarding apply-
ing for positions internally, as they state that managers often recruit externally instead of 
looking at resources internally. Respondents DE1, DE3, PL1 and M2 all believe that em-
ploying too many managers and specialists from outside the company have a de-motivating 
effect on the employees, where they choose not to apply for positions if they know that 
someone external will apply. Respondent M1 on the other hand believes that there exists a 
good balance between externally and internally recruited employees. 

Feeling of Progress  

Most of the Respondents feel challenged in their present position. However, several point 
at the fact that this feeling does not create a complete sense of satisfaction. Instead they are 
always striving after new challenges since most work tasks after a while become routine. 
The only Respondent that does not feel challenged is Respondent DE3, who instead feels 
exhausted due to a high work load. Respondent DE1 adds that it is difficult to know what 
demands the company puts on the employees due to the lack of formal personal goals: 

“They need to include objectives for the individuals that can be followed up the next 
year…if knowing the demands it is much easier to fulfill them” Respondent DE124. 

Irrelevant of the perceived lack of individual goals, most of the Respondents argue that 
they are able to distinguish how their performance contributes to the overall result of the 
company, however with some conditions. Respondent M3 believes to be able to contribute 
more, and Respondent PL4 says that if working at a smaller company the contribution is 
easier to distinguish. Respondent PL1 understands that the contribution but says that one 
does not get any confirmation of that contribution.  

Feeling of Choice 

Most of the Respondents feel that they can choose in what way they perform their activi-
ties since they do not have individually set goals of what to achieve. Respondent M1 has 
formal financial goals stated in the budget, but no external objectives except those. The Re-
spondent says that at Husqvarna AB you do not work as much towards goals as letting the 
own aspiration level set the standards. Respondents PL1 and DE2 both agree in this by 
stating that the individual can influence its work activities and challenges by stating own 
goals and choosing the level of ambition. Respondent M2 further stresses the importance 
of letting the individual develop itself and the position you possess.   

Feeling of Competence  

Overall the Respondents consider that they are using their abilities. Respondent PL3 points 
at that one needs to be humble and not believe that one is the best at what one does. In-
stead understanding that there are always new things to learn is important, which Respon-
dent M2 agrees in. Respondents PL2, M1, M2 and DE2 all call attention to the fact that 
they would not have felt that their abilities were used to a satisfactory level if they had not 
had the opportunity to change position when they did during their employment. This is the 
problem Respondent DE3 faces today. The Respondent has previously applied for other 
                                                 

24 “De behöver finnas målsättning för individer som kan följas upp året efter…vet man vad man har för krav 
på sig är det betydligt lättare att uppfylla dem” Respondent DM1 
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positions, since the Respondent feels that Husqvarna AB does not take advantage of the 
Respondent’s abilities. However, the response was negative and today the Respondent is 
still working in the same position, feeling misutilized and de-motivated.    

4.2.1.2 McClelland’s Content Theory of Motivation 

Need for Achievement 

Looking at need for achievement one of the managers says: 

“I am not satisfied as it is now” Respondent M325. 

By this meaning that he Respondent believes that never feeling satisfied is an important 
driver for moving forwards. Respondent M2 as well as Respondent PL4 are as Respondent 
M3 interested in continuing moving up the career ladder. In looking at goals, most of the 
Respondents have some form of organizational goals they need to reach. In example Re-
spondents DE1, DE2, PL1, PL3 and PL4 all work in projects with overall goals. Some also 
have general goals for their positions they hold, however far from all. None of the Re-
spondents have formal personal goals that state what is expected of them and what they are 
meant to accomplish. According to Respondents M1 and DE2 emphasis is instead put on 
the individual ambition level: 

“Besides [the budget] there are no external goals forced upon me to fulfil in my business 
areas, but it is rather my own level of ambition, what I want to achieve with what I’m 
responsible for” Respondent M126.  

Nevertheless, several of the Respondents admits to wanting increased structure regarding 
goals and clear objectives that can be followed up the forthcoming year, as the Respon-
dents think that otherwise it is difficult to know what is expected of them. Some want these 
goals connected to the business goals of Husqvarna AB 

In looking at knowledge in performing tasks Respondent M1 feels a lack of economical 
and legal knowledge. The Respondent considers that it would be valuable for Husqvarna 
AB if they educated their engineers in basic economical knowledge to build an understand-
ing about how costs occur as well as understanding how every part of the company works 
together. Respondents PL3 and DE3 believe that it would be possible to take part in an 
administrative course, however, they state that the employee needs to motivate the need for 
it to the manager, which can be difficult, says Respondent PL1. Regarding courses that 
deals with subjects and knowledge closely connected to the tasks the employees currently 
are performing, the managers are in willing to let employees take the course. Who of the 
manager and the employee that takes the initiatives for the courses differs among the Re-
spondents. Respondents PL4 and M3 feel that the courses the Respondents have partici-
pated in have been on their own initiatives. Their managers have not been standing in their 
way, nevertheless, the managers have not taken initiatives to expand the employee’s knowl-
edge base. Respondent M1, on the other hand, states that if one has a good manager he or 
she ensures that one gets the education and takes part in the courses needed.  

                                                 

25 “Jag är inte nöjd som det är nu.”  Respondent M3 
26 “Utöver [budgeten] finns det inte några externa målsättningar mig påtvingade som jag ska uppfylla med 
mitt affärsområde utan det är min egen ambitionsnivå, vad vill jag åstadkomma med det som jag ansvarar 
för.” Respondent M1 
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According to some Respondents a hinder to achieve sometimes is the Respondent’s own 
manager. Since, if a manager does not want an employee to move away from his or her de-
partment, the manager can avoid promoting the employee to other managers, and in that 
way act as a hinder when the employee strives for achievement. In connection to this sev-
eral of the employees at the company feel that the atmosphere is not encouraging, and they 
especially lack encouragement from their managers. To back the employees, take care of 
them and provide them with possibilities in a better way to make sure that they develop in 
the right direction is one of Husqvarna AB’s most important tasks and challenges for the 
future according to Respondent DE1.  

Looking at career systems, none of the employees knows hardly anything about existing ca-
reer development programs. As mentioned a minority of the Respondents, consider that 
there are available career routes at the company that match their preference. One problem 
appears to be that the routes are not visible, therefore the Respondents need to actively 
search for them. Since it might not always be comfortable to turn to ones manager when 
looking for other positions, a career development program could be a good idea, according 
to amongst others Respondent PL4. Respondent M2 would like to see a career develop-
ment program not only for those who want to advance up in the company, but also for 
those who wishes to specialize.  

Looking at feedback, a majority of the Respondents state that they rarely receive feedback 
and that when they do it is often negative. Only Respondent GM1 says to have regular ex-
changes, consisting of both positive and negative feedback, with managers as well as other 
employees. One Respondent states the aspect of a strong manager as a hinder to feedback: 

“If you have a strong manager he becomes sort of a filter between the upwards organisa-
tion and sometime one gets the feeling that he is the company. Then it feels like acknowl-
edgments and feedback does not come the entire way down and you might feel less appreci-
ated” Respondent PL427.  

In addition to the lacking feedback there seems to be no consistent peer-review system 
used by the company and, hence the stated frequency and quality of the reviews varied. Re-
spondent DE1, DE3 and PL1 all have peer-review talks once a year whilst Respondent 
PL3 said: 

“I have had two peer review talks in the last five years. When I have had them they have 
been OK but I would have been good to have them more often” Respondent PL328. 

Many Respondents utter a shortage of a structure in their reviews. More on this matter and 
on feedback is discussed under Inadequate Managerial Competencies (4.2.4). 

Need for Power 

To be able to influence others in the work place is one of the greatest motivators for Re-
spondent M3. Respondents PL2, DE2 and DE3 also appreciate coordinating and result re-
sponsibility. Nevertheless, some of the Respondents would not like more authority and Re-
spondent DE3 says that advancement within the same department is not as interesting as at 

                                                 

27 “Har man har en stark chef blir han som ett filter mellan allting uppåt och ibland känns det som att företa-
get är han. Det känns inte som att beröm och feedback kommer inta tillbaka hela vägen och det känns kan-
ske som man inte uppskattas.” Respondent PL4 

28 “Jag har haft två medarbetarsamtal på fem år. När vi har haft dem har de väl fungerat bra men det hade va-
rit bra att ha dem oftare.” Respondent PL3 
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other departments, due to difficulties in becoming a manager over former co-workers. This 
complexity Respondent M1 has already encountered, and says that it is something one has 
to deal with, by coming up with new solutions that fit oneself and the situation. It is impor-
tant to remember that one now is the manager with ones own employees. To receive status 
is also important for many of the Respondents, still several say that it does not have to be 
the status of an engineer. However, the Respondent thinks that it is important to have the 
technical knowledge and authority that comes with a title when working at Husqvarna AB.  
Some Respondents feel that their managers are more concerned with the best for them, in-
stead of focusing on the benefits of the company. Respondent PL4 feels that the manager 
at the Respondent’s department does not want to lose valuable knowledge and therefore 
does not promote good employees. A group manager, GM1 expressed this fear, by saying 
that managers do not want to lose employees from departments since it creates knowledge 
gaps that are difficult and time consuming to fill. Many of the Respondents believe that 
several of the managers at Husqvarna AB are not focused on managing, influencing and/or 
coordinating employees, but rather the best specialists in their area with a technical focus. 
Respondent GM2, in example, feels that employees do not need to be coordinated since 
they have flexible work hours and therefore should be able to coordinate themselves, 
moreover the Respondent does not want to leave the construction part of the work. The 
situation this creates from an employee perspective is described by the following statement 
and discussed further in Inadequate Managerial Competencies (4.2.4): 

”If one has a manager that also designs on the side, this manager will not have sufficient 
time to manage, which is unintelligent since the manager role suffers from it” Respon-
dent DE129. 

Need for Affiliation 

A vast majority of the Respondents believes that the atmosphere at Husqvarna AB is good, 
however, agrees upon that it is not encouraging. According to Respondents DE1 and PL2 
there is a form of rigidity in the company that creates a non-encouraging feeling. From the 
Respondents answers one can understand that the positions at Husqvarna AB often are 
appointed instead of applied for. Consequently some Respondents feel that the company 
supports a notion that if one becomes the best specialist the company sooner or later re-
wards you with a managerial post: 

“The Husqvarna syndrome is that if you are a good technician you become a manager” 
Respondent DE3 30. 

Hence, some Respondents state that if a young employee or an employee that have worked 
only a few years at the company shows initiatives to advancement it is seen as a threat to 
those who silently have waited and not taken own initiatives. Hence, some feel that they 
can not talk about career plans in front of other employees: 

“There are many who has not succeed to make a career at Husqvarna and that have been 
in the same positions for a long time, so the feeling among some of them is that why should 
you succeed better than me” Respondent PL431. 

                                                 

29 “Om man har en chef som konstruerar vid sidan om har han tid att vara chef, och det är dumt i och med 
att chefsrollen blir lidande av det” Respondent DE1 

30 ”Husqvarna syndromet är att är man duktig tekniker så blir man chef..” Respondent PL4 
31 Det är ju många som inte lyckats göra karriär på Husqvarna och har suttit länge på samma positioner, så 
känslan bland några av dem är av dem att varför ska du få lyckas bättre än mig”. Respondent PL4 
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In looking at private life following the statements shed some light on what the Respon-
dents at Husqvarna AB think: 

”Sure I think about the private life but this work is so fun that I do not think that I 
would feel good in my private life if did not get to work with what I am interested in” 
Respondent PL132. 

”One has to think about it quite a lot, that work is one part but the private life has to 
work too” Respondent M333. 

Respondent PL4 thinks the company could show more understanding for employees with 
family and help those who aspire for an international career. Respondent M1 further says 
that it is important that employees do not feel that doors are closing upon turning down 
offers due to family reasons, since the private life changes over time and an alteration in 
position may be interesting in the future. Several of the Respondents agree on that a 
change in ones work life not only influences the private life, it also influences ones feelings 
of security and the notion one has that one is doing something one is good at. For Re-
spondent PL1 it is important to find something the Respondent is good at doing and like 
doing, and the same is true for Respondent GM2. This feeling of safety is creating immo-
bility at Husqvarna AB according to Respondents PL3 and M1, and they put some focus 
on that many co-workers are afraid of leaving their comfort zone.   

4.2.2 Career Self Management  

As briefly mentioned a number of the Respondents do not think that there exist formal cri-
teria for career progression at Husqvarna AB. Instead at the company the system appears 
to be that you identify employees with talent, qualities and/or characteristics that the com-
pany wants to promote. Respondent M1 and M2 agree that the problem with this system is 
that it is subjective process and focuses more on those who already have made it a bit up 
the career ladder. For more information on this see Inadequate Understanding of Expecta-
tions (4.2.4). As stated, many of the Respondents believe that own initiatives are important 
at Husqvarna AB, if one wishes to get somewhere. Hence in regards to managing ones own 
careers, this is crucial according to several of the Respondents, given the non-existent ca-
reer systems. Respondents PL1, PL3 and M2 regarded the individuals own willingness to 
progress as the main driving force for employees who want to move within the company.  

“There are many that really want to move upward, one can notice, there are those who 
always are knocking on the door” Respondent M334. 

The Respondents perceive the own willingness as crucial, since in general, the Respondents 
do not feel encouraged by the organization to develop and progress. As brought up, some 
Respondents even feel that managers act as hinders, due to unwillingness in promoting 
competent employees, which could lead the employee away from their department. Re-
spondent M2 exemplifies this from a manager perspective by saying that a manger may not 

                                                 

32 ”Visst tänkte jag på privatlivet men detta jobbet är så pass roligt att jag nog inte skulle mått bra i privatlivet 
om jag inte fick jobba med det jag är intresserad av.” Respondent PL1 

33 ”Där måste man nog tänka sig för en hel del, att jobbet är en del men privatlivet måste ju också fungera.” 
Respondent M3 

34 ”Det finns ju många som verkligen vill uppåt det märker man ju, det finns de som hela tiden står och 
knackar på dörren.” Respondent M3 
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want to encourage his or her employees to make a career as the person then may face loos-
ing a valuable co-worker. 
In connection to this, as stated, Respondent M1 expresses a belief that engineers in general 
lack amongst others economical and legal knowledge, where upon becoming a manager 
they often are deficient in handling financial responsibilities, employee care and administra-
tion. These feelings are supported by Respondents DE1 and DE2, who both believe that 
too many specialists without proper administrative knowledge have become managers at 
Husqvarna AB. The Respondents argue that if a manager brings too much of his engineer 
role into the manager role there is a risk of excessive technical focus leading to several 
problems according to the Respondents, amongst others: 

”I have a manager who is a great specialist but because of that he is meddling in every-
thing and does not delegate responsibilities” Respondent PL435. 

The Respondents further stress that a manager which is unable to delegate will de-motivate 
the employees, which will not grow with their tasks, hence in the end affect the company’s 
result. More on this is discussed under Inadequate Managerial Competencies (4.2.4).  

In looking at career goals, most of the Respondents do not have specific goals. Respon-
dents PL1, GM2 and DE2 are all content with their present position and motivate it with 
the fact that they have found something they are successful at doing, which in different 
ways have been their previous career goals, hence they are satisfied. Nonetheless, several of 
the Respondents are not content, mainly depending on their need for challenges and new 
knowledge. For Respondent M1 self-acknowledgement and the possibility to prove for the 
Respondent self that it is possible is an important driving force. Respondent M2 focuses 
more on the internal restlessness the individual possesses. Both Respondent PL4 and DE3 
state that wage is a great motivator. Almost all of the Respondents consider career success 
to be in the eyes of the individual, dependent on what the employee is aiming for. For 
many of the Respondents the chance of specialising within an area is more attractive than 
becoming a manager. Both Respondents DE1 and GM1 are today more interested in this 
option while Respondents M3 and M2 conclude that it does not matter if the position they 
aim for is more specialised or managerial as long as it is interesting and challenging. 

Given the fact that many of the Respondents whish a career as specialists a number of 
them would like the company to recognize specialization as a way to career success and re-
ward those who show an interest in this career path. Presently the Respondents do not feel 
that the company supports this nor gives them the recognition and status they feel that 
they deserve. The Respondents believe that the company needs to realize their importance 
of this group and increase their status. Respondents PL4 and DE3 suggest that the one way 
to increase the status would be by increasing wages for those who choose to specialize. Re-
spondent DE1 would like to see distinctions between those design engineers working in a 
project or on present products compared to those who work as specialists, as well as a dif-
ferentiation between those who have worked for Husqvarna AB for five years and those 
who have worked there for ten. The Respondents appear to agree that titles as senior engi-
neer could create a higher feeling of status and show that the company sees that kind of ca-
reer path as career success.  

                                                 

35 ”Jag har en chef som är jätteduktig specialist men det gör ju att han lägger sig i allting och inte delegerar an-
svar.” Respondent PL4 
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4.2.2.1 Career Anchors 

Technical function 

In which direction the Respondents focused their effort differed widely. Respondent PL4 
was the only whose career goal was to reach a managerial position. The Respondent could 
consider specializing more, but merely as a way to advance up the career ladder. Respon-
dent DE3 also wanted to reach a managerial position, though after being turned down by 
Husqvarna AB when applying the motivation to set new goals decreased substantially. Re-
spondents PL1, PL3, GM2 and DE2 all focus their efforts on their present positions since 
they have very limited interest in changing position. Respondents M1, M2 and M3 all want 
to develop their skills and have interesting positions that challenge them, however are not 
interested in becoming specialists, which Respondent DE1 and GM1 would prefer, for 
more information look under 4.2.4, Inadequate Understanding of Expectations. 

Managerial competence 

As mentioned some Respondents believe that engineering managers lack administrative 
knowledge and could benefit from increased financial knowledge. Of the Respondents sev-
eral do not think it would be a problem to take such a course after motivating it to their 
manager. However, Respondent PL1 mentions that it would be somewhat difficult to mo-
tivate it as it is not something engineers use in everyday work. Furthermore Respondents 
GM1 and DE2 believe that technicians are more problem-solvers than administrators, this 
can result in a lack of emphasizes on the employees, of which the effects are discussed fur-
ther under Need for Power (4.2.1.2) and Inadequate Managerial Competencies (4.2.4). 

Security/Stability  

As mentioned, Respondent GM2 believes that the immobility at Husqvarna AB partly is 
due to the fact that the employees are satisfied, gets to do what they like and feel that they 
are good at. Respondent PL3 believes that this is not the whole truth. The Respondent 
agrees that many employees stay at their position because they are good at what they do, 
however it is also because they are afraid to change position and find themselves in a posi-
tion where they lack knowledge and have to learn new information. Respondent M1 agrees 
with these thoughts and states that too many of the employees at Husqvarna AB are afraid 
of leaving their comfort zone and the social security net of their department. A hinder, that 
a couple of the Respondents express when talking about changing positions, is the level of 
administrative work. For example Respondent DE2 is not interested in changing to a posi-
tion that demands more ‘paper work’ or extended knowledge within economical and/or le-
gal matters, instead the Respondent conveys an aspiration to work within the knowledge 
field the Respondent already masters. What stage in life one is at can also influence deci-
sions to move according to Respondent GM1: 

“One has another outlook on life today than 20 years ago, one probably feels more secure 
in ones role today” Respondent GM136. 

                                                 

36 “Man ser lite annorlunda på livet idag än för tjugo år sedan, man är nog tryggar i sin roll idag.” Respondent 
GM1 
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Lifestyle 

Most of the Respondents agree that the personal life is affected by work life and the 
choices they make at work influence other parts their life, either positively or negatively. 
Nevertheless, how substantial this affect will be differs largely between the Respondents:   

“If one works as a manager it is a big part of ones life, it is a lifestyle, one has to accept 
that, otherwise it will probably not work” Respondent DE337. 

“I think that one should have the attitude that it is only a job” Respondent DE238. 

Respondent M3 feels that the latest change in position the Respondent did affected the 
personal life in a positive way since working hours became more flexible. Respondent M1 
has previously refused two offers as the Respondent did not feel ready for the responsibil-
ity and able to perform as much as the position demanded, a lot due to family situation. 
Respondents GM1, PL1, PL2, M1, M2, M3 and PL4 all express the importance of making 
decisions concerning changes in ones work life in agreement with ones family. Respondent 
M1 knows that the family life have been affected a lot by the latest position change since it 
has resulted in more working hours and that the Respondent always brings work home. 

“…there are not many weekends when the computer does not get used on Sunday night” 
Respondent M139.  

The fact that ones concentration is disturbed and that one thinks about work when spend-
ing time with the family can be a problem according to Respondents PL2, PL4 and M3. 
The Respondents believe that the manager needs to be mature enough for the position and 
able to create interplay between private life and career. Some Respondents, in example 
PL4, would like a better understanding from the company and an effort from them to 
make it easier to advance, with regards to family situation.  

4.2.3 Career Orientation 

As mentioned, Respondent M2 and M3, say that which career route that is available is not 
the most important aspect but rather that the position is interesting and challenging. Pres-
ently they would both prefer a horizontal move instead of managerial. The third manager, 
Respondent M1, perceives both managerial and horizontal as possible routes, the person’s 
last move was sideways to a less profitable department which the Respondent motivates by 
arguing that the position provides an overall responsibility the persons strived for. Of the 
other employees Respondent PL2 and DE3 would in time prefer a step up the managerial 
ladder. Respondent PL4 recognizes both horizontal and managerial as possible routes but 
stresses that a horizontal to anther department would be way to reach upwards.  

Both Respondent GM1 and DE1 on the other hand are more interested in working hori-
zontally, as well as specialising, where DE1 states that developing the technical knowledge 
is the primary goal. Respondent DE1 further stresses that the company should promote ro-
tation, which does not exist today. Respondents PL1, PL3, GM2 and DE2 are all satisfied 
with their positions and would not consider changing department or moving upwards, but 
prefer staying at their present departments working in projects and specialising. Hence a 
                                                 

37 “Jobbar man som chef så är det en stor del av ens liv, det är en livsstil, det måste man nog acceptera annars 
funkar det nog inte.” Respondent DE3 

38 “Jag tycker att man ska ha den inställningen att det är bara ett jobb.” Respondent DE2 
39 “…det är inte många helger då datorn inte åker upp en söndag kväll.” Respondent M1 
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majority of the Respondents prefer working horizontally and in projects, over the manage-
rial route. Many of the Respondents feel that they would experience/have experienced a 
loss of engineer identity in changing to a managerial role. Of the persons preferring a 
managerial route, PL4 and DE3 say that they hope that the advantages of such a role 
would outdo the negative aspect of the identity loss.  

4.2.4 Motivational Factors Related to Managerial Practices  

Inadequate reward systems 

In looking at the reward systems at Husqvarna AB several of the Respondents express a 
lack of rewards for technicians. Respondents DE1, DE3 M2 and PL4 all say that 
Husqvarna AB does not stimulate specialists in their role as a specialist, hence the only way 
for a specialist to gain in example better monetary rewards is through a managerial career. 
Concerning the second part of reward systems, status rewards, Respondent M3 believes 
that given the fact that the majority of the engineers at the company work at the develop-
ment department this has a high status. Respondent GM1 agrees that the development de-
partment has a high status in certain aspects, but thinks that many of the employees at the 
department perceive it as having to low status. This can be represented by the fact that Re-
spondents DE1, GM2, M2 and PL4 all perceive the status as being too low. As mentioned, 
Respondent M2 believes that this is due to the fact that the company is production driven 
hence the production has a higher status than development. Respondent PL3 and DE3 do 
not perceive the department as having a higher status, where Respondent PL3 adds that the 
market department has a higher status.   

Inadequate Understanding of Expectations 

As mentioned five of the Respondents argue that there are available career routes at 
Husqvarna AB, which match their preference. Others agree on the existence, however, are 
more doubtful to the fit for different reasons. Respondent M2 PL2 and PL4 all say that the 
career paths should be more pronounced. Respondent PL4 further says that the career op-
portunities are difficult to find and that own initiatives are imperative, which previously in 
the empirical findings has been clarified by the Respondents as a central factor at 
Husqvarna AB if wanting to get somewhere. The importance of own initiatives is also 
stressed by Respondent DE1 and M2. Respondent PL2 thinks that there exist more and 
better career routes for managers while from a manager perspective Respondent M2 states 
that the higher up one reaches the more people are competing over fewer spots. Respon-
dent M2 further believes that having more pronounced career plans would be positive for 
the employees as well as the company. Two of the Respondents, DE1 and DE3, say that 
the career paths at Husqvarna AB do not match their preferences. Moreover the company 
does not appear to have any career routes for specialists besides the managerial of which 
the result of this is summarized by the following quotation: 

“Often the situation at Husqvarna is that a good specialist sooner or later becomes a 
manager which first damage the persons own knowledge and second the persons group as 
he or she will not care about the personnel part and interfere extensively in technical de-
tails” Respondent M240. 

                                                 

40 “Ofta är det så att en duktig specialist förr eller senare blir chef vilket för det första går ut över personen 
egna kunskaper och för det andra går ut över dennes egen grupp eftersom att de tycker att han eller hon 
inte bryr sig om personal delen samt lägger sig i för mycket tekniska detaljer.” Respondent M2 
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Not only Respondent M2 perceives this as problem at Husqvarna AB which is clarified 
under Inadequate Managerial Competencies (4.2.4). Where the fact that specialist manager 
rather focuses on the technical aspect instead of personnel care and administration is dis-
cussed more in detail. Respondent DE3 and M2 add to above discussion: 

“My thought about why the situation is like this at Husqvarna is that there is no way for 
specialists to make a career except the administrative. In my group we have discussed the 
possibility to have three levels of specialist” Respondent DE341.  

“Husqvarna in general is bad in stimulating specialists. Husqvarna has been a rather hi-
erarchical company, hence to move farther one would have to become group manager or de-
partment manager….in reality specialist should be allowed to be specialists and have the 
rewards they deserve, meaning different levels of specialists” Respondent M242. 

Respondent GM1 agrees in above by stating referring to the non-existence of levels for en-
gineers and believes that enhanced career planning and rewards are needed. Respondent 
DE1 points at the motivational aspect of different levels: 

“It is a pity that there is not any system for levels of engineers as this would have become 
an incitement to develop” Respondent DE143. 

In looking at beyond available routes towards criterions for career advancement, as previ-
ously brought up, neither of the Respondents is aware of such a system. In example: 

“I do not believe that there is a system; somehow it feels that there is too little mobility at 
Husqvarna” Respondent PL244. 

Several of the Respondents add similar thoughts regarding this matter. Respondent DE3 
and DE2 both point at the fact that the lack of career system and incentives mobility even-
tually make people apply for employment outside of the company. Respondent M2 and 
DE1 state that there is a need for a clear system in order for the company to find the per-
sons that are talented and forward in order to retain them at the company. Respondent M3 
further says, what was brought up earlier, that there are no available career criteria as man-
agers select and appoint the most appropriate person for available posts. Respondent M1 
agrees in this and says that the company utilizes a subjective approach in moving persons 
within the company as managers identify the persons with talent, knowledge and then asks 
these persons to take the positions available. Whilst Respondent M3 and M2, as stated, re-
alises some problems with this, Respondent M1 says: 

“I believe that we have a rather well working process, if managers have a good communi-
cation we can discuss amongst us the person we believe appropriate for other positions” 
Respondent M145.   

                                                 

41 “Min tanke om varför det är som det är på Husqvarna är att det inte finns något sätt för specialister att göra 
karriär förutom den administrativa. Vi i min grupp har pratat om möjligheten att ha tre nivåer för specialis-
ter”. Respondent L 

42 “Husqvarna generellt är ganska så dåligt på att stimulera specialister. Husqvarna har ju varit ett ganska hie-
rarkiskt företag så för at komma vidare betyder det att man får bli gruppchef eller avdelningschef… i verk-
ligheten borde specialister få vara specialister och få den belöning de är värda för det, det vill säga att ha oli-
ka nivåer av specialister.” Respondent M2 

43 “Det är synd att det inte finns något system för nivåer av ingenjörer för det hade ju blivit en morot för att 
utvecklas.” Respondent DE1 

44 “Jag tycker inte att det finns något system, på något sätt känns det som att det rör på sig för lite på Hus-
qvarna.” Respondent PL2 
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As brought up this system from the employees perspective leads to a situation derived of 
encouragement where if an employee takes own initiatives he or she may be regarded as 
threatening to others. Another aspect according to the many of the Respondents posing a 
clear lack at the company is the absence of individual assessment. As mentioned, at 
Husqvarna AB it appears to be the own ambition level that is the important determinant 
and not formal goals. Nonetheless, the majority of Respondents appears to desire more 
structured and clear individual measurements.  

Failure to Differentiate between Professionals and Other Workers 

As mentioned several of the Respondents, in example DE1, DE3, GM1, M2 and PL4 state 
a lack from the company’s side in differentiating between different levels of technicians, 
especially at the development department, concerning status and monetary rewards. How-
ever, in the research it became apparent that whilst differentiating between technicians is a 
problem, the differentiation between non knowledge workers does not seem as a difficulty 
at Husqvarna AB. Nevertheless, one Respondents point at the fact that the authority sys-
tems at Husqvarna AB do not function properly, exemplified by the following quotation:   

“As project leader you can feel a bit run over when you constantly have to run to your 
manager and ask for permission….they have delegated responsibility but not authority” 
Respondent PL446. 

Inadequate Managerial Competencies 

Following quotation exemplify what many of the employees at Husqvarna AB believe re-
garding the managerial competencies at the company:  

“At Husqvarna it is often the extremely talented technicians that become managers and 
they still want to keep being technicians, hence do not have the same amount to focus on 
the administrative part” Respondent DE347. 

By this the Respondent explains what many of the employees at Husqvarna AB appear to 
believe, that many managers at the company are the most knowledgeable technicians and 
not necessarily the best managers. Several Respondents stress that a manager should be the 
engineer with the best managerial experience and knowledge, not necessarily the best spe-
cialist. Respondent M2 adds, what has previously been stated, that Husqvarna AB has to 
work on stimulating specialist in their specialist role, in example with salaries, as instead of 
making them managers it would be better to have levels of specialists. As many of the 
mangers at Husqvarna AB, appears find it difficult to let go of the technical aspects, the 
Respondents believe that they damage their manager role as the manager becomes an ob-
stacle and not a support to his or her employees. Respondent DE2 and DE3 agree to this 
by stating that many managing engineers appear to forget the administrative part and 
merely do it as a necessity. Respondent PL1 clarifies this by the following statement:  

                                                                                                                                               

45 “Jag tror att vi har en ganska så väl fungerande process, har chefer en fungerande kommunikation kan vi 
diskutera sinsemellan de personer vi tror är lämpliga för andra poster.” Respondent M1 

46 “Som projektledare kan man känna sig lite överkörd om man hela tiden måste springa till chefen och be om 
lov…man har delegerat ansvar men inte befogenheter” Respondent PL4 

47 “Oftast är det så på Husqvarna att det är extremt duktiga tekniker som blir chefer och de vill fortfarande 
vara tekniker och fokuserar inte lika mycket på den administrativa delen. Husqvarna syndromet är lite att är 
man duktig tekniker så blir man chef” Respondent PL4 
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“If I look at how one perceives managers today…managers are more or less technical spe-
cialist. I have just attended a control unit meeting where the participants are all more or 
less specialists with a lot of technical experience, and I can not say that the administrative 
part is prioritised” Respondent PL148. 

 
Respondent PL1 believes that these problems come partly as a result of the fact that many 
engineers do not have the knowledge required for administrative and managerial work. In 
particular the Respondent believes that engineers lack experience in personnel responsibil-
ity, budgeting and planning. Moreover, as previously mentioned, Respondents M1, believes 
that managers at Husqvarna AB need more knowledge in the fields of economy and law to 
be better managers. However, Respondents GM1, GM2 and PL4 all stress that leadership 
talent depends on the individual and not on whether being an engineers or a non-engineer. 
Nevertheless, several Respondents stress the reality that many managers at the company 
hesitate to decrease the technical part of their work in benefit for administrative tasks in-
ventible in managerial work which leads to previously mentioned problems, amongst oth-
ers lacking personnel care. The whole discussion validated by, Respondents M1, GM1, 
PL3, PL4, DE2 and DE3 which all say that they feel/felt a worry regarding drifting away 
from the technical work and losing their identity as an engineer in becoming manager or 
project leader. Respondent M3 adds to this discussion by stating that: 
 

“Many managers believe that they always should know the best, they believe that that is 
what makes a good manager. I think this is dangerous as the knowledge is in the organi-
sation and just because I’m the one making a decision it does not mean that I have the 
best answer, but rather that I can aggregate all the information in the organisation so that 
we together can make a good decision” Respondent M349. 

Respondent M3 furthermore says that as many of the managers have technical back-
grounds they are not interested in leadership which besides mentioned problems have lead 
to a lacking feedback function. This is represented by the fact that only one of the Respon-
dents, GM1, says that the positive and constructive feedback is good at the company whilst 
of the rest DE1, DE2, DE3, PL1 and PL3 says that it is outright poor. This is in line with 
the Respondents thoughts regarding peer-reviews, where a majority of the non-managers 
perceive them as poor: 

“I have some form of talk with the boss once a year, it is usually a mix between pay- de-
velopment- and therapy conversation, and it is not as structured as one could wish for it to 
be” Respondent PL450.  

Many of the Respondents appear to believe that the problems with the peer-reviews de-
pend on having a specialist manager which sees the personnel care merely as a necessity. 
They further stress that the reviews lack structure and need individual objectives: 

                                                 

48 “Om jag tittar på hur man uppfattar de som är chefer idag…är chefer mer eller mindre tekniska specialister, 
jag har precis suttit i ett styrgruppsmöte där de som sitter med har väldigt stor teknisk erfarenhet, det admi-
nistrativa prioriteras nog inte kan jag säga.” Respondent PL1 

49 “Många chefer tycker att de alltid ska veta bäst, de tror att det är det som gör en bra chef. Det tror jag är 
farligt för kunskaperna sitter i organisationen, bara för att jag ska fatta ett beslut betyder inte det att jag vet 
det bästa svaret, utan att jag kan aggregera all information i organisationen och att vi tillsammans kan fatta 
ett bra beslut” Respondent M3 

50 “Jag har väl något slags snack med chefen en gång om året, det brukar vara en blandning mellan lön-, ut-
vecklings- och terapisamtal, det är inte så strukturerar som man skulle vilja att det var.” Respondent PL4 
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 “I think that there should be a structure for the peer review talks concerning what one 
should achieve the following year. That is not the way things are here, where you just tick 
boxes in a checklist” Respondent DE351. 

While Respondent M1 and M2 say that they do not have all the knowledge required for 
managing neither mention problems with feedback. Respondent M3 states that leaders at 
Husqvarna AB have taken courses in feedback, however as the follow up of these courses 
is meager, the impact of the course is dependent on how the manager himself/herself deals 
with it. This could result in what the Respondent colorfully expresses as BOHICA: 

”When we worked with a company named [the company’s name] then they had a com-
pany an expression that said BOHICA, which means “bend over, here it comes again”. 
By that meaning the one should just bend over because soon it will blow over and then 
they find something new again” Respondent M352. 

By this clarifying the attitude the Respondent states that many managers have towards new 
educations, which the Respondent, with support from others, stresses also is evident at 
Husqvarna AB.  

Lack of Task-Intrinsic Motivation 

The majority of the employees believes that their present position create a sense of chal-
lenge. Nonetheless several of the employees point at the fact that some of their work is 
routine and some say that they continuously strive for new challenges. Respondent M1 be-
lieves in continuously learning new things, and as the company changes so does the per-
sons challenges. Respondent GM2 agrees that it is important to gain new knowledge and 
states the reason being working in a technical area which requires continuous development 
of new skills. Whilst Respondent PL4 feels challenged today the challenge is constantly de-
creasing. Respondent DE1 states that previously a change of task barely a year ago, the 
person was not feeling challenged, and if that change had not arrived the person would 
have changed company. Respondent PL1 and DE2 both argue that one can alter the 
amount of challenge depending on the goals they set for themselves. Respondent PL2 and 
M3 feel challenged, however both have difficulties in clearly seeing their function given 
lacking formal work contents description. The single Respondent not feeling challenged, 
DE3, state the reason of constant pressure on the persons department making the Re-
spondent perceive tasks as routine and mundane. As previously mentioned, in general the 
Respondents believe that their knowledge and skills are utilized properly at the company. 
But several stated that they were starting to feel that their work became routine just before 
they changed positions. Of the remaining Respondents PL1, M2 and PL4 all opine that 
their knowledge might not be utilize in full, much given their wide knowledge base.  

                                                 

51 “Jag tycker att det borde finans en struktur för medarbetarsamtal vad gäller vad man ska uppnå under det 
kommande året. Så funkar det inte här utan istället kryssar man bara i en checklista.” Respondent DE3 

52 “När vi jobbade med ett företag som heter [företagets namn] så hade man på det företaget ett utrycks som 
sa BOHICA, vilket betyder “bend over here it comes again”. Med det menade man att huka er framåt för 
snart blåser det här över och sen hittar de på något nytt igen.” Respondent M3 
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5 Analysis 

In this subsequent chapter referred to as Analysis the authors interpret the Empirical Findings using the 
Frame of Reference. The intention is to use the Frame of References as a foundation and based on that fur-
ther develop the discussion around the subject, by connecting theories and previous research to the empirical 
results.  

5.1 Applying the Career Mobility Model 

“The improvement of understanding is for two ends: first, our own increase of knowledge; 
secondly, to enable us to deliver that knowledge to others” John Locke (1632-1704)53 

In this chapter the authors combine the theoretical framework with the empirical results by 
applying the Empirical Findings on the Career Mobility Model that was constructed using 
the Frame of Reference and the career mobility definition as a foundation.  

 

Figure 5-1 The Career Mobility Model 

As can be seen in the model the authors believe that there exist both inducements and ob-
stacles to career growth. However, there are two dimensions of these, namely organiza-
tional and individual, where both contain different aspects from the Frame of Reference, 
which is explained further under heading 2.5 The Career Mobility Model and each section 
of this chapter. By applying the model the authors interpret the four corners of the model, 
consequently enabling the conclusion of the different inducements and obstacles to career 
mobility, which are stated in the following chapter.  

5.2 Inducements  

This segment of the analysis deals with the aspects that could act as inducements to an en-
gineer’s career mobility. The authors first present the findings from and an individual per-
spective and follow with the organisational angle, however, as previously stated, this di-
mension is dealt with from the eyes of the employee and not the company. 

                                                 

53 Quotation retrieved from http://www.livet.se/ord/källa/John_Locke 
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5.2.1 Individual Inducements 

In this part the authors analyze the inducements connected to the different characters and 
personality types of individuals. From the individual perspective the model includes the as-
pects of Intrinsic Work Motivation, McClelland’s Content Theory of Motivation, Career 
Self Management and Career Orientation It is the authors’ beliefs that all of these aspects 
could serve as inducements to career mobility if handled appropriately.  

5.2.1.1 Intrinsic Work Motivation 

The employees at Husqvarna AB feel that they have independence in their work situation, 
something that is crucial according to Broedling (1977). This gives the employees the pos-
sibility to perform the tasks as they see fit which results in satisfaction since they perform 
work tasks that are interesting and meaningful to them. Just below half of the Respondents 
expressed that there exist career routes that match their wishes concerning future career 
developments. Several others agree that there do exist career routes at the company, how-
ever state that they are somewhat difficult to see and reach. Hence a majority senses that 
there are paths at the company. They also feel that they are provided with continuous edu-
cation, which allows them to develop, moreover they feel that their suggestions regarding 
types of education are listened and responded to in a positive way by the company. To feel 
that the career path is meaningful and will lead somewhere is vital when motivating people 
to move in their career according to Quigley and Tymon (2006). Hence it appears that 
Husqvarna AB has built a foundation for the future regarding possible career routes that 
can motivate their employees and increase the mobility.  It is important that employees feel 
that the task they perform has value, that they are moving forward and are accomplishing 
something (Quigley & Tymon, 2006). At Husqvarna AB most Respondents appear to feel 
that there is an element of challenge and that their knowledge and abilities are used in an 
appropriate way. The Respondents also feel that they are free to choose in what way to per-
form their tasks and this act as a motivator since they feel that they can influence their 
work activities at the same time as they develop the position they work at.    

5.2.1.2 McClelland’s Content Theory of Motivation 

The absence of formal criteria concerning internal mobility does not affect individuals high 
in need for achievement as much as individuals low in need for achievement since the for-
mer more actively take own initiatives and research their own environment (McClelland, 
1998). When looking at the group of Respondents one can notice that some show signs of 
being high in need for achievement, e.g. a number of them actively search their environ-
ment and express an opinion that work has a value in itself and is a necessary part in devel-
oping and fulfilling oneself (McClelland, 1998; Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). For 
those individuals Husqvarna AB offers a developing surrounding, since there are career 
paths for those who take own initiatives and keenly take part in their own career progress. 

5.2.1.3 Career Self Management 

According to Quigley and Tymon (2006) there has been a shift lately in organisations that 
has resulted in more responsibilities on the employee regarding managing ones own career. 
Comparing this to Husqvarna AB there is no present system of career management known 
to the employees, hence they are used to taking care of themselves, and many state the 
need of own initiatives if wanting to make a career at the company. Even though 
Husqvarna AB has managed to create an understanding among their employees that own 
initiatives and self management is important the Respondents consider it important to cre-
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ate a system which lets the employee know what the obligations and responsibilities con-
cerning career self management are. Looking at courses, the amount and quality of the ones 
the employees attend seem to be satisfactory according to the Respondents. By providing 
education managers encourage employees to take voluntary shifts in their careers and more 
actively manage their own careers (Schien, 1978). It also enables employees to develop their 
technical and/or managerial skills. Through this widening of boundaries in which career 
decisions are made the result is a wider range of career paths, which in the end can lead to 
increased career mobility (Johnson & Sergeant, 1998).  

5.2.1.4 Career Orientation 

In looking at Husqvarna AB and career orientation, it quickly becomes apparent that at the 
company there exist a distinction between the engineers in regards to generalists and spe-
cialists, which Allen and Katz (1992) refer to as locals and cosmopolitans. In theory locals 
are the engineers that are more inclined to working towards the goals of the company, and 
possibly having interest in an administrative and managerial career, which today is the only 
distinguishable career route at Husqvarna AB according to the Respondents. Cosmopoli-
tans, on the other hand, are going to be more committed to developing specialized skills, 
have external commitments and feeling less inclined to an administrative career (Allen & 
Katz, 1992).  

When relating this to mobility and Husqvarna AB a minority of the Respondents are in fa-
vor of the administrative path over a horizontal or specializations path. Research has 
shown that perceived fit is related to satisfaction and motivation (Hesketh et al., 1992), and 
work motivation in its turn is crucial to encourage people to develop new skills and evolve 
in their career (Ahltorp, 2001), implicitly meaning that as the company has an opportunity, 
even if somewhat difficult to see, to a managerial career the locals or generalists preferring 
this particular route have an inducement to mobility. An interesting finding was that if 
looking at the answers from managing engineers outside of the development department, 
e.g. M2 and M1, they appeared to be more generalists than specialists. Thus they have 
taken the existing managerial route at the company therefore inducing career mobility, as 
they in fact have moved in their career at the company. Nevertheless, many of the Respon-
dents, irrespective of being a local or a cosmopolitan state that they would like working in 
interesting projects irrespective of promotion (Farris & Cordero, 2002; Petroni, 1999; 
2000), which could serve as an inducement to mobility if the company took advantage of 
this aspect in the future.  

5.2.2 Organizational Inducements 

The organizational inducements are those incentives put forward by the organization to 
encourage employee mobility. From this perspective the model includes Extrinsic Work 
Motivation and Managerial Practices, which the authors believe both contain aspects that 
can act as inducements to career mobility, if dealt with correctly.  

5.2.2.1 Extrinsic Work Motivation  

Today Husqvarna AB offers hardly any extrinsic rewards that could induce the internal 
mobility of their engineers. However, as employees’ progress upwards in their career they 
get higher monetary compensation, something that appears to be assumed upon receiving 
more responsibilities.   
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5.2.2.2 Managerial Practices 

Concerning the two first categories of managerial practises Husqvarna AB has not man-
aged to create any inducement to mobility. Regarding the third, work-related motivation 
factor, many organisations are believed to miss-utilize the skills and competencies of their 
employees; hence the factor of task-intrinsic motivation lacks challenge, flexibility and in-
genuity (Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi et al., 2005). Nonetheless, in this case the company appears 
to have created a challenging surrounding (unfortunately too challenging in some cases), 
according to the Respondents. However, many stress that it was in due time they got to 
change position, otherwise they would not have felt challenged. As the presence of chal-
lenge is a clear motivator it induces mobility (Ahltorp, 2001). A factor supporting this is 
that a majority of the Respondents feel that their skills and abilities are utilized properly at 
the company.  

5.3 Obstacles 

In this section the obstacles that can hinder a technical employee’s career mobility are pre-
sented. As in the previous section the authors first present the findings from the individual 
standpoint and secondly from the organizational perspective.  

5.3.1 Individual Obstacles 

Obstacles affecting different individuals’ capacity to progress in their career are presented 
in this section. As in the inducements part the individual perspective from the model in-
cludes the aspects of Intrinsic Work Motivation, McClelland’s Content Theory of Motiva-
tion, Career Self Management and the individual’s Career Orientation. However, in this 
part all factors impede career mobility.  

5.3.1.1 Intrinsic Work Motivation 

When trying to increase motivation a vital part, according to several researchers and pro-
fessors presented in this thesis, is formal goals (Nicholson, 2003; Franken, 2002). If em-
ployees lack formal goals it can create a situation where they do not know in which direc-
tion to focus their efforts, resulting in a lack of knowledge about what needs to be im-
proved in ones work life (Franken, 2002). Husqvarna AB today has overall goals concern-
ing projects and profitability, however, no individual goals for the employees. The Respon-
dents expressed a wish that formal goals should be set up in order for them to know what 
to focus their efforts on as well as knowing that their progress is helping the organisation 
to progress. One way to increase the intrinsic motivation is to offer the employees feed-
back so that they can get confirmation on that what they are doing is meaningful, it leads to 
progression, that they have a choice and what those choices are as well as getting their 
competence validated (Thomas & Tymon, 1997). As presented in the results the feedback 
systems at Husqvarna AB are not working properly according to all except one of the Re-
spondents. What is especially troublesome is that the feedback they do get often is of nega-
tive character, which in the end leads to less motivated employees.  

Even though the Respondents expressed that they experienced some feelings of meaning-
fulness it was said to be somewhat dependent on the department one was working at. 
Some departments were seen as more encouraging than others. One Respondent even im-
plied that the department where the Respondent was working acted as a hinder to career 
mobility. One departmental hinder could be the external recruitments that Husqvarna AB 
makes. To recruit too many employees externally can act as a de-motivator for employees 
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since they feel that there is no point in applying for internal positions since many are usu-
ally appointed to external applicants. Hence the feelings of meaningfulness decreases sub-
stantially seeing as employees can no longer see that they progress on a path that is worth 
their time and effort (Quigley & Tymon, 2006). One of the inducements for career mobility 
was the challenges and feelings of competence the Respondents feel that they experience in 
their work. However, Husqvarna AB has to remember that these feelings do not last for-
ever. Several of the Respondents articulated that they would not have felt challenged today 
if it had not been for the position changes they had made previously in their careers. There-
fore it is of most importance that the company does not believe that a satisfied employee 
today will stay satisfied tomorrow, if no actions and efforts are made by the company.     

5.3.1.2 McClelland 

Need for Achievement   

As mentioned, the Respondents agreed with Franken’s (2002) thoughts regarding the im-
portance of goals. By not having formal goals the Respondents find it difficult to know 
what is expected from them, not just concerning their own performance, but also the busi-
ness goals of Husqvarna AB and how individual achievement is connected to this. An im-
portant stimulator when encouraging and developing growth in the work-self is receiving 
continuous courses and further education (Lennéer- Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). As stated, 
the Respondents manifested satisfaction in this area, however some considered the lack of 
basic economical knowledge among engineers to be an area where Husqvarna AB could 
improve. An understanding regarding how costs occur as well as understanding how every 
part of the company works together can be valuable. The lack of knowledge within certain 
areas can somewhat be explained by the technically focused managers. According to one 
Respondent if one has a manager with personal care and administrative tasks in focus then 
one will get the education and take part in those courses that one needs. Efforts like these 
do not only increase the competence and self-confidence of the employees, they also im-
prove their work motivation.  

Another area that technically focused managers seem to oversee to a greater extent than 
administratively focused managers is the need for feedback. If feedback and recognition for 
the work one performs is not offered the work motivation will be reduced (Wiley, 1997).  
As previously discussed, when faced with questions concerning feedback most of the Re-
spondents concluded that they rarely receive any feedback and when they did the feedback 
is often negative. The lack of a uniform peer-review system at Husqvarna AB is something 
else the Respondents miss. Presently the peer-review talks are not regular and the quality 
varies substantially. Another way of motivating and developing employees, according to the 
Respondents, would be to introduce career plans in the peer-reviews, where the organiza-
tion helps their employees to identify opportunities to advance, facilitates work satisfaction 
and thereby improves productivity. Within this area the Respondents feel that Husqvarna 
AB has failed. Employees do not know of clear career routes, do not feel encouraged by 
managers and believe that all career movements are dependent on their own initiatives.  

That the managers do not encourage their employees is negative for the internal mobility, 
however, what is even worse is the sense that some managers even act as hinders. At 
Husqvarna AB the manager plays a large role regarding who receives a promotion. If the 
manager chose not to promote an employee due to selfish reasons, e.g. being afraid of 
loosing the employee, it is difficult for the employee to reach somewhere in his/her strive 
for achievement. Therefore it is one of Husqvarna AB’s most important challenges for the 
future to support the employees, take care of them and provide them with possibilities in a 
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better way to make sure that they develop in the same direction as the company. The sug-
gestion from the Respondents for how Husqvarna AB better can provide their employees 
with different career opportunities are career development programs, both for those who 
want to advance upward in the organisation as well as for those who focus on specialising.   

Need for Power 

To gain power over others is a great motivator for those individuals high in need for power 
(Robbins, 2000). The Respondents all had different wants concerning this. Some were 
strongly motivated by power and the chance to coordinate their co-workers whilst others 
were not motivated by this at all. Most surprising was that even some individuals at man-
agement positions showed a lack of motivation in the chance of gaining power. This is 
most likely the result of the technical focus many managers have, instead of a managerial 
focal point. As a result Husqvarna AB sometimes has difficulties to control these individu-
als to perform and lead according to the benefit of the company. This type of leaders often 
have less interest in leading and reaching results and therefore focus more on what em-
ployees can do for them, instead of what the employee can do for the organization 
(McClelland & Burnham, 1976). Those managers often fear loosing those employees since 
it creates a knowledge gap in their department. Husqvarna AB needs to identify those em-
ployees high in need for power since those are more likely to be successful managers in a 
company of Husqvarna AB’s size, according to McClelland and Burnham (1976).  

Need for Affiliation 

What others at the work place consider as success is very important to the individual that is 
high in need for affiliation and the need to belong to a group and have meaningful relation-
ships is an important driving force (Kressler, 2003). The first obvious obstacle concerning 
the need for affiliation is the definition of career. It is important that Husqvarna AB ac-
cepts different career paths as career success in order for the need for affiliation not to 
clash with the need for fulfilling oneself. Since there exist immobility at Husqvarna AB and 
a tradition that those who are specialists become managers, a culture that is unwilling to 
promote others and encourage them has been created. According to one Respondent the 
Swedish “jante”-law54 (Nationalencyklopedin, 2006) is strongly rooted in the organisation 
which has resulted in a feeling among employees that no one else should succeed if oneself 
has not. If a young employee wants to advance within the company it is seen as a threat to 
those who have silently been waiting, not taking own initiatives for advancement. Some 
employees even feel that they should keep their career plans secret since they are not 
looked upon as something positive by other employees. A challenge for Husqvarna AB will 
be to change the present culture and make it more acknowledging for new ideas, values and 
perceptions. Since the organisation today is perceived as inflexible and immobile the goal 
should be to create more rotation and openness. When this is accomplished the result 
should be that employees create new social bonds and through this a new, more open cul-
ture can be developed.  

Affiliation with ones family is also important and influences the employees (Ahltorp, 2001). 
Every individual decides for themselves how much personal investment they are willing to 
put into their employment, and are willing to sacrifice on their work (Nicholson, 2003). 
Some of the Respondents are not willing to spend more time at work than presently while 

                                                 

54 “A collection of rules on how to live by which the first states that one should not think that one is some-
one.”/“En samling levnadsregler av vilka den första säger att man inte skall tro att man är något.” (Natio-
nalencyklopedin, 2006). 
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others said that they can consider increasing work-hours, however, in such case the Re-
spondents are interested in being able to influence their work hours. It was mostly those in 
a high managerial position or those aspiring for those positions that had thought about the 
effect their work had and would have on their family and private life. Those managers who 
appeared to have been promoted due to specialist knowledge within a certain area did not 
considered what the effects on their family and private life would be when they were of-
fered the positions, which can be the results of the fact that they did not see that their per-
sonal life would be affected by their position change. One area where Husqvarna AB can 
assist their employees is when employees have to decline an offer of position change due to 
present family situation. It is important that those individuals do not feel that they will not 
get another chance to advance. Family situations changes over time and an alteration in po-
sition can for some be interesting in the future.  

5.3.1.3 Career Self Management 

According to the Respondents Husqvarna AB seems to prefer when employees manage 
their own careers. This is appreciated and performed at various levels by the Respondents. 
Some express a strong wish to move forward and are not satisfied with the position they 
hold today while others show more interest in developing technically. In none of the cases 
do the Respondents feel that the company facilitates this development. There are few visi-
ble career routes, the employees do not feel encouraged by their managers and there is no 
communication regarding what is expected of the employees concerning career develop-
ment. Today Husqvarna AB has a system where managers at each department selects and 
promotes the employees that manager believes in and would like to see advancing. This 
counteracts career self-management as it works as a hinder for employees that actively wish 
to manage their own careers. Moreover there is the problem of managers that may not 
want to loose a competent employee and therefore does not promote them.  

Research supports the thought that career success is an important concept when discussing 
what type of behaviour that is induced and hindered. Companies will encourage behaviour 
that lead to what they consider success, and not what the employee regard as success, if this 
does not coincide. Husqvarna AB has to see the difference between what the company 
perceives as success, extrinsic career success, and what the employees see as career success, 
intrinsic career success. According to Hall and Chandler (2005) career success should be 
seen from the individual perspective; “when viewed from inside the skin of the person pursuing the 
career, success, by definition, has to be defined by how it looks through that person’s eyes” (Hall & Chan-
dler, 2005, p. 157). The Respondents agree with this definition. They see career success as 
something individual, however, they do not feel that Husqvarna AB always looks upon the 
individual advancements and efforts the employees see as career success as valid. This feel-
ing is magnified by the lack of reward or status system for those who choose to make a 
horizontal career or specialize, even though this career path is seen as valid for engineers 
and gives a sense of intrinsic career success. For several of the Respondents a career as a 
specialist is seen as more attractive compared to a career as a manager, which they believe 
might include more administrative tasks. In the future the Respondents would like to see 
monetary rewards or titles as a confirmation that the career choices they have made are ac-
cepted by the company. That this type of career choices are presently not seen as career 
success for Husqvarna AB could be a problem in the long run since the company is de-
pendent on specialists when aiming to be product leaders and continuously innovative 
within their field (Hall and Lois, 1988). 
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As the extrinsic definition of career success is very different from the intrinsic feeling of ca-
reer success at Husqvarna AB, and that intrinsic career routes have not been encouraged or 
rewarded, the company today have several managers that lack knowledge and interest in 
personal care and administrative tasks. Instead the managers are known to focus too much 
on details and they lack an ability to delegate tasks to employees, leading to employees that 
do not grow in their positions. To have a manager that lacks managerial skills and have 
reached his/her position due to technical competence can also be de-motivating for those 
employees that possess leader ability, and not necessarily are the best specialists.  

The career anchors mentioned in the theoretical framework (chapter 1.1.3) affects all of the 
Respondents, however in different ways. Some of the Respondents showed an obvious in-
terest in developing their technical skills while others focused more on managerial knowl-
edge. One could observe an obvious difference between those Respondents focusing their 
efforts on advancing up the career ladder compared to those who wanted to specialize. 
Those who sought a vertical career progression showed more interest in expanding their 
managerial and administrative competence while those who aimed for a horizontal career 
path were more interested in increasing their technical skills, as is discussed in depth under 
Career Route Preferences (5.2.1.4 and 5.3.1.4). Both groups, however, showed interest in 
growing their knowledge base. Some of the Respondents considered the knowledge they 
had within the managerial field to be to narrow if they where to hold a managerial position, 
still several showed no interest in expanding this knowledge since they had no interest in 
managerial positions. 

To actively manage ones career and progress affects the stability and security one has in 
ones current position (Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). This can act as a hinder since 
some individuals lack the capacity and/or inclination to change. Many of the employees at 
Husqvarna AB are positioned in their comfort zone in regards to work, hence believe that 
they have found what they are good and are not interested in learning something totally 
new. Lennéer-Axelson and Thylefors (2003) state that it is tiresome to learn new things and 
by creating habits and rituals people save energy, a thought that is supported by Respon-
dents that have, or are interested, in progressing in their careers. They consider that to 
some employees a change in stability or security act as a threat to the work identity since 
this is so closely connected with what the employee do. It is not only self-chosen changes 
that affects the sense of stability and security, all changes within the group in which the in-
dividual acts create stresses and increase pressure (Lennéer-Axelson & Thylefors, 2003). 
This can be one reason why mobility is not encouraged to a higher degree between em-
ployees. One Respondent, working as a group leader, stated that as a manager it is a prob-
lem when one of the employees move since it creates a knowledge gap within the group 
and it takes time and efforts to teach someone new the tasks. This creates stress within the 
group since they still have to perform well, even though they work with someone who can 
not carry out the tasks demanded in full. This could be one of the reasons why the internal 
mobility is low at Husqvarna AB. To have a wider knowledge base can encourage people to 
increase their own mobility since they then would feel less insecure and unsuccessful when 
performing new tasks. Within this area Husqvarna AB should take more initiatives to en-
courage their employees to increase their knowledge. Today the employee decides almost 
all courses they want to attend and their choices are mostly decided based on their present 
work tasks. By instead supplying the employees with courses Husqvarna AB believes could 
be useful, not only for the individual, but also for the company and its development, they 
can create a larger security zone for the employee and through that increase mobility. When 
creating a more mobile work environment new social contacts are also created which 
enlarges the employee’s social security net and makes it easier to move within the company.  
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Family life also influences individuals’ choices in work life and it is difficult for the em-
ployer to change people’s perception of what their families need and expect. Most of the 
Respondents agree that their family becomes influenced by their career choice, though how 
large this affect is differs from Respondent to Respondent. What one can notice is that 
those who express a wish to advance vertically has thought more carefully about the effects 
on the family compared to those who are satisfied with their current position or considers a 
career as a specialist. This could be a result of a more active career planning among the in-
dividuals who are focusing on advancement, or have advanced, upward in the organisation 
since they have to take these concerns into consideration. These feelings are difficult for 
Husqvarna AB to affect since they are very individual. However, there exists a wish that the 
company should take a more active role when employees are planning to advance, espe-
cially when employees are interested in moving to international branches of the organiza-
tion. 

5.3.1.4  Career Orientation  

Based on answers throughout the interviews a majority of the Respondents at Husqvarna 
AB appears to be specialists or what Katz and Allen (1992) refer to as cosmopolitans. 
Hence they are not going to feel inclined towards a managerial career but rather wish for a 
career in which they work horizontally and/or specialize, which was found evident among 
the Respondents. Amongst others one of the managers at the development department, 
GM1, showed clear traits matching the cosmopolitan engineer, possibly having lead what 
other Respondent at the development department to state regarding deficient personnel 
care and administration. This is comparable to what Petroni (2000) state regarding the fact 
that many engineers are not suitable for a managerial career.  

Further, the stated lack of career routes or rewards for cosmopolitans at the company leads 
to a situation where many of the employees appear to sense a lack of perceived fit between 
career orientation and career opportunities. Leading to a decrease in motivation and satis-
faction (Hesketh et al., 1992), thus as motivation is reduced the opportunity to encourage 
employees to evolve in their career decreases (Ahltorp, 2001). Hence, given the career ori-
entation of the individuals and the mismatch with career opportunities, several of the em-
ployees may face a hinder to mobility as they have no way to make a career except for the 
managerial. It can be understood from the Respondents answers as well as theory that ver-
tical career paths is not what a cosmopolitan o specialist engineer prefers (Petroni, 2000). 
Moreover, as previously discussed, specialists is managerial positions often does not create 
a favorable situation neither for the company nor for employees, and in turn becomes an-
other clear hinder to mobility.  

5.3.2 Organizational Obstacles 

Some actions an organization take can act as obstacles for internal employee mobility.  Like 
in the inducements section the organizational perspective in the model includes Extrinsic 
Work Motivation and Managerial Practices. Here, however, both acting as hinders to career 
mobility.  

5.3.2.1 Extrinsic Work Motivation 

So far Husqvarna AB has not been successful in establishing the elements needed to facili-
tate career mobility for their employees. The Respondents claim not to be aware of career 
routes or formal criteria for mobility, discussed further under the next heading. The lack of 
encouragement is seen as problem when it comes to all kind of mobility. Some of the Re-
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spondents would like Husqvarna AB to use monetary rewards to demonstrate that hori-
zontal career movements also are considered positive, not just vertical. The Respondents 
presented several other ideas on how to increase mobility at Husqvarna AB, such as men-
tor programs and breaking up the development department to use it as a large resource. 
However they do not feel that their managers nor the company listens to them, instead 
they feel that Husqvarna AB pushes solutions they have come up with on the employees. 
The importance of finding out what incentives and rewards the employees’ desire has not 
been realized by the company, hence Husqvarna AB finds it difficult to motivate their em-
ployees. By simply listening to the employees’ ideas and taking them into consideration 
could be of value and viable in creating a better climate for change, motivation and implic-
itly increase the internal mobility.  

Today Husqvarna AB has no program on how to increase work motivation, instead they 
deal with their present inducements in separation. The managers have not realized the con-
nection between giving someone a raise and having regular peer-review talks and how these 
two could reinforce each other. Feedback systems and reward systems should be imple-
mented and used in combination to fit the individual’s needs and wants (Kressler, 2003). At 
the same time Husqvarna AB has the opportunity to influence the employees to respond in 
a way that is in the best interest of the organisation. Husqvarna AB also needs to commu-
nicate what the company expects from the employees in terms of how to apply for posi-
tions and how employees could manage their careers more actively. Today many employees 
have little idea where to turn and what to do if they are interested in changing position. 

5.3.2.2 Management Practices  

The first problem in managerial policies and supervisory criteria that Petroni (2000) and 
Bigliardi et al. (2005) mentions has to do with a mismatch between available career oppor-
tunities and career orientations. When comparing this with Husqvarna AB a majority if the 
Respondents state that there are available career routes. However, as mentioned, the fit be-
tween orientation and opportunities appears to be somewhat distorted as the company 
lacks career routes other than the managerial. Hence, for the majority of the Respondents, 
who does not prefer this route but rather any of or a combination of the horizontal, project 
and/or technical route, the company lacks opportunities, as stated leading to a decrease in 
motivation (Hesketh, et al, 1992) thus becoming an obstacle to mobility as the encourage-
ment to career evolvement is decreased (Ahltorp, 2001). Looking at the situation this has 
created at Husqvarna AB, one can understand that some of the managers are specialists 
with little interest in managing, which can be seen as a direct result of the lack of other ca-
reer opportunities than the managerial. One Respondent refers to this as the Husqvarna 
syndrome where sooner or later if an employee is a good technician he/she becomes a 
manger. This situation creates obvious obstacles to career mobility. First of all it is an ob-
stacle for the specialists being managers as they probably could do better on other posi-
tions. Secondly, the employees under the specialist managers may not receive adequate per-
sonnel care. Finally, non-specialist engineers with managerial capabilities do not reach the 
position they are striving for, hence become increasingly dissatisfied (Hesketh et al., 1992), 
and implicitly de-motivated to increase mobility.   

Since Husqvarna today only has a managerial career route hence no technical route, there 
can not be a difference in rewards between the technical and the managerial route. How-
ever, as stated a majority of the Respondents believe that the company does not sufficiently 
reward their technicians. In connection to this the lack of a proper evaluation system, im-
portant in managing engineers (Petroni, 2000; Hesketh et al., 1992), leads the employees to 
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feel unrewarded and facing another obstacle to career mobility. Looking at status rewards 
engineers often believe that engineering departments are not seen as prestigious as they 
should be (Petroni, 2000), which to some extent was found evident among the Respon-
dents. However, from their answers this was not seen as an important aspect as it is stated 
in theory, hence not having a large effect on the mobility in this particular case.  

In understanding expectations it is important to have clear criteria for career advancement 
(Petroni, 2000). Given the Respondents answers one can assume these to be non-existent 
at Husqvarna AB. Thus, employees state matters as sensing no incentive to mobility and a 
belief that the company has no formal system for finding talented and forward employees, 
and what is even worse is that this could lead employees to apply for employment at other 
companies. This is largely due to the present system of appointing employees through 
communication between managers instead of letting employees apply. This system can give 
rise to several problems since it is a highly subjective process that is dependent on the sup-
port of ones manager. It can result in faltering communication between managers and an 
uncomfortable feeling for employees who show own initiatives as they become regarded as 
threatening by other employees. Hence the system, or lack of it, clearly counteracts own 
initiatives and motivation for advancement, critical for accomplishing increased mobility 
(Petroni, 2000; Ahltorp, 2001), thereby becoming a clear hinder.  

Another problem with engineers’ expectations is the lack of individual employee assess-
ments (Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi et al., 2005). Given the interview results this is a clear prob-
lem at Husqvarna AB, where the employees appear to have no formal individual assess-
ments, posing a clear obstacle to mobility as this is de-motivating for the employees. Mov-
ing on to the second category, perception of engineers’ status and role, the major problems 
are failure to differentiate between non-knowledge workers and knowledge workers and in-
adequate managerial competence (Petroni, 2000; Bigliardi et. al, 2005). The former does not 
appear to be a significant factor at the company. Since there is a lack if differentiation be-
tween different levels of technicians the employees has no concerns regarding the differen-
tiation in regards to non-knowledge workers. Nonetheless, merely one of the Respondents 
pointed at problems with the authority system. Thus, while the differentiation aspect is not 
acting as inducements it is neither an obstacles.  

The situation becomes somewhat altered in looking at the second factor, inadequate mana-
gerial competencies, where as stated most of the Respondents believe that the company has 
managed to promote the most knowledgably technicians to managerial post, without much 
consideration to their managerial knowledge. This is clearly linked to what Petroni (2000) 
and Bigliardi et al. (2005) state regarding engineers not being equipped for managerial ca-
reers. What most companies hence fail in, as is evident in the case of Husqvarna AB, is to 
have sufficient managerial training for engineers as well as satisfactory work to recognise 
engineers with managerial potential. This creates a situation posing multiple obstacles to ca-
reer mobility as it creates managers not devoted to personnel care and employees suffering 
from that. Moreover, this reinforces the already mentioned poor feedback function at the 
company, which Smith (2002), argues to be an important tool in motivating engineers. As 
seen in the inducement section (chapter 5.2.2.2) the company has managed to create an in-
ducement to mobility concerning the third category work-related motivation factors.  
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6 Conclusions 

In this continuing chapter the authors summarize and conclude the understanding and knowledge gained re-
garding the inducements and obstacles to career mobility of engineers. 

 “It takes a whole new way of thinking to solve the problems we have created with the old 
way of thinking.” Albert Einstein (1879-1955).55 

The problem of immobility is not new, however, the authors believe that the specific field 
of immobility among engineer has not been investigated sufficiently. The situation for en-
gineering intense companies is becoming more complex, a major reasons being computeri-
zation and the need for special management of technicians (Petroni, 1999). Thus, the 
awareness of career mobility among engineers is illuminated as one of importance. More-
over, researchers have concluded that immobility for long periods of time results in a de-
crease in stimulation, thereby decreases the possibility for a technician to stay innovative 
(Hall & Louis, 1988), thus hindering the critical continuous development of technical com-
panies. After conducting this study the authors have reached several important conclusions 
concerning the major inducements and obstacles to an engineer’s career mobility. At the 
company investigated you have managed to create a work situation for employees that is 
challenging and offers continuous education, both factors the authors believe could serve 
as a foundation for career mobility. However, an organization has to create a uniform sys-
tem that takes all aspect that could affect mobility into account. The authors believe that a 
career mobility program that enables all different encouragements and inducements to rein-
force each other is the keys to increase career mobility. In this section the authors present 
different aspect which all if managed correctly, could induce or impede mobility. 

The authors consider a first inducement to mobility to support career self-management, as 
this could lead to increased career success (Kossek, et al., 1998), which is crucial given the 
relation between advancement and motivation. Career self-management is especially appli-
cable to the company in this study since there already exist a feeling that own initiatives are 
important. A second step is to make sure that you have visible career routes as well as 
communicate what is expected of the employee as well the responsibilities and obligations 
of the organization concerning career mobility. The thirds aspect that if managed accu-
rately, could increase mobility, according to the authors, is how companies view of career 
success. Companies need multiple views; to value a horizontal career, specialisation and the 
project route to the same extent as a managerial career. Since technical companies are de-
pendent on their specialist to stay innovative and develop technically the organisation 
needs to show that they are appreciated.  

One way to accomplish this is through monetary rewards, another having levels for special-
ist with titles, e.g. senior engineer, by this not meaning a full-blown dual ladder system, 
given the many difficulties of this (Allen & Katz, 1992). However rather by providing titles 
and possibly some rewards tied to this, as this appears to be crucial for many engineers. 
Further companies have to show appreciation of horizontal transfers and projects applica-
tions. If employees do not feel stimulated in their work place they will stagnate in their de-
velopment and will either not perform as well as they could or look for employment at 
other companies, both resulting in negative effects for the organisation. To realize that all 
personnel need stimulation, irrespective of career orientation, and carefully consider how 

                                                 

55
 “Det krävs ett helt nytt sätt att tänka för att lösa de problem vi skapat med det gamla sättet att tänka.” 

Quotation retreived from http://citat.just.nu 
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they should be recruited, managed and rewarded, the authors argue is of grave importance, 
not only with regards to mobility, through in general. The author believe that another posi-
tive effect, besides increased satisfaction and motivation, reached by accepting and promot-
ing different career paths is that this creates a sense of acceptance among employees which 
could induce a culture encouraging and accommodating to career mobility. However, such 
a culture should also support individuals that decline offers of position changes because of, 
e.g. their family situation, and allow these to progress later on in their careers when the cir-
cumstances are different.     

A fourth aspect, often an obstacle, to deal with is that engineering intense company or de-
partments may have too many technically focused managers. If no other career paths than 
the vertical are offered previously, a company’s definition of career success is more or less 
forced on the employees. The result is not victorious as this leads to a situation where sev-
eral managers are more interested in technical knowledge than managing which creates 
problems such as insufficient personal care, lack of feedback and poor administrative 
knowledge. This brings up a fifth aspect, the importance of feedback systems (Smith, 
2002), and in combination with that efficiency appraisal (Petroni, 2000). Without these em-
ployees become de-motivated and the incentives for mobility decrease (Ahltorp, 2001). 
Peer-review talks and feedback have to be uniform across an organisation and individual 
goals need to be stated and followed up regularly in order for employees to distinguish 
their progress. The goals should also be connected to the business goals of the company to 
enhance employees understanding of their contribution to the results of the company.  

The authors believe that a sixth aspect that can be used as in inducement, is to encourage 
employees to widen their knowledge base, thus obtaining wider range of perceived career 
paths (Johnson & Sergeant, 1998). This could be done by offering a wide range of courses, 
which could increase the administrative knowledge among the employees, which is needed 
for a successful manager (Petroni, 2000), thus providing an aid to organisation with many 
specialist managers having little knowledge or interest in this field. An additional problem 
with specialist managers may be a focus on own interests, e.g. they do not want to loose a 
good employee from their department to another, instead of the organisations. Therefore 
act as hinders since career mobility often is dependent on the manager and their willingness 
to promote an employee. In connection to this a seventh factor to take into account is that 
companies both have to identify individuals high in need for achievement and power, how-
ever, also need to make it possible for employees to apply for positions in projects to en-
courage them to take action. A system of appointing individuals to positions counteracts a 
career self-management system aimed to increase career mobility.  

As an eight aspect a needed to take into account is to balance between internally and exter-
nally recruited, in order for employees not to feel pointlessness in applying. In recruiting 
companies should consider what type of individuals they recruit. As given the impact if en-
gineers career orientation the authors argue that recruits should be a mix of individuals in-
terested in specializing as well as advancing upwards. By taking all the different aspect into 
account the authors believe that the career mobility of engineers will increase. However, to 
change a culture of low mobility and making it more encouraging takes time. Thus, it could 
be useful to make more extensive alterations to speed up the process. One suggestion 
would be to by forcing mobility on employees by breaking up engineering intense depart-
ments and using them as company based resource with a team structure the authors believe 
that a more open culture could be created. A less radical suggestion would be rotation 
within and between departments, which would aid the break up of stagnated departments 
and decrease the problem with knowledge-gaps that are created when someone changes 
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employment. When employees rotate in an organisation knowledge is shared and they learn 
from each other, hence the whole group become less vulnerable. After having increased 
mobility the author argue that it is important to incorporate newly employed and encourage 
them to support the new corporate culture. Where two ways would be either by offering 
mentors or creating a trainee-program which both could also act as inducement to career 
mobility. In conclusion the authors would like to state that the most critical aspect to re-
member is that changing is a time consuming process and one needs to see the whole pic-
ture of mobility and what affects it, not just the separate segments, if aiming to increase the 
career mobility in the long run.  
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7 Final Discussion  

In this section the authors provide the reader with a discussion of the implications of this thesis. Recommen-
dations are clarified as well as suggestions for further researches. The chapter concludes with a discussion on 
how well the purpose of the thesis is fulfilled.  

7.1 Managerial Recommendations 

“All people want is someone to listen.” Hugh Elliott, (2003)56 

To increase mobility the authors have focused on four main areas of recommendations. 
The first concerns rotation programs within and between departments, in order to spread 
knowledge and decrease the sense of risk in loosing personnel. The authors’ suggestion is 
that the company could start with rotation within the different parts of the engineering in-
tense development departments. The next step would be to spread the rotation throughout 
the organization, thus create a better knowledge exchange. The second recommendation is 
that companies’ needs to differentiate between employees wanting to specialize compared 
to those who want to advance upwards. This would mean to provide specialists with career 
possibilities within the company and reward their efforts as specialists. To further aid mo-
bility with regards to this, companies can recruit engineers with a wider background to di-
versify the work force and make sure that they have employees that are interested in a ver-
tical career as well as specialising and/or working horizontally.  

The third aspect concerns feedback systems. Companies need to have good templates for 
peer-review talks where individual assessment should be important. Furthermore these re-
views need a clear structure and should be conducted regularly. The fourth recommenda-
tion concerns improving information accessibility. Companies need to communicate what 
career paths they offer their employees and simultaneously clarify the company’s expecta-
tions regarding career self-management. Moreover, they have to make career paths visible. 
Secondly, one should not appoint positions through communication between managers; 
rather companies should advertise them aggressively. This enables individuals that are in-
terested in certain projects to demonstrate their willingness to progress and not become 
hindered by managers or lack of communication. By letting employees apply by themselves 
companies ensures that they do not appoint specialists as managers. To support this devel-
opment the authors further believe that it would aid if the people selecting among applying 
candidates are not only specialists with a technical focus. Instead there should also be man-
agers known to be able to focus on the administrative part, hence understanding the need 
for managers that are not necessarily the best specialists. In conclusion the authors believe 
that it could be interesting for companies, if not already having one, to investigate the pos-
sibility of a trainee program. A trainee program, the authors believe, would attract people 
interested in developing and shifting between departments. A trainee could furthermore act 
a constructive reinforcement, given that the other recommendations have been carried out, 
by creating a more optimistic atmosphere in regards to mobility. However, since a project 
of this size demands large resources it is merely a suggestion for the future for companies 
with low mobility.  

                                                 

56 Quotation retrieved from http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/32259.html 
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7.2 Implications and Future Research 

The authors believe that by conducting this research they have highlighted a small part of 
the extensive, however not yet complete literature on managing technicians. Given the con-
clusions the authors argue that this study provides some not before known obstacles and 
inducements affecting career mobility. One being, that irrespective of the fact that literature 
states the importance of freedom in the work of engineers, as well as other employees, this 
must be balanced with individual goals. Moreover the authors believe that one has to keep 
in mind both how employees are recruited and how managers choose among the recruits. 
This need is highlighted by the specialist versus generalist discussion.  However, the field of 
mobility of engineers is little researched and the authors believe that further clarifications in 
the matter are going to come. After conducting this study the authors have discovered sev-
eral areas which could be of interest for future studies.  

First, while Andersson et al. (1981) state that intraorganizational mobility is beneficial for 
organisation as well as individual, they state nothing of the long term effects of increased 
mobility. While the authors are confident that the long tern effects are positive, they do not 
know exactly what they are, besides increased spread of knowledge, and this appears to be 
an area modestly researched. To investigate this and get clear results of the positive effects 
would be of great interest for organizations struggling with low internal mobility. A second 
area concerns the fact that the type of engineer working at the company and its available 
career routes emerges as influential in regards to internal mobility. As discussed, the au-
thors noticed a difference between specialists and generalists, as well as the result of having 
specialist managers. These effects of personality types and their willingness for career pro-
gression is a field where the authors found little research and this area would be both fasci-
nating as well as fruitful to examine. A third aspect regards the fact that in gathering litera-
ture on career mobility the authors found little information on the effect of the recruiting 
process, and again the personality types recruited, on internal mobility. Thus the authors 
believe that this is another area of interest that could be researched in-depth. The final fu-
ture research suggested would be to conduct a study on mobility were different work cate-
gories, e.g. economics and engineers, are included, thus establish possible differences 
and/or similarities in inducements and obstacle to career mobility.  

7.3 Achievement of Purpose 

Although the authors have mentioned issues which indicate what could have been done 
differently when fulfilling the stated purpose (Chapter 3.4.2 Quality of the Thesis), they are 
of the understanding that the purpose has been fulfilled. By examining key theories con-
cerning motivation, career management and previous research on managing engineers the 
authors have been able to identify the inducements and obstacles in the different corners of 
the Career Mobility Model. Nonetheless, the issue of mobility is broad and the field of re-
search yet to be completed. Hence more factors are probable to be added. However, the 
authors believe that they have succeeded in achieving the purpose as they have highlighted 
what they perceive to be the key inducements and obstacles to career mobility of engineers, 
as well as been able to recommended possible ways to reinforce the inducements.   
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Appendix 1 Interview Guide in Swedish 

1. Vilka mål har du med ditt arbete? Vad vill du uppnå i din karriär? 

a. Vad känner du att du har åstadkommit i ditt arbete (de framsteg du gjort i 
din karriär)? 

b. Finns det några formella mål uppsatta för din position? Arbetsbeskrivning? 

2. Har du sökt andra positioner på företaget? Till vilken position? Vad motiverade dig 
att söka den? Om inte sökt sig vidare, på grund av vad? 

a. Känner du dig uppmuntrad att söka andra positioner? 

3. Hur tyckte du att dina värderingar stämde överens, alternativt inte stämde överens, 
när du sökte dig till företaget? Vad har motiverat dig att stanna kvar? 

4. Är det viktigt för dig att ses som ingenjör? Vad skulle du tycka/tycker du om att 
genom att bli/vara chef glida ifrån ingenjörsarbete mot administrativt arbete? 

a. Hur känner du angående statusen på utvecklingsavdelningen? 

b. Hur upplever du integrationen mellan utvecklingsavdelningen och andra 
avdelningar? På företaget i allmänhet? 

5. Vad känner du inför kriterier för förflyttning på företaget, är de väl etablerade?  

a. Vad tycker du om de tillgängliga karriärvägarna på företaget? 

i. Hur tycker du de överensstämmer med dina karriärförväntningar?  

b. Vad känner du inför att förflytta dig uppåt i företaget respektive sidledes? 

6. Vad tycker du om initiativen för att utveckla förmågor och färdigheter på företaget?  

a. Har du gått några utbildningar under din tid på företaget? Vem föreslog de? 
Kändes de meningsfulla? 

7. Hur tycker du att atmosfären på företaget är, vad gäller att söka sig vidare inom fö-
retaget? Och utvecklas?  

8. Hur känner du dig utmanad i ditt nuvarande arbete?  

9. Hur tycker du att dina förmågor/färdigheter/erfarenheter utnyttjas på företaget?  

10. Hur känner du att din del i produktionsprocessen passar in i den stora bilden? 

11. Vad anser du vara viktiga förmågor och erfarenheter för en chef/ledare?  

a. Känner du att du i din roll som ingenjör/och ingenjörer generellt besitter de 
kunskaperna och färdigheter som är nödvändiga för administrativt och led-
ningsarbete?  

b. Vad skulle du känna/vad känner du inför att bli/vara chef över dina arbets-
kamrater? Hur skulle du känna/känner du inför för att kunna påverka andra 
anställda? 
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c. Vad skulle du tycka om/vad tycker du om att koordinera andra anställdas 
aktiviteter samt ansvara för resultatet av en funktion?  

12. Hur tror du att ditt privatliv/familjeliv skulle påverkas/har påverkats av att du bytte 
arbetsuppgifter och/eller position? 

13. Hur tycker du att feedback fungerar på företaget? 

a. Positiv/konstruktiv? 

b. Medarbetarsamtal? Informella Samtal? 

14. Hur ser du på utvecklingsavdelningen, hur upplever du rörligheten på utvecklings-
avdelningen och på företaget i allmänhet? 

15. Hur känner du inför den externa rekryteringen på företaget?  
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Appendix 2 Interview Guide in English 

1. What are goals do you have with your work? What do you want to achieve in your 
career? 

a. What do you feel that you have accomplished in your work (advancements 
in your career)? 

b. Do you have any formal goals to reach in your position? Work specifica-
tion?  

2. Have you applied for other position at the company? To which? What motivated 
you to apply for that? If have not applied, why not? 

a. Do you feel encouraged to apply for other positions? 

3. How did you feel that your values matched, alternatively did not match, with the 
values of the company? What has motivated you to stay? 

4. How do you feel about your status as an engineer? What would you think/do you 
think about becoming/being a manager hence drifting away from engineering to-
wards more administrative work? 

a. How do you feel regarding the status of the development department?  

b. How do you perceive the integration between the development and other 
department at the company? At the company in general?  

5. What do you feel about the criteria for transfer as the company? Do you think that 
they are well established? 

a. What do you feel about the available careers at the company?  

i. How do you feel that they agree with your career expectations? 

b. What do you feel moving up in the company respectively sideways? 

6. What do you think about the initiatives to develop skills at the company?  

a. Have you taken any education during your time at the company? Who pro-
posed them? Were they meaningful? 

7. How do you feel regarding the atmosphere for applying for transfers? And to de-
velop? 

8. How do you feel challenged in your present work? 

9. How do you think that your competencies/skills/experiences are utilized at the 
company?  

10. Are you able to see where your contribution is in to the big picture?  

11. What do you consider important skills for a person in a managerial position? 
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a. Do you feel that you in your role as an engineers/and engineers in general 
are equipped with the knowledge and experience needed for management 
activities?  

b. How would you feel about/do you feel about becoming/being a boss over 
your work comrades? How would you feel/do you feel about being able to 
affect other employees at the company?  

c. How would you feel about/do you feel about coordinating other employ-
ees’ activities and having the result of a function?  

12. How do you think that your private life/family life would be affected/have been af-
fected if you changed task/when you changed task and/or position? 

13. How do you perceive the feedback at the company? 

a. Positive/constructive? 

b. Peer reviews? Informal conversation?  

14. How do you perceive the development department and the mobility at the devel-
opment department and at the company in general? 

15. What do you feel regarding the external recruitment at the company?  
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Appendix 3 Interview Results in Swedish 

1. Vilka mål har du med ditt arbete? Vad vill du uppnå i din karriär? 

Respondent DE2 och GM2 har inga karriärsmål och motiverar detta med att de helt enkelt 
är nöjda med de positioner de har idag, de kan inte tänka sig en fortsatt karriär varken sid-
ledes eller uppåt. Respondent PL1 känner liknande då personens mål var att komma till 
nuvarande position och därmed inte har funderat på fortsatta mål. Endast Respondent PL4 
har som uttalat karriärsmål att vilja nå en chefsposition. Respondent DE3 hade som uttalat 
mål att byta till en högre position på en annan avdelning men har efter en avvisad intervju 
tappat lusten för att sätta upp ytterligare mål.  

Övriga Respondenter har gemensamt att de saknar specifika karriärsmål. Varav Respondent 
GM1 och PL3 både känner att de inte vill bli chefer men kan tänka sig att ta mer ansvar i 
form av att leda projekt eller att byta arbete sidledes. Respondent M3 samt M1 säger både 
att de efter ett tag på samma position känner en rastlöshet då de lärt sig allt vad arbetet in-
nebär och därmed anser sig kunna tillföra mer till företaget på en ny position. Vidare yttrar 
Respondent M3 en önskan av att arbeta mot mål som skiftar över tiden.  Respondent PL2, 
A samt M2 trycker på att det viktiga för dem är att utvecklas, inte att ha specifika mål, alla 
tre kan tänka sig att byta position inom företaget.  

a. Vad känner du att du har åstadkommit i ditt arbete (de framsteg du 
gjort i din karriär)? 

Respondent M3 känner sig aldrig riktigt nöjd, vilket gör att personen ständigt drivs framåt. 
Respondent M2 är för närvarande nöjd men säger sig alltid vilja klättra vidare. Respondent 
PL2 anser sig nyligen ha dragit igång ett stort arbete och är ledare för ett projekt denne ini-
tierat, vilket Respondenten ser som ett stort framsteg. Respondent M1 har inga specifika 
karriärsmål utan tar det om det kommer, dennes karriärssteg brukar ske i tre års cykler. Re-
spondent PL4 har inga specifika mål men känner sig ha kommit en del på sin långsiktiga 
karriärväg genom att bli projektledare.  

Respondent PL3 anser att positionen Respondenten har idag som projektledare var ett na-
turligt steg. Personen har funderat på att flytta sig inom företaget men tror inte att det finns 
något lika bra, roligt och omväxlande arbete på Husqvarna AB. Därför vill Respondenten 
vara kvar på utvecklingsavdelningen. Respondent DE1 tycker sig vara i ett stadium där per-
sonen breddar sin erfarenhet och har inget direkt långsiktigt mål. Respondent GM2, GM1 
samt DE2 anser sig ha kommit så lång som de siktat och ha gjort de framsteg personerna 
önskat. Respondenterna är nöjda med vad de hittills har åstadkommit. Respondent DE3 
lämnade inget svar på frågan. Respondent PL1 anser att det handlar om att hitta det man är 
bra på och tycka om det vilket personen anser sig ha gjort nu, och är därför nöjd. 

b. Finns det några formella mål uppsatta för din position? Arbetsbe-
skrivning? 

Respondent M3 har formella mål om vad som ska uppnås av denne. Respondent PL2 har 
inga formella mål uppsatt för sin position. Respondent M1 säger att det finns en finansiell 
målsättning som sätts i budgeten men att utöver det finns det inte några externa målsätt-
ningar påtvingade denne att uppfylla. Respondenten säger att det handlar istället om dennes 
egen ambitionsnivå, med det som denne ansvarar för. Vad gäller arbetsbeskrivning finns en 
befattningsbeskrivning som säger vad personen ansvarar för och dennes befogenheter, men 
inte vad som ska uppnås.  
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Respondent M2 säger att avdelningen och verksamheten har mål i prissättning men inte att 
det finns ett mål för att nå en viss omsättning eller en viss volym. Arbetsbeskrivning finns, 
och det fungerar bra men Respondenten använde den mest i början. Sedan är det viktigare 
att en person utvecklar sig själv och tjänsten denne har. Respondent GM1 anser att det 
finns luddiga formella mål om vad som ska åstadkommas. Vad gäller arbetsbeskrivningen 
är det ganska fritt bara man når de uppsatta målen. Respondent DE3 har inga egentliga mål 
utan mer ansvarsområden vilka har ganska otydliga avgränsningar. Arbetsbeskrivning finns.  

Respondent PL4, DE2, DE1, PL3 samt PL1 säger alla att de arbetar med projekt med mål 
som måste nås. Men att arbetsbeskrivning är väldigt fri, varav Respondent PL4 tycker detta 
är dåligt, Respondent DE2 gärna hade sett mer struktur, Respondent A samt PL3 inte har 
några problem med det och Respondent PL1 tycker sig kunna arbetet efter att ha arbetat 
några år och ser inte några problem med en fri arbetsbeskrivning. Respondent GM2 läm-
nade inget svar på frågan. 

2. Har du sökt andra positioner på företaget? Till vilken position? Vad motive-
rade dig att söka den? Om inte sökt sig vidare, på grund av vad? 

Flera av de intervjuade personerna på Husqvarna AB har bytt positioner inom företaget. 
Respondenterna DE1, PL1, PL3, M1 och PL4 har dock blivit erbjudna de positioner de in-
nehar idag. För flertalet av dem så såg de förflyttningen som ett naturligt steg då de arbetat 
för Husqvarna AB en period och känt att de utvecklats. Respondent PL4 hade innan för-
flyttningen visat tydligt intresse för avancemang inom företaget, både i Husqvarna AB men 
kan även tänka sig en internationell karriär. Endast tre av de intervjuade, PL2, M3 och DE3 
har aktivt sökt arbeten. Respondent PL2 fick den första positionen Respondenten sökte 
medan både Respondent M3 och DE3 fick negativa besked. Idag har Respondent M3 en 
helt ny position som Respondenten själv föreslagit medan Respondent DE3 arbetar på 
samma position. Tre av de tillfrågade, Respondent GM1, GM2 och DE3, är i dagsläget inte 
intresserade av att söka andra positioner men Respondenterna GM1 och DE3 är öppna för 
en förflyttning i framtiden. Endast två av de tillfrågade hade funderat på att söka sig vidare 
utanför företaget i dagsläget, dock ansåg flera av Respondenterna att minskade utmaningar 
och en minskning av möjlighet till förflyttning i slutändan skulle leda till att fler anställda 
skulle söka sig utanför företaget. 

Vad som motiverar Respondenterna vid förflyttning har till stor del varit chansen till nya 
utmaningar och nya kunskaper. För Respondent M1 har självbekräftelse, att kunna bevisa 
för sig själv att det är möjligt, varit en stor drivkraft. Respondent M2 har drivits mycket av 
sin rastlöshet. Respondenten anser att en person borde inneha samma position i minst tre 
år för att kunna prestera så bra som möjligt, efter det börjar Respondenten känna att upp-
gifterna i vissa fall går på rutin och att ett positionsbyte kan vara aktuellt. För Respondent 
PL1 var positionsbytet naturligt då de nya arbetsuppgifterna passar Respondenten bättre än 
de tidigare. Både Respondent PL4 och DE3 motiveras av möjligheterna till högre lön. 
Dock känner Respondent DE3, som tidigare sökt andra positioner men fått nej, att motiva-
tionen att utvecklas och söka sig till något nytt inom företaget har minskat. För Respondent 
GM1 har, och är fortfarande, motivationen helt enkelt att få lösa problem. 

c. Känner du dig uppmuntrad att söka andra positioner? 

Majoriteten av de tillfrågade känner sig inte alls uppmuntrade att söka nya positioner i före-
taget. Endast en Respondent, M1, kände uppmuntran medan Respondent GM2 inte har re-
flekterat över ifall sökande av nya positioner uppmuntras eller ej. Respondenterna PL1 och 
PL3 ansåg att individens egen vilja och initiativ till att förflytta sig är vad som driver an-
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ställda vidare, inte att chefen uppmuntrar. Ett tydligt tecken på att intern rörlighet inte 
uppmuntras är bristen på finansiella incitament anser Respondent DE3. Om förflyttning 
premierades skulle fler ta chansen tror DE3. Respondent GM1 känner lite uppmuntran 
från arbetskamraterna, men aldrig från chefen. De flesta ansåg inte att egna initiativ motar-
betades men från det till att uppmuntra är det ett långt steg. Respondent PL4 hade till och 
med en känsla av att chefen på den avdelning Respondenten arbetar på helst inte ville att 
Respondenten skulle avancera då det skulle skapa ett kunskapsglapp på avdelningen. Re-
spondent PL2 och DE2 funderade på den tröga förflyttningen på företaget skapar en låg 
förståelse för intern rörlighet vilket skapar en dålig insikt för vikten av uppmuntran. Att 
satsa mer på sina anställda, ta hand om dem och ge dem bättre möjligheter på ett bättre sätt 
för att de ska kunna utvecklas åt rätt håll ser Respondent DE1 som en av Husqvarna AB:s 
viktigaste uppgifter och utmaningar inför framtiden. 

3. Hur tyckte du att dina värderingar stämde överens, alternativt inte stämde 
överens, när du sökte dig till företaget? Vad har motiverat dig att stanna 
kvar? 

Av de intervjuade svarade majoriteten att de inte funderat över vilka värderingar Husqvarna 
AB skickar ut. För de flesta var det faktumet att Husqvarna AB är ett stort, internationellt 
och stabilt företag med spännande produkter och arbetsuppgifter som lockade. Det faktum 
att de inte blivit besvikna eller känt att företaget gått emot deras privata värderingar tycker 
Respondenterna GM1, PL1, PL2 och DE2 är ett bevis på att de och företaget till viss del 
delar samma värdegrund. Andra Respondenter känner att de mött både besvikelser och 
glada överraskningar på Husqvarna AB. Respondent M1 trodde, när denne började på 
Husqvarna AB, att det skulle vara mer styrt och traditionellt tänkande än vad som senare 
upplevt medan Respondent M3 kände att en del av de farhågor som fanns innan anställ-
ningen påbörjades har uppfyllts. Ingen av Respondenterna känner dock att värderingarna 
går så brett isär att de inte trivs på Husqvarna AB på grund av det.  

Respondent M3 har funderat på vad som är Husqvarna AB:s värderingar egentligen. Är det 
Respondentens chefs värderingar, eller dennes chef? Det finns värderingar som Respon-
denten inte delar med sin chef och så vidare. Det är det som är en av de svåra delarna med 
företagskultur anser Respondenten, den ger ingen genomgripande värdering. Det som 
skrivs ner är ofta det som företagsledningen anser att de anställda ska tycka.   

4. Är det viktigt för dig att ses som ingenjör? Vad skulle du tycka/tycker du om 
att genom att bli/vara chef glida ifrån ingenjörsarbete mot administrativt ar-
bete? 

Alla Respondenterna påpekar att det viktigaste är kunskaperna och auktoriteten som följer 
med ingenjörsrollen, inte själva titeln i sig. Dock känner flera av dem att det skulle vara, el-
ler har varit, en identitetsförlust av att gå från en ingenjörsroll till en ledarroll, oavsett om 
de trivs med sin nya roll eller ej. Men Respondent PL4 och DE3 påpekar att förhoppnings-
vis har chefsrollen sådana fördelar att det väger över. Respondent M1 känner att en stor del 
av rollen som ingenjör har gått förlorad i och med hans ledarroll och med det dyker tankar 
upp om vad Respondenten egentligen har gjort av åtta år av studier. Respondenten anser 
att identiteten har tappats och vid byte av position måste denne funder extra noga på vem 
Respondenten är och vad Respondenten kan, då detta inte är självklart. Respondent PL3 
uttryckte en rädsla för att förlora sin identitet till förmån för en ledarroll men anser att den 
personliga ledarstilen Respondenten har skapar en plattare avdelning där ledaren är delaktig 
i alla delar av arbetet och i och med det har kvar sin ingenjörsfunktion. Detta är något som 
Respondent PL4 inte uppskattar. Denne ser chefer som tar med sig ingenjörsdelen för 
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mycket, vilket inte blir bra då de lägger sig i andras arbete. Ledaren ska inte styra över detal-
jerna utan ha en helhets syn och kunna delegera för att få sina anställda att utvecklas, vilket 
i slutändan leder till att företaget utvecklas.  

Även Respondent PL1 har noterat att situationen på utvecklingsavdelningen idag är sådan 
att många chefer är mer eller mindre tekniska specialister. Respondent PL1 känner även att 
på grund av den tekniska inriktningen många chefer på Husqvarna AB har så ligger mycket 
av den administrativa biten på de anställda. Det krävs mycket eget initiativ när det kommer 
till personalvårdsfrågor. En del av Respondenterna uttalade en rädsla för de administrativa 
uppgifterna som kan komma med en ledarroll, bland annat Respondent DE2 som hellre 
sysslar med det som denne känner är inom kunskapsområdet Respondenten har. Respon-
dent PL2 kan känna att ibland har ingenjörsrollen fått tonas ner då Respondenten arbetat 
en del i fabriken. Där anses inte ingenjörerna ha så hög status anser Respondenten, och de 
ska definitivt inte tro att de är förmer. Respondent GM1 tror att det inte spelar någon roll 
vilken position Respondenten har på företaget, denne kommer alltid att ses som ingenjör 
då det är en del av personligheten.  

a. Hur känner du angående statusen på utvecklingsavdelningen? 

Respondent M3 anser att Husqvarna AB ha en extremt låg utbildningsnivå, nästan alla civil 
ingenjörer arbetar på utvecklingsavdelningen vilket gör att den har extremt hög status. 
Även Respondenterna GM1 anser att utvecklingsavdelningen har lite högre status men att 
avdelningen kanske inte tycker att den har så hög status som den borde. En anledning till 
att utvecklingsavdelningen har hög status kan vara att många chefer börjat där för att sedan 
avancera inom företaget. Respondent M3 hade velat se att det fanns någon typ av utvärde-
ringssystem, som till exempel benchmarking eller effektivitets utvärdering. Då utvecklings-
avdelningen har så hög status så har de inte höga incitament för att arbeta tvärfunktionellt.  

Åsikten att utvecklingsavdelningen har hög status delas inte av alla Respondenter. Respon-
denterna DE1, GM2, M2 och PL4 anser att utvecklingsavdelningen har lägre status än vad 
den borde, givet det arbete de genomför. Respondent PL4 frågar sig om det inte är så att 
kulturen på avdelningen är sån att de anser att de är den viktigaste avdelningen men att de 
kanske inte uppfattas som det. På Husqvarna AB kommer alla utvecklingsprojekt just från 
utvecklingsavdelningen vilket ger en viss tyngd men sen är de lite vingklippta som projekt-
ledare eftersom att de inte har så mycket befogenheter. Att Husqvarna AB är ett produce-
rande företag gör att produktionsavdelningen har högre status än utvecklingen i ledarnas 
ögon tror Respondent M2. Respondent DE1 tror att statusen på hela avdelningen skulle 
höjas om det fanns någon skillnad mellan de som arbetar som konstruktörer i ett projekt el-
ler med befintliga produkter jämfört med de som arbetar som specialister, eller mellan de 
som arbetat på Husqvarna AB i fem eller tio år. Vissa företag har titlar som senior engineer 
eller liknande vilket kan vara både motiverande och statushöjande.  

b. Hur upplever du integrationen mellan utvecklingsavdelningen och 
andra avdelningar? På företaget i allmänhet? 

Utvecklingsavdelningen talar med andra avdelningar och arbetar självklart mycket brett 
men det finns fortfarande mycket som kunde förbättras anser både Respondent PL2, M1, 
M2 och M3. Respondent M3 jämför med Husqvarna AB:s fabriker i USA där de har sam-
ma chef på produktionen som på utvecklingsavdelningen och på varje fabrik sitter pro-
duktutvecklare som rapporterar till utvecklingsavdelningen. Respondent M1 anser att in-
genjörerna ska vara mer mobila i företaget, de ska vara både i produktionen och möta un-
derleverantörer och återförsäljare. Det skulle vara nyttigt för utvecklingsingenjörer att se 
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om produkter och konstruktioner lönar sig och om kalkyler håller tror Respondent M1. Då 
Husqvarna AB generellt är väldigt inriktat på produktionstakt kan de emellanåt bli mycket 
snabba lösningar som ibland måste ändras två dagar senare för att man kommer på något 
nytt och bättre så på det sättet tycker Respondent M2 inte att det fungerar optimalt. 

Samtidigt säger flera av Respondenterna att integrationen mellan avdelningarna har blivit 
bättre, speciellt med produktionsavdelningen. Idag arbetar produktion mot konstruktion 
och de är med tidigt i projekten och utvecklingsfasen och talar om begränsningar medan 
utvecklingen kanske flaggar för att de vill göra någon ändring och så undersöker de om det 
är möjligt. Respondent GM1 kan dock tycka att integrationen inte bara varit positiv då det 
finns en känsla av att utvecklingsavdelningen anpassat sig mer och har arbetat mer systema-
tiskt än andra avdelningar och har därför fått uppgifter som de inte borde ha. Hur integre-
rade olika delar av utvecklingsavdelningen är beror mycket på vilka tjänster man har menar 
Respondent PL3.   

5. Vad känner du inför kriterier för förflyttning på företaget, är de väl etablera-
de?  

Ingen av Respondenterna tycker att det finns kriterier eller system för förflyttning på Hus-
qvarna AB, de flesta har ytterligare tankar om varför och orsakerna av detta. Respondent 
PL2 känner att rör på sig för lite på Husqvarna AB. Det är oftast när nya tjänster tillkom-
mer, som det rör på sig, befintliga plaster rör det sig inte så mycket på. Respondent M1 sä-
ger att man inte har ett formellt system då man identifiera personer som har talang, förut-
sättningar, egenskaper, som man vill få fram i företaget, det är mer en subjektiv process är 
en objektiv process. Dock säger personen att man idag arbetar med en talent review pro-
cess där det inte bara är den tillsättande chefens värderingar utav en person utan flera per-
soner som ger en samlad bild av personen. Personen tror att företaget har en ganska så 
fungerande process, där chefer emellan diskuterar personer lämpliga för andra poster.  

Respondent GM1 säger att oberoende av brisen på formella kriterier går det om man är in-
tresserad av att flytta genom att kontakta personal avdelningen. Respondent PL4 och DE2 
säger båda att när Electrolux AB och Husqvarna AB hörde samman fanns det ett system 
men att det nu inte verkar finnas längre och att man därför inte fångar upp de som vill 
avancera. Respondent DE2 anser vidare anser att om det hade funnits ett internt system 
skulle kanske fler ta initiativ istället för att bli missnöjda och byta företag. Respondent PL4 
tycker att det är ett problem att gå via chefen då denne inte vill berätta att man ska sig nå-
gon annanstans. Respondent DE3 anser att om man söker en annan post borde man bli 
mer värd för företaget vilket borde ge lite pengar i slutändan men säger att den biten inte är 
kopplad på Husqvarna AB. Respondenten påstår att detta leder till att anställda undrar var-
för de ska söka andra tjänster på företaget och kanske söker sig utanför istället.  

Respondent M2 tycker att det behövs ett system. Personen anser att talent review pro-
grammet borde få effekt på så sätt att cheferna utvecklas och säger vidare att för att flytta 
sig krävs det egna initiativ, och menat att som nu när chefen är den som ska prompta sina 
anställda kan fungera som ett hinder då de kanske inte vill förlora en värdefull medarbetare. 
Respondent DE1 tycker att det kommer ut interna tjänster, men att de inte uppmuntras att 
sökas. Företaget borde ha en plan för hur de ska fånga upp de duktiga och framåt anställda 
för att få dem att stanna på företaget och utvecklas.  

a. Vad tycker du om de tillgängliga karriärvägarna på företaget? 

i. Hur tycker du de överensstämmer med dina karriärförvänt-
ningar?  
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Respondent M1, GM2, PL3, DE2 liksom GM1 tycker att det finns tillgängliga karriärvägar 
och anser att de matchar deras förväntningar i nuläget. Respondent PL2 tycker att de borde 
vara mer uttalade, och anser att det finns fler och bättre karriärs vägar för chefer. Respon-
dent PL4 säger att de finns men är svåra att se och att man måste ta till mycket egna initia-
tiv. Vidare säger Respondenten att det som anställd är det svårt att vända sig till chefen då 
man helst inte vill informera honom om att man är intresserad av att byta arbete. Respon-
denten hade velat se fler yngre förebilder då flera av chefer på Husqvarna AB har hög me-
delålder, personen menar att det är viktigt och se andra exempel på lyckade karriärer för att 
själv känna att det finns möjligheter.  

Respondent M2 tycker att det finns karriärvägar för den som tar egna initiativ. Personen 
tycker att än så länge har karriärvägarna matchat dennes förväntningar, men vet inte hur 
det är med nästa steg denne vill ta och var det finns. Respondenten säger att det blir svårare 
ju fler steg man tar, då antalet platser blir ju färre. Vidare tycker personen att det hade varit 
bra med mer uttalade karriärplaner på företaget samt att Husqvarna AB borde visa att de 
tror på sina anställda. Respondent DE1 anser att det finns karriärvägar om man är på rätt 
ställe, Respondenten anser sig vara på ett ställe där det inte finns. Arbetsrotation borde 
uppmuntras på utvecklingsavdelningen för att ge dem fler chanser.  

Respondent DE3 tycker inte att det finns tillängliga karriärvägar. Respondenten anser att 
företaget borde se all förflyttning som positiv och utvecklande. Då Respondenten inte an-
ser att det finns några tillgängliga karriärvägar och denne sökt andra tjänster så tycker per-
sonen inte att dennes karriärs förväntningar kan uppfyllas på företaget. Respondent PL1 
säger att det finns en hel del specialist tjänster, men inte mycket i övrigt. De absoluta 
chefspositionerna är ju inte så många trots detta har det stämt bra överens med dennes för-
väntningar. Respondent M3 anser att de inte finns tillgängliga karriärvägar utan tycker istäl-
let att det är ledare inom Husqvarna AB som utser den person de anser lämpade för posi-
tionen de behöver tillsätta. Personen anser att de vägar som finns passar med dennes för-
väntningar.  

b. Vad känner du inför att förflytta dig uppåt i företaget respektive sid-
ledes? 

Respondent M3 och M2 säger både att vilket håll förflyttningen sker är inte det viktiga utan 
att tjänsten är intressant och utmanade. Respondent M3 skulle idag helst förflytta sig sidle-
des då denne tror sig kunna bidra mer då. Respondent M1 ser båda som möjliga vägar och 
dennes senaste förändring var i sidled till en mindre lönsam avdelning, vilket Respondenten 
motiverar med att tjänsten ger ett helhetsansvar. Respondent PL2 kan på sikt tänka sig att 
göra karriär uppåt men har ingen tidsram på när. Även Respondent DE3 vill hellre upp ett 
steg, gärna på en annan avdelning.  

Respondent GM1 är mer intresserad av sidledes förflyttning och specialisering än uppåt. 
Respondent DE1 säger att vad gäller att flytta sig sidledes är det rätt företag. Det finns ju 
möjligheter att flytta mellan avdelningar men det gäller att rätt läge dyker upp men arbets-
rotation borde uppmuntras mer. Personen tycker det är viktigast att utveckla sina tekniska 
kunskaper. Respondent PL3 har funderat mycket på att flytta men har svårt att se något 
annat arbete som är lika roligt och omväxlande. Respondenten flyttar hellre sidledes eller 
specialiserar sig än uppåt. Respondent PL4 tycker att båda vägar är bra, men ser sidledes 
som en väg för att komma uppåt. Respondent GM2 samt DE2 är i nuläget inte intresserad 
av att flytta sig vare sig sidleds eller uppåt i företaget, utan föredrar specialisering. Respon-
dent PL1 har precis flyttat sig uppåt i företaget och är nöjd med det. 
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6. Vad tycker du om initiativen för att utveckla förmågor och färdigheter på fö-
retaget?  

a. Har du gått några utbildningar under din tid på företaget? Vem före-
slog de? Kändes de meningsfulla? 

Alla Respondenter har gått flera utbildningar under sin tid på Husqvarna AB men har vari-
erande åsikter som initiativen för utveckling av kunskap och förmågor på företaget. Re-
spondent M3 säger att det var Electrolux som höll i det. Personen tycker att det tas vissa 
initiativ för att utveckla förmågor och färdigheter. Respondent M3 har varit på utbildning 
och vet att det finns utbildningsprogram för anställda. Sen finns det stora variationer då det 
är upp till varje chef att ordna dessa utbildningar. De kurser personen själv gått har till 
största delen varit föreslagna av denne, förutom en ledarskapsutbildning dennes chef ville 
att Respondenten skulle gå. Respondent PL2 är nöjd med de initiativ som tagits. Personen 
har gått flera kurser som varit både på sitt eget och på chefens initiativ. De kurser Respon-
denten gått anser denne vara relevanta och berör både grundläggande så specifika kunska-
per. 

Respondent M1 säger att har man en bra chef får man utbildning efter behov. Innan Hus-
qvarna AB och Electrolux AB splittrades var de erbjudna kurserna och initiativen från före-
taget bättre än vad det är nu. Respondenten har fått gå flera kurser, både på eget och che-
fens initiativ. Respondent GM1 tycker att initiativen har varit bra, de kurser Respondenten 
har tagit har varit föreslagna både av personen själva och dennes chef. Respondent GM2 
säger att det är upp till var och en. Respondenten har gått flera kurser. Denne anser sig ha 
fått gå de kurser personen velat, kurserna har initierats av Respondenten själva. Respondent 
PL3 säger att om man vill gå någon kurs är det inga problem men den anställd måste vara 
aktiv själv och leta reda på kurser. Personen har aldrig känt sig hindrad eller stoppad. Re-
spondent PL3 har mest gått kurser chefen föreslagit. Att gå en ekonomisk eller administra-
tiv kurs tror inte Respondenten skulle vara ett problem, bara denne kan motivera orsaken. 

Respondent PL4 säger att initiativen är dåliga och att inte finns någon struktur. Det finns 
ett par kurser öppna för alla men man måste be om att få gå dem. Det finns bra kurser om 
dataprogram. Det hänger mycket på eget initiativ om man ska gå någon kurs men det är en 
trög procedur enligt Respondent. Att ta en kurs som inte direkt påverkar arbetet men kun-
de hjälpa i karriären, till exempel jurist eller ekonomi kurser, uppmuntras inte. Personen 
tycker inte att karriärsklimatet överlag uppmuntras utav omgivningen, man ska nästan inte 
vilja ha karriärs planer. Respondent DE3 säger att det inte finns uttalade vägar för hur man 
ska utbilda sig. Denne kan känna att det saknas ett strukturerat system för utbildning samt 
att allt måste ske genom eget initiativ. Respondenten känner att denne har fått gå kurser 
som personen velat. Respondenten skulle vilja gå mer administrativa kurser och tror att 
chefen skulle tycka att det var okej vid en bra motivering. Respondent DE2 har gått ett 
flertal kurser, både på initiativ av dennes chef. Ofta har det handlat om kurser som de som 
arbetat på företaget längre redan gått. Det har aldrig varit något problem att få gå de kurser 
personen varit intresserad av. 

Respondent M2 har gått flera utbildningar och känner sig tillfreds med dessa. Dock finns 
det inte något program för utbildning. Det är upp till individen att motivera för sin chef 
varför denne ska få gå en kurs, varav man ofta får ett positivt svar. Alla chefer på Husqvar-
na AB får en tvådagars ledarskapskurs men uppföljningen är väldigt individ beroende. En 
personlig coach kunde vara bra som ledaren kunde samtala och diskutera med. Både per-
sonen och denne chef har tagit initiativ till kurser och denne känner sig ha haft nytta av 
dem. Respondent DE1 har läst kurser men de har i princip bara varit på egna initiativ. Re-
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spondent PL1 har säger sig ha tagit mycket egna initiativ men att det aldrig varit några pro-
blem med att få gå de kurser denne velat. Att ta en administrativ kurs för att skaffa sig kun-
skaper inför framtida avancemang skulle Respondenten ha svårt att motivera både för sig 
själv och sin chef. Alla Respondenter anser överlag att kurserna varit meningsfulla. 

7. Hur tycker du att atmosfären på företaget är, vad gäller att söka sig vidare 
inom företaget? Och utvecklas?  

Stämningen på företaget anses vara bra men inte uppmuntrande. Det finns en stelhet i fö-
retaget anser Respondent DE1 och PL2 som skapar en icke-uppmuntrande stämning. 
Orörligheten beror på att de anställda trivs och får göra det de vill menar Respondent 
GM2. Det kan även bero på att de som är duktiga på det de gör ofta stannar på sin position 
då de vågar inte söka sig vidare tror Respondent PL3. Generellt sett så är det egna initiativ 
som gör att anställda söker sig vidare, inte uppmuntran enligt flera av Respondenterna. Re-
spondent PL4 har känslan att man helst ska vara tyst om sina karriärplaner. I Responden-
tens fall kan denne känna att chefen är ett hinder i utvecklingen då chefen inte vill bli av 
med Respondenten från sin avdelning. Respondent M1 känner att man måste vara ödmjuk 
på ett företag på Husqvarna AB då det inte finns oändliga möjligheter om man jämför med 
till exempel Volvo. För de som har en positiv inställning, gör sitt bästa och levererar resul-
tat, kommer det förr eller senare att finnas möjlighet till andra befattningar. Responden M3 
tror viljan att ta sig vidare beror på hur man kommit in i företaget. Nyutexaminerade ingen-
jörer kanske inte vågar ta för sig medan externt rekryterade ingenjörer har tidigare erfaren-
heter de kan luta sig mot och är därför mer benägna vid att driva sin egen utveckling. 

Alla Respondenter är överens om att det finns saker Husqvarna AB kan göra för att upp-
muntra förflyttning till en större grad än de gör idag. Respondent M1 och M2 skulle vilja att 
mentor program och karriärplanering erbjöds. Traditionellt sett har det även varit så på 
Husqvarna AB att om man var en duktig ingenjör blir man chef. Respondent DE3 ser det 
som ett problem att man hellre primerar att ta in folk utifrån än att använda interna resur-
ser. Många känner att det inte är lönt att söka för att de aldrig kommer längre än till inter-
vju, då positionen går till någon extern. Den stora risken för Husqvarna AB om de inte 
uppmuntrar sina anställda och ger gehör för deras initiativ är att dessa söker sig ifrån före-
taget och då förlorar Husqvarna AB viktig kompetens. 

8. Hur känner du dig utmanad i ditt nuvarande arbete?  

Majoriteten av Respondenterna anser att de utmanas i sin nuvarande position men flera 
påpekar att den känslan inte skapar en känsla av att de är nöjda, de strävar hela tiden efter 
nya utmaningar då de flesta arbetsuppgifter efter ett tag känns som rutin. Respondent M1 
känner att denne fortfarande lär sig nytt, arbetet förändras, mycket på grund av att företaget 
förändras och Respondenten lär sig nya saker vilket gör att kunskaperna breddas. Även Re-
spondent GM2 anser att det är viktigt att man hela tiden lär sig nytt då de arbetar inom ett 
så tekniskt område. Respondent PL4 känner sig utmanad idag men det minskar hela tiden. 
Inom fem år vill Respondenten byta arbete. Det finns flera exempel på de som fastnat på 
en viss avdelning vilket har lett till att de inte trivs på sin arbetsplats och inte är inspirerade 
av det de gör vilket Respondenten vill undvika.  

Respondent DE1 säger att ifall denne inte fått byta arbetsuppgifter för ett år sedan, då 
denne började känna att utvecklingen stannat för egen del, så hade Respondenten sökt sig 
utanför Husqvarna AB. Både Respondent PL1 och DE2 anser att man som anställd kan 
reglera hur mycket utmaning man möts av genom att sätta upp egna mål och ta på sig vari-
erande uppgifter. Respondent PL2 och M3 kan känna att de utmanas men att de har svårt 
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att se sina funktioner helt klart på grund av bristande struktur i företaget och otillräcklig ar-
betsspecificering och kommunikation.  Respondent DE3 kände sig mer utmattad än utma-
nad på grund av hög arbetsbelastning. . 

9. Hur tycker du att dina förmågor/färdigheter/erfarenheter utnyttjas på före-
taget?  

Över lag anser Respondenterna att deras förmågor används på ett bra sätt, men Respon-
dent PL3 påpekar att man måste vara ödmjuk och inte tro att man är bäst på det man gör 
utan ha förståelse för att det alltid finns saker att lära. Respondent GM2 säger att då dennes 
arbete är inom teknik är det viktigt att alltid vara uppdaterad men för det krävs att man är 
intresserad. Ofta pressar företaget sina anställda att prestera så mycket som möjligt och Re-
spondent GM1 tycker alltid att det är spännande att se ifall de ska lyckas med de projekt de 
fått tilldelade. Det är dock en fin gräns mellan att pressas för att prestera på topp och att 
det går överstyr, anser Respondenten.  

Respondent PL2, M1, M2 och DE2 påtalar att ifall de inte fått byta position under sin tid 
på Husqvarna AB så hade de inte känt att de deras förmågor tagits tillvara på ett tillfredstäl-
lande sätt. Det är detta problemet Respondent DE3 har, då denne sökt sig vidare men fått 
nej och därför är kvar på samma position, vilket gjort att Respondentens motivation sjun-
kit. Respondent PL1, M2 och PL4 anser att deras förmågor kanske inte används fullt ut, 
men att det till stor del beror på att de har breda kunskaper. Respondent M2 tycker även att 
trots att vissa kunskaper inte används så lär sig Respondenten hela tiden nya förmågor och 
färdigheter. Respondenten känner likaså att denne haft nytta av de ekonomiska kurserna 
han tagit, de hjälper Respondenten att se problem ur flera infallsvinklar. Denna kunskap är 
något Respondent M1 känner saknas, denne skulle vilja lära sig mer om ekonomi och juri-
dik. Ett problem som Respondent M3 känt av är att få utvecklings avdelningen att lyssna 
på förslag från en annan avdelning än deras egen. På grund av den status som omger ut-
vecklings avdelningen kan det ha skapats en ovilja att förändras och ta in åsikter, vilket gör 
att ingenjörer på andra avdelningar kan känna att deras förmågor inte tas till vara till fullo. 

10. Hur känner du att din del i produktionsprocessen passar in i den stora bil-
den? 

Respondent GM1, PL3, PL1, GM2 och DE3 säger sig alla kunna känna hur de bidrar till 
helheten på företaget. Övriga instämmer men med förbehåll. Respondent M3 känner att 
denne skulle kunna bidra med mer, hur beror på den slutgiltiga organisationsstrukturen. 
Respondent PL2 känner att denne bidrar men att det just nu inte går att se resultatet då 
dennes projekt är i uppstartsfasen. Respondent PL4 anser att om denne arbetat på ett 
mindre företag så hade bidraget synts tydligare. Respondent M1 säger att med en bredare 
ekonomisk förståelse förstår individer bättre sin del av produktionsprocessen och hur de 
kan påverka den. Respondent M2 tycker att den position personen har ger denne en över-
blick över sin del av en del av organisationen, men inte andra. Respondent PL1 tycker sig 
förstå att denne bidrar men tycker inte att man får någon bekräftelse på det. Personen tyck-
er att det vore intressant att bli informerad om hur det går för andra delar av företaget och 
få reda på sin plats i det stora hela. Respondent DE2 lämnade inget svar på frågan. 

11. Vad anser du vara viktiga förmågor och erfarenheter för en chef/ledare?  

Respondent M3 påstår att som chef måste man vara intresserad av att prestera resultat samt 
intresserad av människor, en bra chef har en bra balansgång mellan dessa två förmågor. Re-
spondent PL2 säger att en bra chef har förmågan att se andras möjligheter samt kan delege-
ra och på så sätt utnyttja de kunskaper som finns i företaget.  Respondent M1 tycker att en-
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gagemang och passion är mycket viktigt hos en ledare. Personen måste ha en känsla för af-
fären och kunna prioritera och delegera. Om en chef inte visar förtroende för sina anställda 
och litar på att de kan prestera utan blandar sig i detaljer och vill göra allt själv demoralise-
rar denne de anställda. Chefen måste även våga fatta beslut. Respondent GM1 säger att en 
ledare ska var lyhörd, ha en förmåga att få med sig de anställda, beordra på ett positivt sätt 
och kunna leda med entusiasm. 

Respondent GM2 anser att en ledare måste vara tydlig, kunna lita på folk, följa upp utan att 
det märks, ha fingertoppskänsla och utöva ett situations- och personlighets anpassat ledar-
skap. Respondent PL3 tycker att en chef måste vara tillgänglig, kunna lyssna och informera 
på ett vettigt sätt samt ta del av de anställda. Respondent PL4 menar att en chef ska kunna 
delegera ansvar och befogenheter, ha goda administrativa kunskaper, kunna ta personalen 
på rätt sätt, kunna kommunicera, ge feedback, på Husqvarna AB behövs även teknisk kun-
skap. Respondent DE3 säger att en chef måste vara en ledare och inte den som petar i de-
taljer. En chef på ett företag på Husqvarna AB behöver teknisk kunskap men behöver inte 
vara den mest kunniga specialisten utan den ingenjören med bäst ledaregenskaper. Respon-
dent DE2 säger att en ledare ska ge sig tid att prata med sina anställda och finnas tillgänglig. 
Respondent M2 säger att en chef ska kunna och våga delegera samt vara en god lyssnare. 
Respondent DE1 anser att en bra chefsförmåga är att vara ”chef” och inte en massa annat 
som att fokusera på detaljer. Han ska ta hand om sin personal och kunna driva sitt projekt. 
Respondent PL1 tycker att en chef ska kunna ta sig tid med den enskilde individen då och 
då. 

a. Känner du att du i din roll som ingenjör/och ingenjörer generellt be-
sitter de kunskaperna och färdigheter som är nödvändiga för admi-
nistrativt och ledningsarbete? 

Respondent M3 anser sig idag ha tillräcklig utbildning för att leda, men att det till en början 
var svårare, när folk då kom med problem så ställde Respondenten frågan tillbaka ”vad 
tycker du?”, och skaffade sig på så sätt erfarenhet. Respondenten anser inte att en ledare 
ska ha alla svar, då är det hög tid att byta arbete då det är farligt dels för att det är blir svårt 
att motivera sig själva dels för att kunskapen ska sitta i organisationen inte individen. Om 
man ser generellt anser Respondenten att vara en bra ledare är en mognadsfråga och per-
sonlighetsfråga. Då många bygger sin identitet runt något, till exempel en titel såsom kon-
struktör, kan det avskräcka att senare byta position. Respondent PL2 anser att denne har de 
kunskaper som behövs men tycker sig sakna erfarenhet. Generellt tror Respondenten att 
rollen som ledare beror mer på personligheten än på utbildningen. Respondent M1 anser 
sig inte ha alla kunskaper som behövs i dennes arbete. Framförallt är det ekonomiska och 
juridiska kunskaper Respondenten saknar. Vidare tror Respondenten att ingenjörer gene-
rellt möts av samma problem på högre poster. Personen anser även att det vore värt för fö-
retaget om de såg till att ingenjörerna hade mer ekonomisk utbildning för att på så sätt få 
en bättre förståelse för hur en kostnad uppstår samt förstå helhetsbilden på ett företag.    

Respondent GM1 var lite orolig att glida ifrån konstruerandet mot mer pappersarbete när 
denne tog en högre tjänst men chansen att få påverka översteg farhågorna. Respondenten 
tror att tekniker över lag är mer problemlösare än administratörer och att det kan vara ett 
hinder. Vidare anser Respondenten ledarskapkunskaper väldigt individuella, där man an-
tingen är lagd mer åt administrativa hållet eller är teknikiska hållet. När Respondent GM2 
blev gruppchef fick denne 2 veckors ledarskapsutbildning, vilket personen tycker var till-
räckligt. Generellt sett tror Respondenten inte att det är någon skillnad mellan ingenjörer 
och icke-ingenjörer, utan att ledarskap har med personligheten att göra. Respondent PL3 
gick en projektledarkurs som denne inte alltid haft nytta av då mycket inte gått att applicera 
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i dennes arbete. Personen känner inte att denne saknar någon kunskap, men uppskattar inte 
administrativt arbete. Respondent PL4 säger att det beror på personligheten, en generalist 
har det antagligen lättare som chef än en specialist. Respondent DE3 säger att många in-
genjörer glömmer av den administrativa biten och eller gör den som ett nödvändigt ont då 
denne är mer intresserad av det tekniska. Respondent DE2 anser att ingenjörer kanske inte 
har den personlighets typ som passar, då de har ett mer tekniskt än personal fokus. Re-
spondenten tror att en generalist passar bättre som ledare än en specialist, vilket denne tror 
att ingenjörer ofta är.  

Respondent M2 tror att dagens ingenjörutbildningar erbjuder bredare kunskaper. Industri-
ell ekonomi, till exempel, är ett program med bra balans. Som ingenjör ansåg denne sig 
sakna affärsmässiga kunskaper som behövdes för ett ledararbete. Många ingenjörer vill vara 
tekniker även som chefer vilket ofta resulterar i att de går in och detaljstyr vilket stör deras 
anställda. Här anser Respondenten att Husqvarna AB har något att arbeta på, då de inte sti-
mulerar specialister i deras roller, utan i stället gör dem till gruppchefer. Det hade varit bätt-
re att ha olika nivåer för specialister. För Respondenten var att vara projektledare en bra in-
skolning då denne fick leda utan att ha personal ansvar. Respondent DE1 anser att vissa 
chefer har svårt att släppa det tekniska arbetet. En chef måste använda ingenjörsrollen rätt 
och som ett stöd, inte för att detaljstyra. Respondent PL1 tror inte att ingenjörer har de 
kunskaper som behövs för administrativt ledningsarbete. Framför allt har de bristande erfa-
renhet av personal ansvar, budgetering och planering. Många chefer är mycket tekniska vil-
ket ibland gör att den administrativa delen och personalvården blir lidande.  

b. Vad skulle du känna/vad känner du inför att bli/vara chef över dina 
arbetskamrater? Hur skulle du känna/känner du inför att kunna på-
verka andra anställda? 

c. Vad skulle du tycka/vad tycker du om att koordinera andra anställ-
das aktiviteter samt ansvara för resultatet av en funktion?  

Respondent M3 tycker det är svårt att tillrättavisa människor och säga negativa saker, det är 
jätte viktigt att vara tydlig, men det är inte alltid lätt. Att kunna påverka är en av de saker 
Respondenten tycker bäst om. Respondent M3 koordinerar hellre än är den som detaljstyr. 
Respondent PL2 tror att bli chef över sina arbetskamrater skulle ha både för- och nackdelar 
men tror att fördelarna överväger. Att koordinera och ha ansvar för resultat uppskattar Re-
spondenten mycket och fortsätter gärna med det. Respondent M1 säger att de personer 
denne blev chef över inte var dennes tidigare närmsta medarbetare. Det svåraste, enligt Re-
spondenten, var under ett byte när denne blev chef över sin gamla chef. Respondenten sä-
ger vidare att det alltid är en svår bedömning att som chef veta om anställda presterar på 
toppen av sin förmåga eller om de skulle kunna prestera bättre. Respondent M1 försöker 
att inte detaljstyra och behandla alla med respekt. Respondenten har förtroende för sina an-
ställda och försöker förlita sig till att de presterar allt de kan.  

Respondent GM1 tyckte inte att det var några större problem att bli chef över sina medar-
betare. Visst kunde det kännas lustigt att vissa av dennes medarbetare var äldre men perso-
nen kände sig engagerad vilket överskuggade de negative känslorna, att koordinera tycker 
Respondenten är spännande. Denne vill kunna se hur man kan använda sina medarbetare 
på bästa sätt. I början petade Respondenten mer i detaljerna men har nu lyckats backa lite 
och försöker se den stora bilden istället, att han varit aktiv ledare inom idrotten i flera år 
tror Respondenten har hjälpt. För Respondent GM2 var det inga problem att bli chef då 
denne kände killarna sen innan. Respondenten tycker inte att denne behöver koordinera 
mycket då de anställda har flextid och arbetar de tider som passar dem.  
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Respondent PL3 känner sig mer som en samordnare än en ledare, men att kunna påverka 
tycker Respondenten är roligt och denne har inte några problem med att koordinera andra. 
Vad gäller resultat ansvar tycker personen inte sig ha tillräckligt med erfarenhet. Respon-
dent PL4 tycker det skulle vara svårt att vara chef över de man klättrat bredvid. Respon-
denten säger att det finns en mentalitet på Husqvarna AB som säger att är man nyanställd i 
sju år och att denna mentalitet gör det svårt att avancera snabbt. Respondenten är positiv 
både inför att koordinera samt resultatansvar. Respondent DE3 skulle inte vilja vara chef 
på den avdelning denne arbetar just nu men gärna en annan. Personen skulle trivas med att 
koordinera och ha resultatansvar.  

Respondent DE2 tycker att det är roligt att kunna påverka. Respondenten skulle kunna 
tänka sig att ha ett resultatansvar men tycker inte att det skulle vara roligt med mer personal 
administrativa uppgifter. Respondent M2 anser att vara en projektledare är en bra inskol-
ning för högre positioner. Att ha personal ansvar är ingen drivkraft för Respondenten, som 
är mer intresserad av att kunna se helheten och ha eget ansvar, att ha resultatansvar är även 
det en drivkraft. Respondent DE1 tycker att det skulle kännas konstigt men tycker det är 
motiverande att kunna påverka. Respondenten skulle kunna tänka sig att koordinera andra 
men vill inte ha för mycket administrativa uppgifter, personen säger att resultatansvar skulle 
vara drivande. Respondent PL1 säger att det inte är aktuellt att ta på sig mer personalansvar 
idag då denne först skulle vilja ha mer erfarenhet av ledarskap. Resultatansvar är i form av 
en fungerande produkt är det som motiverar Respondenten.  

12. Hur tror du att ditt privatliv/familjeliv skulle påverkas/har påverkats av att 
du bytte arbetsuppgifter och/eller position? 

Åsikterna om hur privatlivet påverkas och påverkar de val man gör i sitt yrkesliv gick vida 
isär mellan Respondenterna. De flesta var dock överens att privatlivet påverkas av en för-
flyttning, både positivt och negativt. Respondent M3 känner att dennes senaste förflyttning 
påverkade privatlivet på ett positivt vis då arbetstiderna blev friare. Respondenterna GM1, 
PL1, PL2, M1, M2, PL4 och M3 uttrycker vikten av att fatta beslut om positionsbyten i 
samförstånd med familjen. Respondent M1 vet att dennes privatliv påverkats mycket av 
den senaste befattningsförändringen, som har inneburit mer timmar och att Respondenten 
alltid har med sig arbete hem. Det är inte många helger då datorn inte åker upp en söndag 
kväll. Det faktum att koncentrationen störs och att man tänker på arbetet när man är med 
familjen kan vara ett problem anser Respondent PL2, PL4 och M3.  

Det gäller att ledaren skapar ett samspel mellan privat och karriär. Företaget kunde också 
visa lite mer förståelse och förenkla mer för anställda som vill avancera tycker Respondent 
PL4, som är intresserad av en karriär utomlands. Respondent M1 har tackat nej till två tidi-
gare jobberbjudanden då denne inte känt sig redo för ansvaret och för att Respondenten 
inte ansåg att denne kunnat göra det arbete denne tyckte att man borde göra i de positio-
nerna, till viss del på grund av familjen. Respondent DE1 håller med om att det är viktigt 
att man som person är mogen för rollen och kan balansera privatliv och karriär. Både Re-
spondent DE2 och DE3 inser att ju högre position man har ju mer krävs det av en, något 
som DE3 accepterar medan DE2 säger att fler arbetstimmar inte är aktuellt. Respondent 
GM1 känner att mycket beror på vilken period i livet man befinner sig i. När barnen var 
små togs det i beaktning medan detta inte är en faktor idag. De enda som inte tror att deras 
privatliv påverkas av förflyttning är Respondenterna PL3 och GM2. PL3 tror att den störs-
ta effekten skulle komma från den ekonomiska förändringen som ofta följer med en posi-
tionsförflyttning. Då Respondenten har lätt för att koppla bort tankar på arbetet när denne 
kommer hem framstår inte koncentrationssvårigheter som ett problem. Respondent GM2 
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såg sin befordran som ett naturligt steg så denne inte tänkte så mycket på hur det skulle på-
verka privatlivet. 

13. Hur tycker du att feedback fungerar på företaget? 

a. Positiv/konstruktiv? 

Endast en av Respondenterna, GM1, sa sig få snabb feedback både uppifrån, nerifrån och 
sidledes i företaget. Respondent M2 tycker sig ha bra utbyte med sin närmsta chef både vad 
gäller positiv och negativ feedback. På dennes avdelning fungerar det bra men då personen 
känner att de är ett litet företag i företaget, har de inte speciellt mycket utbyte med ”andra 
sidan gården” förutom generella ärenden så som personalärenden. Respondent GM2 säger 
sig sitta nära sina underställda som denne samtalar regelbundet med. Respondent M3 säger 
att när Electrolux AB och Husqvarna AB tillhörde samma företag fanns det bra, formella 
feedback system men att det idag inte fungerar lika bra. Många av Husqvarna AB:s chefer 
har teknisk bakgrund och är inte intresserade av ledarskap vilket har lett till att de inte kan 
ge feedback. Respondent PL2 säger att det går i perioder och skulle uppskatta mer feed-
back. Respondent M1 säger att det fungerar så där, men fick nyligen en 360 graders feed-
back vilken var lärorik. Respondent PL4 känner att mycket av feedbacken inte når ner till 
de som gjort grovarbetet utan att den fastnar på vägen. 

Respondent DE2, PL3, DE1 och DE3 tycker alla att feedback på Husqvarna AB fungerar 
dåligt, PL3 och DE2 får sällan höra varken bra eller dåligt, medans DE3 säger att man en-
dast får höra när något går dåligt. Respondent DE1 tycker att feedbacken rent av fruktans-
värd dålig och instämmer i att anställda mycket sällan får positiv kritik. Respondent PL1 sä-
ger att feedback på Husqvarna AB fungerar sämre än på dennes förra arbetsplats där det 
fanns ett system med fasta rutiner för varje kvartal. På Husqvarna AB fungerar det idag då-
ligt, det vore bra med mer daglig informell respons. Respondenten vet att chefen talar väl 
om dem inför andra men hade velat ta mer del av den feedbacken.  

b. Medarbetarsamtal?  

Frekvenser och den upplevde kvalitén på medarbetarsamtal på Husqvarna AB varierar mel-
lan Respondenterna. Respondent DE3, DE1 och PL1 har alla medarbetarsamtal en gång 
per år. DE3 anser att samma saker tas upp varje år och tycker inte att samtalen är utveck-
lande samt att de fattas mål att följa upp inför nästa år. Respondent DE1 tycker att det sak-
nas struktur, och instämmer i avsaktandet individuell målsättning och uppföljning. Respon-
denten tycker att utan mål är det svårt att veta vilka krav denne har på sig. Målsättningar 
bör även kopplas till företagets affärs mål. Respondent PL1 har inte samtal tillräckligt ofta, 
och tycker de är ostrukturerade i jämförelse med de företag denna arbetade på tidigare. Re-
spondent PL4 har på den anställdes initiativ utvecklingssamtal en gång per år men då ingår 
lönesamtal. Respondenten tror att det kan bero på att chefen är så teknikorienterad och då 
ser personalvården som ett nödvändigt ont istället för något givande för båda parter. Re-
spondent PL3 har haft två medarbetarsamtal på fem år. När denne väl fått dem har de varit 
bra. Men Respondenten skulle vilja ha minst en gång om året. Respondent PL2 tycker inte 
att det fungerar bra just nu då dennes den organisatoriska tillhörigheten inte är klar. Re-
spondent DE2 har en chef som nyligen kommer från ett annat företag med ett system med 
medarbetar samtal två gånger per år och även en mellankoll, vilket denne tycker fungerar 
bra. 

De chefer som inkluderades i studien har olika åsikter, men tycker övervägande att de fun-
gerar bra. Respondent M3 tycker att det är viktigt med utvecklingssamtal och säger att det 
formellt ska hållas ett utvecklingssamtal om året, men enligt en ny modell företaget försökt 
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implementera ska det ske med sex månaders mellanrum. Då det idag inte finns någon 
egentlig uppföljning på den nya modellen följs den inte utan några chefer bara förkastade 
utbildningen som ett nytt påfund från ledningen. Utöver målet med utvecklingssamtal 
minst en gång per år har Respondenten coachning en gång varannan vecka, vilket också var 
en del av en utbildning som idag inte används av de flesta ledare på Husqvarna AB.  

Respondent M2 tycker att medarbetarsamtal fungerar bra och använder sig av en mall före-
get försett honom med, men endast som stöd då personen anser att varje medarbetarsamtal 
måste individanpassas. Respondent GM2 anser att feedback är mycket viktigt och har ett 
formellt utvecklingssamtal en gång per år, i vilka det finns en mall uppställt för vad som ska 
tas upp. Respondent GM1 tycker det fungerar okej, men tycker att det är svårt att sätta upp 
mål på en utvecklingsavdelning. Idag finns det inte särskilt många steg på en utvecklingsav-
delning, utan man kan välja att specialisera sig eller inte. Det kunde ha funnits en karriär-
planering för de som vill specialisera sig men Respondenten tror att de som finns i teori 
inte är direkt översättningsbar på en utvecklingsavdelning.  

14. Hur ser du på utvecklingsavdelningen, hur upplever du rörligheten på ut-
vecklingsavdelningen och på företaget i allmänhet? 

Respondent M3 menar att om man ser till om företaget gör ett bra arbete så fungerar det, 
utvecklingsavdelningen är duktiga, men hur vet man det i förhållande till andra? Respon-
denten tycker att det är svårt att mäta det på en utvecklingsavdelning. När de utvecklas på 
Husqvarna AB så anser Respondenten att det finns en viss fixar mentalitet och produktio-
nen sker inte systematiskt. Utvecklingsavdelningen tänker hela tiden främst på funktionen 
och prestanda, först efter det görs en produktionsanpassning som ofta innebär att kon-
struktionen måste ändras. Respondent PL2 anser att avdelningen är starkare än vad den 
borde. Vidare tycker Respondenten att utvecklingsavdelningens arbete är för isolerat och 
att kunskapsutbytet i hela företaget mellan avdelningar borde bli bättre. 

Respondent M1 tycker att för många kollegor är för rädda för att lämna sin trygghets zon 
och det sociala kontaktnätet de har på avdelningen. Respondentens avdelning och utveck-
lingsavdelningen är relativt integrerade men det finns ett ”vi och dom” syndrom. Personen 
anser att utvecklings avdelningen borde finnas överallt i företaget. Respondenten tror att 
det finns en orörlighet i hela företaget och menar att tryggheten spelar stor roll. Respon-
dent GM1 påstår att det varit väldigt låg omsättning på företaget och utvecklingsavdelning-
en, vilket kan vara både bra och dåligt. När man arbetar i projekt och någon slutar måste 
nya läras upp samtidigt som projektet ska framskrida. Att lära upp en ny stör detta och det 
kan vara en bidragande faktor till den låga rotationen. När någon börjar på Husqvarna AB 
får de ingen formell utbildning utan sätts bara in på en avdelning. Ett hjälpsystem kanske 
kunde vara bra, tror Respondenten. 

Respondent PL3 anser inte att det rör sig på dennes avdelning, eller mellan avdelningar på 
utvecklingsavdelningen, men tycker att utvecklingsavdelningen är integrerad med andra av-
delningar och att samarbetet fungerar bra. Visst slutar anställda ibland och det kommer nå-
gon ny men det är mycket sällan någon byter mellan avdelningar. Respondenten tror att det 
skulle gynna företaget om anställda växlade mellan avdelningar. Respondent PL4 skulle vil-
ja se mer samarbete mellan avdelningarna inom utvecklingsavdelningen exempelvis mellan 
motorsågar och trimmers. Just nu känner denne att det står helt stilla på avdelningen och 
att ingen förflyttning sker. Att premiera de som byter mellan avdelningar genom att till ex-
empel ge högre lön tror Respondenten vore en god idé. Det skulle även vara bra ifall de an-
ställda kunde prova på projekt på andra avdelningar. 
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Respondent DE3 känner att rörligheten på utvecklingsavdelningen är låg då det inte finns 
något system för rotation, men tror att premiering för förflyttning skulle öka rörligheten. 
Respondenten menar att med rotation skulle grupper inte vara så sårbara som de är idag, 
vilket leder till en ovilja att förlora gruppmedlemmar. Respondent PL1 anser att rörligheten 
är låg utvecklingsavdelningen. Det skulle gynna företaget med mer utbyte. Kanske kunde 
man ha utvecklingsavdelningen som en stor resurs och forma projektgrupper efter behov 
vilket skulle innebära mer rotation och samarbete. Respondent DE2 tycker att något behö-
ver göras för att hjälpa rörligheten, vilket för en ingenjör ger en inblick i vad andra sysslar 
med. Respondent M2 anser att rörligheten idag är större än förut, men fortfarande inte till-
räcklig och tror att det skulle vara positivt för företaget att stimulera den. Respondenten 
har själv arbetat på två avdelningar och känner att detta ökat dennes kompetens. Respon-
dent DE1 tycker att det rör sig lite och anser att den interna rörligheten borde stimuleras 
och ökas då det kan leda till förhöjd kompetens och i slutändan förbättrad produktivitet.  

15. Hur känner du inför den externa rekryteringen på företaget?  

Respondent M1, M3 och DE1 anser att man rekryterar både internt och externt vilket M1 
ser som positivt så länge man har en bra balans, vilket Respondenten anser att Husqvarna 
AB har. Med extern rekrytering får företaget in nya idéer i medan den interna rekryteringen 
uppmuntrar och motiverar inom företaget. På Respondent DE1’s avdelning är det för 
många som rekryterats utifrån. Specialister, till exempel, tycker Respondenten borde plock-
as inifrån, på de högre positionerna är det mixat. Respondent DE1 säger att det är bra med 
en del externa då de kan röra om i företaget. Respondent M3 instämmer i DE1 och anser 
att de externt rekryterade bär med sig tidigare erfarenheter och ofta driver utvecklingen 
framåt i företaget. Respondent DE3, M2 och PL1 känner både att företaget hellre anställer 
utifrån än internt vilket DE3 påpekar har en demoraliserande effekt på de anställda. Re-
spondent M2 anser att det skulle behövas mer uppmuntran till interna sökande. Respon-
dent PL2 anser att rekrytering av specialister ofta sker externt vilket har skapat en känsla av 
att det är svårt att avancera. Respondent DE2 tror att de flesta ledare rekryteras inifrån. 


